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SUMMARY

As Multi-rotor Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, or drones, are gradually becoming
more popular in civilian applications, the safety of these flying machines becomes
a significant concern. Such drones are powered by multiple rotors to generate lift
and control torques. Hence, the failure of rotors can severely threaten their flying
safety. Direct consequences of rotor failures are loss-of-control and a subsequent
crash if no ad-hoc flight control method can take over. Such a method, built on the
principles of Fault Tolerant Control (FTC), is thus essential to improving the safety
of multi-rotor drones.

Fixed-pitch quadrotors are the simplest type of multi-rotor drones and have
been extensively used in various applications thanks to their simplicity and higher
energy efficiency. However, they suffer most from rotor failures since it requires
a minimum of four fixed-pitch rotors to achieve full attitude control. Therefore,
devising FTC algorithms for quadrotors presents a significant challenge.

As there have been many efforts to develop FTC for quadrotors flying in near-
hover conditions, a primary objective of this thesis is further expanding the capabil-
ity of FTC methods to high-speed conditions where significant aerodynamic effects
arise that brings large model uncertainties to the control algorithm. The high-speed
flight conditions can be, for instance, the cruising phase of a quadrotor (e.g., deliv-
ery drone).

Once rotor failure occurs, these aerodynamic effects can adversely impact the
performance of FTC methods, and even drive the damaged quadrotor into upset
conditions with abnormal attitude and angular rates. On the one hand, it is essential
to improve state-of-art FTC methods withstanding significant aerodynamic effects
as well as possible large initial disturbances. On the other hand, these aerodynamic
effects need to be further investigated and modeled to facilitate the development of
FTC in high-speed conditions. These two aspects constitute the two major parts of
this thesis.

The first part of the thesis tackles the aerodynamic modeling problem of a
damaged quadrotor in high-speed flight using an aerodynamic model identifica-
tion approach. For a better understanding of high-speed aerodynamics of quadro-
tors, this study has identified a nominal gray-box model using the data from con-
trolled flight tests in a large scale wind tunnel (Open Jet Facility, TU Delft). From
the flight data, effects such as significant pitch-up moments, rotor-body interac-
tions, and yaw moment variations are discovered and modeled, which are rarely dis-
cussed before. Apart from these secondary effects, thrust variations and rotor drag
are captured as major aerodynamic effects. This gray-box model shows respective
improvements of 20% and 80% on aerodynamic force and moment predictions in

xi



xii SUMMARY

terms of model residuals in high-speed conditions compared to models only valid
in low-speed conditions.

Unfortunately, we cannot directly generalize this gray-box model to rotor fail-
ure conditions, though it possesses high accuracy and sheds light on unknown aero-
dynamic effects. For this reason, a multi-body parametric model is established for
predicting aerodynamic forces/moments of a quadrotor, which is not only valid in
nominal conditions but also those with failure of an arbitrary number of rotors. This
model separates the effect of each rotor and the airframe, and model parameters are
estimated from flight data acquired in both nominal and damaged conditions. In or-
der to improve the accuracy of data that are contaminated by the centrifugal force
from the high-rate yaw motion in the rotor failure conditions, a novel data prepro-
cessing approach is developed and analyzed. During the validation procedure, it is
demonstrated that this model captures both primary and secondary aerodynamic
effects, even those induced by high-speed airstream and yawing motion. The model
is also implemented in a simulation environment to facilitate FTC design in the sec-
ond part.

The second part of the thesis aims at developing robust FTC methods in the
face of large aerodynamic and initial condition disturbances. For addressing the
model uncertainties brought by significant aerodynamic effects in high-speed flight,
the incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion (INDI) approach is implemented and
developed in the occurrence of complete failure of one rotor (single-rotor-failure),
and two opposing rotors (double-rotor-failure). In the latter case where the problem
becomes underactuated, this study also analyzes the internal dynamics for defin-
ing an appropriate control output, which for the first time combines INDI with the
output-redefinition technique in a real-life system. The proposed robust FTC has
been validated in the wind tunnel by conducting high-speed controlled flights of a
quadrotor with single-rotor-failure and double-rotor-failure conditions. These real-
flight tests have shown the robustness of the method that outperforms a benchmark
FTC approach. The quadrotor subjected to complete failure of two rotors can track
trajectories in a wind of 5 m/s. Impressively, we have achieved flights at over 8 m/s,
which is more than half of the maximum norminal flight speed of the tested quadro-
tor.

An upset-recovery FTC is also developed to deal with large initial disturbances.
Imagine a quadrotor in an upside-down orientation along with a rotor failure; with
the proposed FTC method, it can be recovered to the pre-failure orientation and
altitude. In fact, this is an almost-globally convergent controller that can stabilize
a damaged quadrotor from arbitrary initial orientations and a wide range of initial
angular velocities. To this end, a novel control allocation approach is designed. This
allocation method can effectively suppress the angular rate that hinders the recov-
ery procedure, while providing rotor speed setpoints according to the outer-loop
commands. For validation, a set of Monte Carlo simulations are conducted with
the aerodynamic model identified in the first part of the thesis. It shows that more
than 95% of flights could recover within 10 meters altitude loss from random initial
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conditions. In addition to validating the controller in simulations, real flights have
been performed in the Cyberzoo, an in-door flight laboratory of TU Delft, where a
quadrotor with only three rotors was randomly tossed into the air and finally recov-
ered to a hovering state.

The research performed in this thesis leads to three recommendations. First,
deteriorations of state estimates in such fast dynamics conditions are discovered,
which may subsequently degrade the control performance. For alleviating this prob-
lem, fast-spinning and aerodynamic effects need to be considered for state estima-
tion. After addressing this issue, one may conduct out-door experiments for fast-
flight and upset recovery tests to further improve drone safety in a more realistic
scenario. The second recommendation is to evaluate actuator-dynamic effects on
the INDI approach, as it is believed to bring limitations to the proposed FTC meth-
ods. The degradation resulting from actuator dynamics may be alleviated by utiliz-
ing pseudo-control hedging (PCH), or generalizing methods addressing delays from
linear systems to nonlinear. Last but not least, it is recommended to investigate the
cause of these complex aerodynamic effects on a damaged quadrotor using static
wind tunnel tests, computational fluid dynamics (CFD), and analytical approaches.





SAMENVATTING

Aangezien onbemande luchtvaartuigen met meerdere rotoren of drones gelei-
delijk aan populairder worden in civiele toepassingen, wordt de veiligheid van deze
vliegmachines een groot aandachtspunt. Dergelijke drones worden aangedreven
door meerdere rotoren om lift- en controlekoppels te genereren. Daarom kan het
falen van rotoren hun vliegveiligheid ernstig in gevaar brengen. Directe gevolgen
van rotorstoringen zijn controleverlies en een daaropvolgende crash als geen enkele
ad-hoc-vluchtregelmethode het kan overnemen. Een dergelijke methode, gebouwd
op de principes van Fault Tolerant Control (FTC), is dus essentieel om de veiligheid
van drones met meerdere rotoren te verbeteren.

Quadrotors met vaste steek zijn het eenvoudigste type drones met meerdere
rotoren en worden op grote schaal gebruikt in verschillende toepassingen dankzij
hun eenvoud en hogere energie-efficiëntie. Ze hebben echter het meeste last van
rotorstoringen, omdat er minimaal vier rotoren met vaste spoed nodig zijn om een
volledige standcontrole te bereiken. Daarom is het bedenken van FTC-algoritmen
voor quadrotors een grote uitdaging.

Aangezien er veel inspanningen zijn geleverd om FTC te ontwikkelen, voor
quadrotors die vliegen in bijna zwevende omstandigheden, is een primaire doelstel-
ling van dit proefschrift het verder uitbreiden van FTC-methoden in hogesnelheids-
omstandigheden, waar aanzienlijke aerodynamische effecten optreden die grote
modelonzekerheden veroorzaken in het controle algoritme. Een voorbeeld van deze
omstandigheden is de kruisfase van een bezorgdrone.

Zodra een rotor defect is, kunnen deze aerodynamische effecten de prestaties
van FTC-methoden nadelig beïnvloeden. Een beschadige quadrotor kan zelfs in een
kritieke toestand komen met abnormale invalshoeken en hoeksnelheden. Enerzijds
is het essentieel om "state-of-the-art"FTC-methoden te verbeteren, die significante
aerodynamische effecten en mogelijk grote initiële verstoringen kunnen weerstaan.
Anderzijds moeten deze aerodynamische effecten verder worden onderzocht en ge-
modelleerd om de ontwikkeling van FTC onder hoge snelheden te vergemakkelij-
ken. Deze twee aspecten vormen de twee belangrijkste onderdelen van dit thesis.

Het eerste deel van het proefschrift behandelt het aerodynamische modelle-
ringsprobleem van een beschadigde quadrotor tijdens een vlucht met hoge snel-
heid met behulp van een aerodynamische modelidentificatiebenadering. Voor een
beter begrip van de hoge snelheids aerodynamica van quadrotors, heeft deze stu-
die een nominaal "grey-box model"geïdentificeerd met behulp van de gegevens van
gecontroleerde vluchttests in een windtunnel (Open Jet Facility, TU Delft). Uit de
vluchtgegevens worden effecten zoals significante pitch-up-momenten, rotor-body
interacties en giermomentvariaties ontdekt en gemodelleerd, die zelden eerder zijn

xv
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besproken. Afgezien van deze secundaire effecten worden stuwkrachtvariaties en
rotorweerstand opgevat als belangrijke aerodynamische effecten. Dit grijze doos-
model toont respectievelijke verbeteringen van 20% en 80% op aerodynamische
kracht en momentvoorspellingen in termen van modelresiduen bij hoge snelheden
ten opzichte van modellen die alleen geldig zijn bij lage snelheden.

Het "grey-box model"kan niet direct gegeneraliseerd worden naar omstandig-
heden met rotoruitval, ondanks de hoge nauwkeurigheid en licht werpt op onbe-
kende aerodynamische effecten. Om deze reden is er een multi-body parametrisch
model opgesteld voor het voorspellen van aerodynamische krachten / momenten
van een quadrotor, die niet alleen geldig is in nominale omstandigheden maar ook
wanneer een willkekeurig aantal rotors faalt. Dit model scheidt het effect van elke
rotor en het frame. De modelparameters worden geschat op basis van vluchtgege-
vens die zijn verkregen in zowel nominale als beschadigde omstandigheden. Om de
nauwkeurigheid te verbeteren van gegevens die zijn vervuild door de middelpunt-
vliedende kracht als gevolg van de hoge gierbeweging in de omstandigheden waarin
de rotor faalt, wordt een nieuwe benadering voor het verwerken van gegevens ont-
wikkeld en geanalyseerd. Tijdens de validatieprocedure is aangetoond dat dit mo-
del zowel primaire als secundaire aerodynamische effecten opvangt, zelfs als deze
worden veroorzaakt door snelle luchtstroom en gierende bewegingen. Het model is
ook geïmplementeerd in een simulatieomgeving om het FTC-ontwerp in het tweede
deel te facilitate.

Het tweede deel van het thesis is gericht op het ontwikkelen van robuuste FTC-
methoden in het geval van grote aerodynamische en initiële conditiestoornissen.
Voor het aanpakken van de modelonzekerheden, die worden veroorzaakt door sig-
nificante aerodynamische effecten bij hogesnelheidsvluchten, wordt de incremen-
tele niet-lineaire dynamische inversie (INDI) -benadering geïmplementeerd en ont-
wikkeld bij het optreden van volledig falen van één rotor (single-rotor-falen) en twee
tegenoverliggende rotors (dubbele-rotor-falen). In het laatste geval waarin het pro-
bleem onderactueerd wordt, analyseert deze studie ook de interne dynamiek voor
het definiëren van een geschikte controle-output, die voor het eerst INDI combi-
neert met de output-herdefinitietechniek in een real-life systeem. De voorgestelde
robuuste FTC is gevalideerd in de windtunnel door het uitvoeren van snelle gecon-
troleerde vluchten met een quadrotor die een gefaalde rotor had en een quadrotor
met twee gefaalde rotoren. Deze echte vlucht test hebben de robuustheid van de
methode aangetoond die beter presteert dan een "benchmark-FTC"benadering. De
quadrotor die wordt onderworpen aan volledige uitval van twee rotoren, een traject
volgen bij een wind van 5 m / s. Er zijn vluchten behaald met meer dan 8 m /
s, wat meer is dan de helft van de maximale normale vliegsnelheid van de geteste
quadrotor.

Er is ook een FTC algoritme voor het herstel van overstuur ontwikkeld om grote
aanvankelijke verstoringen aan te pakken. Stel je een quadrotor voor, onderstebo-
ven, in combinatie een rotorstoring. Met de voorgestelde FTC-methode kan deze
worden hersteld naar de oriëntatie en hoogte vóór het falen. In feite is dit een bijna
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globaal convergente controller die een beschadigde quadrotor kan stabiliseren van-
uit willekeurige initiële oriëntaties en een breed scala aan initiële hoeksnelheden.
Daartoe wordt een nieuwe aanpak voor controletoewijzing ontworpen. Deze toe-
wijzingsmethode kan de hoeksnelheid die de herstelprocedure belemmert effec-
tief onderdrukken, terwijl de referentiepunten van de rotorsnelheid worden gele-
verd volgens de buitenste lus opdrachten. Ter validatie wordt een set Monte Carlo-
simulaties uitgevoerd met het aerodynamische model dat in het eerste deel van het
proefschrift is geïdentificeerd. Deze simulatie laat zien dat meer dan 95% van de
vluchten zich binnen 10 meter hoogteverlies zou kunnen herstellen van willekeu-
rige initiële omstandigheden. Naast het valideren van de controller in simulaties,
zijn er echte vluchten uitgevoerd in de Cyberzoo, een in-door-vluchtlaboratorium
van de TU Delft, waar een quadrotor met slechts drie rotors willekeurig in de lucht
werd gegooid en uiteindelijk werd hersteld in een zwevende staat.

Het onderzoek in dit thesis leidt tot drie aanbevelingen. Ten eerste worden
verslechteringen van toestandsschattingen in snelle dynamische omstandigheden
ontdekt, die vervolgens de regelprestaties kunnen verslechteren. Om dit probleem
te verhelpen, moeten snel draaiende en aerodynamische effecten in aanmerking
worden genomen voor een schatting van de toestand. Nadat dit probleem is aan-
gepakt, kan men buitenexperimenten uitvoeren voor snelle vlucht- en verstoorde
hersteltests om de droneveiligheid verder te verbeteren in een realistischer scena-
rio. De tweede aanbeveling is om de actuator-dynamische effecten op de INDI-
benadering te evalueren, omdat er wordt aangenomen dat deze beperkingen met
zich meebrengt voor de voorgestelde FTC-methoden. De achteruitgang als gevolg
van de dynamiek van de actuator kan worden verlicht door gebruik te maken van
pseudo-control hedging (PCH), of door generaliserende methoden die vertragingen
van lineaire systemen naar niet-lineair aanpakken. Tenslotte wordt aanbevolen om
de oorzaak van deze complexe aerodynamische effecten op een beschadigde qua-
drotor te onderzoeken met behulp van statische windtunneltests, computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) en analytische benaderingen.





1
INTRODUCTION

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), or drones, have experienced dramatic de-
velopments in the last decades because of their great advantages and potentials,
such as aerial photography, geographic mapping, precise agriculture, and express
delivery. Meanwhile, new applications are still being discovered; hence the number
of drones is projected to continue increasing in the future.

Along with the rapid development of drones, safety is always one of the major
concerns. Crashing a drone could endanger infrastructure, and even worse, harm
people on the ground, which is especially critical in applications above population-
dense areas, such as package delivery [1] and drone light shows [2]. For some mis-
sions, crashing can cause even worse consequences, such as emergency medical
deliveries [3], or an irreplaceable drone used for planetary explorations [4].

Among the various threats to safety, failure of the rotor system is a fundamental
problem to be tackled. In order to achieve vertical take-off and landing, most drones
are designed in configurations that are actuated by several (usually more than four)
rotors with fixed-pitch blades (Fig. 1.1). They use the rotor system to generate both
lift and control torques. For this reason, rotor failures can dramatically change the
flight dynamics and threaten flying safety.

As the most commonly used and simplest multi-rotor drones, quadrotors are
especially vulnerable to rotor failures because they lack rotor redundancy (Fig. 1.1a).
The reason is that at a minimum of four actuators is required to maintain full con-
trol authority of thrust and three-axis attitude of a multi-rotor drone, with which its
position within 3D space can be subsequently controlled. Obviously, introducing
additional rotors is an appropriate solution for redundancy, which has indeed lead
to the invention of other types of multi-rotor drones, such as hexarotors and octoro-
tors (Fig. 1.1b). However, adding more rotors means higher cost, more complexity
and hence more potential failure modes. In addition, owing to their significantly
lower energy efficiency, they may potentially impact the environment after large-

1
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Figure 1.1: Photos of two types of multi-rotor drones. a.) Quadrotor b.) Octorotor.

scale deployment [5].
Therefore, this thesis focuses on another promising solution, namely the Fault-

Tolerant Control (FTC) algorithm, which is a flight controller running onboard of
the drone. Just as its name implies, FTC helps a quadrotor to achieve controllable
flights despite rotor failures without introducing mechanical adaptations. Instead,
only software improvements are needed for the nominal flight controller. Thus this
method can be easily deployed in existing platforms. With a well-designed FTC, a
damaged quadrotor can perform a safe emergency landing, safely return to the base,
or even accomplish the mission despite significant performance degradation.

1.1. QUADROTOR FAULT-TOLERANT CONTROL
A Fault-Tolerant Controller is able to achieve control objectives under both nor-

mal and abnormal conditions such as rotor failure. After the occurrence of rotor
failures, the controller can be reconfigured according to the variation of the sys-
tem dynamics, which is determined by the failure severity. Hence different control
strategies are implemented in the following two distinct failure conditions. This sec-
tion briefly reviews existing Fault-Tolerant Control (FTC) methods for quadrotors,
and discusses the limitations of existing approaches.

1.1.1. PARTIAL ROTOR FAILURE

In general, partial rotor failure means the reduction of rotor effectiveness in
generating the thrust and reaction torque. Partial rotor failure can be caused by
electrical malfunctions of motors, or mechanical failures such as propeller blade
damage as shown in Fig. 1.2.

With the knowledge of the rotor effectiveness reduction in the quadrotor model,
various FTC methods can be designed. To begin with, a Proportional–Integral–
Derivative (PID) controller with scheduled gains [6], fuzzy logics [7] and Model-
Reference-Adaptive Control (MRAC) [8] have been developed successively. By parametriz-
ing the rotor failure, Liu et al. designed a Linear-Parameter-Varying (LPV) con-
troller [9]. Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and Model Predictive Control (MPC)
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Figure 1.2: Example of a quadrotor with partial rotor failure due to blade damage
(red-dash line).

are also adopted and compared in [10, 11]. It is noteworthy that an independent
Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) module is required by these methods (e.g. [6,
9, 12]) to obtain the information of model variations.

More studies on partial failure problems, however, assume that the failure is
unknown to the controller. The system dynamic change after the occurrence of rotor
failure is regarded as disturbances to be rejected. Therefore, robust control methods
such as Sliding Mode Control (SMC) have been extensively studied on this prob-
lem [13–19]. Other methods such as Backstepping [20], L 1 adaptive control [21],
Active Disturbance Rejection Control (ADRC) [22] were employed on this problem
as well. To improve the control performance, some pieces of research also estimate
the reduced control effectiveness on-line [23, 24], which is more tightly coupled
with the controller as compared with the FDD module mentioned earlier.

In reality, partial propeller damage can very likely cause rotor imbalance and
subsequently lead to mechanical vibrations. These vibrations bring a significant
amount of noise to the inertia measurement unit (IMU), which will potentially cause
the controller’s instability. Hence, when a propeller blade is severely bent or broken,
the abovementioned partial FTC methods can be ineffective even though the dam-
aged rotor can still generate a limited amount of thrust and torque. In this case, it
is a better solution to switch off the damaged rotor and resort to FTC designed for a
complete rotor failure condition.

1.1.2. COMPLETE ROTOR FAILURE

Naturally, scenarios with the complete failure of rotors are more hazardous,
which could happen due to rotor detachment, or motor shut-off. Different from
conditions with partial rotor failures, it is ineffective to increase the control input of
the degraded rotor owning to its zero control effectiveness. Instead, an alternative
control strategy is required.

For this control problem, seminal work was done by [26], where the authors
demonstrated that sacrificing the stability in the yaw direction is inevitable while
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Figure 1.3: Controlled flight of a quadrotor subjected to complete failure of one rotor
near hovering condition [25].

the full control of other states remains. As a consequence, the drone needs to spin
with a non-zero yaw rate. In [27] and [28], authors solved the problem using a PID
controller and a Backstepping approach respectively. Lu and van Kampen employed
the Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) approach, together with an
FDD module [29]. Crousaz et al. applies the Sequential Linear Quadratic (SLQ) con-
trol under an iterative optimal control framework [30]. A geometric approach was
proposed in [31] to conduct trajectory tracking control under the complete failure of
one rotor. The works mentioned above, however, have only been validated in sim-
ulations. Hence their feasibility in real-life environments remains unknown, where
the robustness against model uncertainties and computational efficiency have to be
considered.

The first controlled flight of a quadrotor subjected to complete failure of one ro-
tor and two opposing rotors was performed in [25]. In order to design the used linear
control approach, a subsequent work of the author proposed the relaxed-hovering
equilibrium showing the possibility of controlled flight with failure of one, two, or
three rotors [32]. A vehicle with specially designed inertia properties has validated
the principle with only one rotor remaining in [33]. Apart from classical linear con-
trol methods, a Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) control method was proposed by
[34] to improve the stability during the accumulation phase of the yaw rate. Impres-
sively, this work also performed low-speed flights in outdoor environments.

1.1.3. CHALLENGES IN QUADROTOR FTC
In reality, rotor failure could occur during high-speed flights, such as the cruis-

ing phase of a delivery drone. In such high-speed flight conditions, air inflow with
respect to rotors and the air-frame brings significant aerodynamic disturbances,
which can greatly deteriorate the FTC performance.

Table. 1.1 compares the existing work on the quadrotor FTC problem with ours.
In theory, nonlinear methods considering model uncertainties can, to some extent,
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address these aerodynamic disturbances in high-speed flights. Unfortunately, they
have not been validated in real life; their simulation validations also neglect these
aerodynamic effects.

On the other hand, linear approaches have been tested in real flight validations
( LQR [32] and LPV [34]) since they are relatively simple to implement. However, in
order to establish equilibrium and linearized dynamics required by these linear ap-
proaches, they use a simple aerodynamic model, which can significantly differ from
reality during high-speed flights. We refer to it as the "hovering-model", and Fig. 1.4
shows a substantial error of the hovering-model prediction on quadrotor pitch mo-
ment at 10 m/s forward flight. Such a model mismatch can harm the performance
of these linear FTC approaches.
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Figure 1.4: Comparison between the measured and model predicted pitch moment
of a quadrotor during forward flight at 10m/s. The plot is captured from Fig.19.c in
Chapter 2.

Therefore, a major challenge for current research is to design and validate an
FTC method capable of high-speed flights of a quadrotor subjected to rotor failures
under the disturbance of significant aerodynamic effects. The method has to be
robust against significant model uncertainties while being simple and less compu-
tation demanding for real-time implementations.

Table 1.1: Comparison on Fault-Tolerant Control of Quadrotor under Complete Ro-
tor Failure

Reference Method Nonlinear
Model Double

Real flight
High-speed

uncertainty rotor failure flight
Freddi et al. 2011 [26] Feedback lineraization ✓
Lanzon et al. 2014 [35] Robust feedback linearization ✓ ✓
Lippiello et al. 2014[27] Backstepping ✓ ✓
Lippiello et al. 2014 [27] PID ✓
Mueller et al. 2015 [32] Linear quadratic programming (LQR) ✓ ✓

de Crousaz at al. 2015 [30] Sequential linear programming (SLQ) ✓
Lu at al. 2015 [29] Incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion (INDI) ✓ ✓

Simha at al. 2017 [31] Geometric control ✓ ✓
Stephan at al. 2018 [34] Linear parameter-varying (LPV) ✓ ✓

Hou at al. 2020 [36] Sliding mode control (SMC) ✓ ✓
This thesis (Chapter 4) INDI ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
This thesis (Chapter 5) INDI with output refinement ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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1.2. DAMAGED QUADROTOR AERODYNAMICS MODELING
In addition to the controller design, the high-speed-induced aerodynamic ef-

fects need to be studied to improve the mathematical models of a damaged quadro-
tor. These models can be employed in the simulations for FTC design, or directly
utilized by the FTC algorithms.

Aerodynamic modeling aims for establishing 3-degrees-of-freedom (3-DoF) forces
and moments of a quadrotor subjected to complete rotor failures. Therefore, this
section sheds some light on the aerodynamic effects of multi-rotor drones. After-
wards, model identification as the major methodology to develop the aerodynamic
model will be briefly introduced.

1.2.1. AERODYNAMIC EFFECTS
Generally speaking, multi-rotor drones can be classified as rotorcraft. Hence

a multi-rotor drone and a full-scale helicopter [37] share many similarities in aero-
dynamic properties, though a drone may have simplified characteristics because of
the use of fixed-pitch rotors. In literature, the following effects have been identified:

• Thrust variations ([38–46]). As the name implies, this effect describes the vari-
ation of thrust during the translational motion compared with the hovering
condition, which is caused by variations in the inflow of the rotor. A thrust
model can be found in Fig. 1.5, which is obtained from momentum theory [41].
As the figure shows, both flight speed and the angle-of-attack influence the ro-
tor thrust.

• Blade flapping ([38, 41, 47, 48]). During forward flight, the advancing blade
has higher local air velocity and the other way around for the retreating blade.
Hence the advancing blade generates a larger lift and flaps upwards while the
retreating blade flaps downwards. This phenomena results in a static balance
where the entire rotor disc tilts backward and sidewards (see Fig. 1.6). As a
result, drag forces are generated as a projection of the tilted thrust vector in
the rotor plane.

These two effects have been extensively studied since the advent of rotorcraft.
With sufficient knowledge of the vehicle parameters, mathematical models with de-
cent prediction performance can be obtained. For a multi-rotor drone, however,
this is not sufficient yet to provide precise force and moment models due to the
presence of the following effects:

• Aerodynamic moments on the rotor system [41, 49].

• Rotor-rotor, rotor-body interactions [50].

• Aerodynamic moments/forces on the airframe [51].

• Vortex-ring state [41, 52].
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• Ground/ceiling effects [43].

Unfortunately, due to the absence of a thorough understanding of these effects,
it is difficult to provide an accurate theoretical model. Instead, we can resort to a
phenomenological model that relies on observations (data) rather than understand-
ing underlying physics [53]. Notably, this thesis employs the model identification
methodology to establish phenomenological aerodynamic models.

Figure 1.5: Thrust variation with respect to the hovering [41]. T and Th indicates the
thrust and hovering thrust, Vh represents the induced velocity.

Figure 1.6: Blade flapping with stiff rotor vlades modeled as hinged blades with off-
set and spring [41].

1.2.2. IDENTIFICATION OF AERODYNAMIC MODEL

System Identification, is a methodology for determining or approximating the
mathematical model of a dynamic system without complete knowledge of the un-
derlying physics. Instead, the model is obtained by analyzing the input and out-
put data of the dynamic system obtained from practical applications [54]. Delib-
erately designed experiments are important for obtaining consistent and accurate
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Figure 1.7: A quadrotor flying in a open jet wind-tunnel [57]
.

data sets for system identification. For drones, this means that real flight tests are al-
ways required (see e.g., [55]). The flight data can be obtained from various sources,
such as measurements from onboard/external sensors, logging of the control com-
mands. Before being fed into the identification algorithms, data preprocessing is
often needed to alleviate the noise, eliminate the bias, synchronized measurements
from different sources.

System identification algorithms also require sufficient excitations on the sys-
tem to improve model versatility and accuracy [56]. For identifying a nonlinear
global model of a drone, it is necessary to explore the flight envelope as much as
possible while collecting data such that the identified model is valid in a wider op-
erating regime. By providing carefully designed excitation sequences, colinearities
in data sets can be reduced, resulting in lower parameter (co)variances when using
parameter estimators. This can be achieved by performing different types of ma-
neuvers in a wide range of flight speeds to explore the state space. Therefore, it is
favorable to conduct flight experiments in a controlled environment for above pur-
poses, such as a large-scale open jet wind-tunnel shown in Fig. 1.7.

Apart from data collection, the type of model structure is also essential. For
aerodynamic model identification, the gray-box model structure is a popular choice
since it fuses both the theoretical knowledge and data information when full knowl-
edge of the aerodynamics is unattainable, as elaborated in Sec. 1.2.1. Different from
generic black-box models (such as a neural network) identified directly from data,
gray-box models utilize some physical understandings of the system. Thus, in gen-
eral, they have higher accuracy in regimes where flight data is scarce.
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1.2.3. CHALLENGES IN AERODYNAMIC IDENTIFICATION

As a central element in aerodynamic identification, flight data must be ac-
quired from controllable flights in the high-speed condition where aerodynamic
effects are apparent. This task is especially challenging with the occurrence of com-
plete rotor failures, as standard controllers from literature are not adequate. For
this reason, a novel FTC method needs to be devised to conduct real flights in the
wind-tunnel, in spite of significant unknown aerodynamic disturbances.

Apart from the acquired flight data, selecting an appropriate model structure is
of great importance. As a synthesis of both physical knowledge and data informa-
tion, the identified model is ideally to be accurate in various flight conditions and
vehicle configurations. However, accuracy and versatility are usually contradictory
if data is limited. Hence a well-defined model structure is required, which captures
primary aerodynamic effects by utilizing existing theories that are generally valid
while effectively integrating data observations into the model for accuracy. Selecting
such a model structure is still an open question for multi-rotor drone aerodynamic
identifications.

1.3. THESIS GOAL AND RESEARCH APPROACH

1.3.1. GOAL OF THIS THESIS

In consideration of the need for a more real-life applicable fault-tolerant flight
control method for quadcopter UAV, this thesis tackles the above-mentioned chal-
lenges on quadrotor FTC and aerodynamic modeling. Therefore, the main research
goal of this thesis is defined as:

Research Goal

Establish aerodynamic models and devise control methods for a quadrotor
drone subjected to complete failure of the rotor system in real-life environ-
ments with significant aerodynamic disturbances.

The main research goal can be split into two research questions. The first ques-
tion is regard to the aerodynamic model identification:

Research Question I

How to establish aerodynamic models of a quadrotor subjected to complete
failure of rotors in the high-speed flight regime using an aerodynamic model
identification approach?

The second question is related to the fault-tolerant flight control methods:
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Figure 1.8: Iteration logic of the research.

Research Question II

How to devise a fault-tolerant control method for a quadrotor subjected to
complete failure of rotors that is robust against significant aerodynamic ef-
fects?

1.3.2. RESEARCH APPROACH

In order to answer the defined research questions, this study will take an it-
erative research approach (Fig. 1.8). First, the aerodynamic model of a quadrotor
in the nominal condition (without failure) will be identified from flight data using
a benchmark control method [24]. The model provides deep insights into aerody-
namic effects, and accelerates the development of the FTC method. Afterwards,
the novel FTC method will be utilized to conduct high-speed flight of a quadrotor
subjected to complete rotor failures in the wind tunnel. The flight data obtained,
in turn, will be again employed to update the aerodynamic model in terms of both
fidelity and versatility. The model is subsequently implemented in the simulation
platform whereby the performance of FTC can be further tested and improved.

1.3.3. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS

Since the failure of an entire rotor can significantly change the quadrotor dy-
namics, a Fault Detection and Diagnostics (FDD) module can be relatively simple to
implement using, for example, an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) or monitoring the
motor currency. Hence a Fault Detection and Diagnostics (FDD) technique is not
studied in this thesis, and the FTC is devised by assuming a predetermined rotor
failure.

As mentioned in Sec. 1.3.2, the aerodynamic effects are studied for modeling
purposes, instead of understanding the underlying physical mechanisms. Thus this
thesis only provides limited reasoning about complex aerodynamics (such as wake
interactions, vortex ring effects, etc.) instead of a systematic study of these phe-
nomena using, for example, static wind-tunnel tests and particle image velocimetry
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(PIV) techniques. Ground / ceiling effects are also excluded from the scope of this
research since they rarely occur in the out-door high-speed flight scenario.

The term "robust" in the context of this thesis indicates the ability of a con-
troller to be effective withstanding the model uncertainties / mismatch caused by
aerodynamic effects. While improving robustness of the FTC method is our major
goal, we are not leveraging modern "robust control methods" which is a well-known
branch of the modern control theory, such as H-infinity [58] and sliding-mode con-
trol [59].

1.4. THESIS OUTLINE

Figure 1.9: Overview of the thesis structure.

The research questions will be answered in the following chapters. Each chap-
ter has been published in peer-reviewed journals and conference proceedings. As
Fig. 1.9 presents, these chapters are divided into two parts. Part I focus on the aero-
dynamic model identification (RQ1). Part II presents the design and validation of a
robust fault-tolerant controller under different conditions. The answers to the pri-
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mary research questions will be concluded in the last chapter.
In Chapter 2, we use a controller from literature [24] to conduct a high-speed

flight test of a quadrotor in a wind tunnel. With the flight data obtained, a gray-box
aerodynamic model of a quadrotor without rotor failure is identified. In addition
to capturing the major well-known aerodynamic effects such as blade flapping and
thrust variation, the identified model also reveals the existence of aerodynamic mo-
ments on the rotor system and interactions between rotors. The identified gray-box
model is then implemented in the simulation to help the design of the FTC.

Chapter 3 presents the work of identifying a gray-box multi-body aerodynamic
model using the wind-tunnel flight data from Part.II. Inspired by the nominal model
identified in Chapter 1, the 3-axis forces and moments of each rotor are considered
in the model identification. Aerodynamic effects of the airframe are also taken into
account, yielding a novel multi-body aerodynamic model. In addition to the flight
data, static wind-tunnel tests of a single rotor are performed to extend the validity
regime of the model.

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 present the work of designing the FTC methods for
a quadrotor with complete loss of one rotor and two opposing rotors respectively.
Both chapters employ the so-called incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion (INDI)
technique to address aerodynamic disturbances and model uncertainties. Since the
control problem is under-actuated when only two rotors remain, Chapter 5 sheds
more light on the analysis of quadrotor internal dynamics for output-redefinition.
Both FTCs are validated in high-speed flight tests in a wind tunnel to demonstrate
significant robustness compared with the state-of-art [32]. Moreover, the flight data
are subsequently used in Chapter 3 to identify the multi-body aerodynamic model.

By updating the simulation with the identified model from Chapter 3, a post-
failure recovery controller is devised in Chapter 6. Apart from addressing distur-
bances associated with aerodynamics, the proposed controller also recovers the
post-failure quadrotor from arbitrary initial attitude and angular rates. Monte-Carlo
simulations using models from Chapter 3 are conducted to demonstrate the con-
troller’s capability of recovering a quadrotor with loss of a single rotor from random
initial states while cruising at high speed.
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2
QUADROTOR GRAY-BOX MODEL

IDENTIFICATION FROM

HIGH-SPEED FLIGHT DATA

In this chapter, the aerodynamic effects on a quadrotor are studied by carrying out free
flight tests in a large scale wind tunnel. The flight data reveal that complex aerody-
namic interactions could appear and significantly influence the forces and moments
acting on the quadrotor, which indicates the inaccuracy of state-of-art models estab-
lished based on helicopter aerodynamic theory. To cope with this problem, gray-box
models considering these effects are identified from flight data using a stepwise system
identification approach, which combines both prior-knowledge of rotorcraft aerody-
namic properties as well as data observations. Previous models introduced in the
literature are compared with the gray-box models. Validation results show an 80%
reduction of moment model residuals and 20% reduction of force model residuals.

Parts of this chapter have been published in:

S. Sun, C. C. de Visser, and Q. Chu,“Quadrotor Gray-Box Model Identification from High-Speed Flight Data,”Journal
of Aircraft., vol. 56, no. 2, pp. 645–661, Mar. 2019.
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2.1. INTRODUCTION
Multi rotor drones are widely used currently as an efficient tool in multiple ap-

plications such as reconnaissance, package delivery, agriculture monitoring, filming
and even personal transportation. Multi-rotor drones are equipped with individ-
ual rotors producing both propulsion and control power and frequently operate in
non-hovering conditions in out-door environments. During flights with non-static
incoming flow in these conditions, the aerodynamic characteristics of these rotors
are different from those modeled in static conditions and considerable free-stream
induced aerodynamic effects become apparent.

Drones are able to operate in conditions where additional aerodynamic effects
occur without full knowledge of them due to the high update rates of sensors and
robustness of the controller [1–3]. However, knowledge of these effects will be nec-
essary for controllers capable of fully exploring the flight envelope [4, 5] such as
high speed flights with aggressive maneuveres. Next to the controller enhancement,
the modeling of these aerodynamic effects is also desirable of providing better at-
titude estimation [6] and refining the design process [7]. In addition, full knowl-
edge of these aerodynamic effects is also required for high fidelity simulation plat-
forms [8] and finally, global models need to be established for flight envelope com-
putation [9], which is the main motivation for the current work.

The main subject of this research is the quadrotor, one of the simplest possible
multi rotor drones. The aerodynamic effects acting on quadrotors can be summa-
rized as the force variation and moment variation compared to that in the hovering
condition without ground effect. Several discussions about these forces and mo-
ment variations are present in the literature.

Most literature sources focus on improving the thrust model. Ref. [10] , for in-
stance, elaborate the cause of thrust variation during translational flight. The mod-
eling process is mostly derived from helicopter aerodynamic theories. Ref. [4, 10, 11]
use momentum theory to develop the model of relationships between thrust ef-
ficiency, flight speed, and the angle of attack. Thrust calculation of a single ro-
tor according to blade element theory is adopted [12–15]. Momentum theory and
blade element theory are also combined and a so-called blade element momentum
(BEMT) theory is used to enhance the thrust model accuracy [16–18] .

Drag forces, which are mostly defined in the blade plane of multi-rotor drones,
are also discussed in literature. The blade flapping effect is considered the main
cause of drag force [10, 15, 19–21]. According to Ref. [12, 17, 19, 20], lift also induces
an aerodynamic drag on the blade elements and generates a hub force perpendic-
ular to the thrust. Besides the resistance caused by the rotor, the aerodynamic drag
from the airframe is also considered [16], which is quadratic related to the flight
speed.

Compared to forces, moment variations have received less attention in exist-
ing literature. The additional pitching moment due to the translational velocities is
observed in the wind tunnel test presented in Ref. [22]. In the trim condition during
forward flight, the aft rotors rotate faster than the front rotor. Damping effects [21],
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blade stiffness [11] and drag forces [21] are considered to cause these moments as
well. The bare airframe itself may also generate a pitching moment [8]. To the best
of the author’s knowledge no high fidelity models of the aerodynamic moments exist
in the literature.

Besides the forces and moments generated from individual propellers and air-
frame, rotor-rotor and airframe-rotor interaction effects are suspected to greatly in-
fluence the aerodynamic forces and moments. Ref. [13] shows that the interaction
between multiple rotors deteriorates the total thrust from wind tunnel tests. Ref. [8]
divides the forces and moments into propulsion, airframe and interaction units,
and the research of interaction terms is still ongoing. Models considering the in-
teraction effect have been made [7][23] based on physical theory and engineering
assumptions, however, not validated with in-flight data. The actual effects of these
interactions on thrust, drag and moments remain largely unknown, which should
be investigated with free flight experiments.

The main contribution of this research is further revealing the effect of above
interactions from flight data and establish accurate force and moment models tak-
ing account of these effects. To this end, multiple free flight tests have been carried
out. Based on the data from these tests, it is shown that the interaction effects dete-
riorate the well-established thrust and drag model based on the first principles, and
in addition demonstrate significant inaccuracies in the pitch and rolling moment
predictions obtained with the broadly accepted quadrotor hovering model, i.e the
distance of propellers times their thrust differences. Furthermore, it is shown that
the yawing moment is strongly influenced by the incoming flow during high speed
flight, which has not been discussed before.

We use a system identification approach to establish a high fidelity model of
forces and moments which is valid in a larger flight envelope. Different from the
first-principles modeling approach derived from helicopter aerodynamic theory,
system identification methods are proper choice for modeling these complex in-
teraction effects. Specifically, a gray-box model is established which combines the
information from prior-physical knowledge of rotor-craft theory with experimen-
tal data obtained during high speed flight, and possesses both reliability of physical
theory and accuracy of observation.

Several system identification techniques can be applied to establish nonlin-
ear gray-box models, depending on the structure of the model, such as polynomial
functions, multivariate spline-functions, neural networks, etc. Among them, a sim-
ple but effective piecewise polynomial structure is selected. A stepwise method is
used for determining the model structure by selecting terms from a large set of can-
didate terms. This technique has been used in the past for full-scale aircraft system
identification [24–26] but has never been seen used for determining the aerody-
namic model of a quadrotor. The model structure candidates are determined from
prior-knowledge of rotor-craft aerodynamic theories as well as preliminary assump-
tions. The stepwise method selects candidates into the model in a stepwise scheme
according to their contributions to the current model.
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The identified models are compared with state-of-art force models consider-
ing aerodynamic effects as well as moment models established in hovering condi-
tions. The validation results reveal around 20% improvement in the accuracy of
force model and more importantly, over 80% improvement in the moment model
in terms of the residual root mean square (RMS) in non-hovering conditions. Al-
though these models are specific to the Bebop platform, the methodologies can be
generalized to other multi-rotor platforms.

The flight experiments are carried out in the Open Jet Facility (OJF), a large
scale wind tunnel with a 3 meters aperture operated by the Delft University of Tech-
nology, as shown in Fig. 2.1. In contrast to static wind tunnel tests, free flights are
performed in the OJF in order to negate the disturbance effect of a force balance and
more importantly, to take dynamic motions into account. The wind tunnel provides
2.5 m by 2.5 m by 5.0 m space to carry out these flights. A large number of different
flight maneuvers are made to fully excite the system and a maximum air speed up to
14 m/s is achieved. An of-the-shelf quadrotor (Parrot Bebop) running open-source
autopilot (Paparazzi) is used in these flights. The standard build-in inertia measure-
ment unit (IMU) running at 512 Hz and external motion capture systems (Optitrack)
running at 360 Hz are sensor-fused for data acquisition [27].

Figure 2.1: Open Jet Facility (OJF), a large-scale wind tunnel, and the tested quadro-
tor.

A normalization method for modeling multi-rotor drones in terms of dimen-
sionless coefficients is proposed in this research. The dimensionless aerodynamic
coefficients and states are analogous to those used for single rotorcraft. Moment co-
efficients are for the first time introduced for quadrotor drones, taking into account
their multi-rotor characteristics. The gray-box model established will be presented
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in dimensionless form as a mapping between dimensionless states and force (mo-
ment) coefficients. These dimensionless coefficients are also useful for revealing the
interaction effects, and even for comparing the aerodynamic properties of different
drone models.

The article is organized as follows. Chapter 2.2 introduces coordinate defini-
tion and hovering model definition. Chapter 2.3 depicts the stepwise method and
provides definition of dimensionless aerodynamic coefficients and other dimen-
sionless variables related to the model. Chapter 2.4 describes the flight test for this
research and discusses the interaction effects observed from flight data. The identi-
fication process and results can be found in Chapter 2.5 and 2.6 respectively.

2.2. PRELIMINARY MODELING
A benchmark model is introduced in this chapter with the aim of further in-

troducing the gray-box model and make comparisons between them. First, the two
coordinate systems, in the form of the ground frame and the body frame, are de-
fined (Fig. 2.2). For the ground frame, xG is defined towards the wind tunnel nozzle,
in order words, into the free stream; zG is aligned with the gravity direction pointing
downwards. The body frame is fixed to the vehicle with the center of gravity at the
origin. xB is aligned with the nose direction, yB points to the right and zB points
against the thrust direction.

Airspeed, the flight speed with respect to the air stream, is defined as

V =V g −V wi nd (2.1)

where V g and V wi nd indicate ground speed and wind speed respectively. The pro-
jection of airspeed on the body frame is expressed as V = [u v w ]T . Angle of
attack α and sideslip angle β are defined as

α= arcsin(w/V ) β= arcsin(v/
p

v 2 +u2) (2.2)

where V = ||V ||. Note that since the quadrotor is able to hover and reverse, these
two angles are singular when airspeed equals zero.

Rotor speeds (in rad/s) are expressed as [Ω1 Ω2 Ω3 Ω4] respectively. Fig. 2.2
shows the rotor index and their rotation directions of Parrot Bebop quadrotor, which
is the object to be modeled in this Chapter.

For simplicity, the quadrotor is regarded as a rigid-body of which the transla-
tional and rotational dynamic equations can be written as

V̇ +Ω×V = R BG g +F /m (2.3)

I vΩ̇+Ω× I vΩ= M +M Ip
(2.4)

where g = [0 0 g ]T indicates the gravity vector expressed in the ground frame.
Ω = [p q r ]T represents the angular velocity expressed in the body frame. The
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Figure 2.2: Coordinate systems definition and sketch of Parrot Bebop quadrotor.

aerodynamic forces and moments are denoted as F and M respectively, which are
expressed in the body frame as well. R BG is the rotational matrix from the ground
frame to the body frame. I v stands for the inertia matrix and m indicates the mass
of the vehicle. M Ip

represents the moments due to gyroscopic effects and rotor spin-
up torque; the later has been found significantly influence the Bebop quadrotor [28]

M Ip
=

 q Ip (−Ω1 +Ω2 −Ω3 +Ω4)
pIp (Ω1 −Ω2 +Ω3 −Ω4)
Ip (−Ω̇1 + Ω̇2 − Ω̇3 + Ω̇4)

 (2.5)

The positioning of a quadrotor in 3D space is controlled by changing its attitude
and total thrust. The attitude can be changed by differential thrust. Specifically,
rotor speed difference between front and aft rotors produces a pitching moment,
while a rolling moment can be produced by differential thrust between left and right
rotors. The rotor reaction torque is used to generate a yawing moment which the
quadrotor uses to control its heading.

The emphasis of modeling is on the aerodynamic force vector F and the aero-
dynamic moment vector M . Before establishing a gray-box model for F and M , a
hovering model that is only valid in hovering condition, is introduced as a bench-
mark for comparison

F h =
 0

0
−κ0

∑
Ω2

i

 (2.6)

M h =
 bκ0(Ω2

1 +Ω2
2 −Ω2

3 −Ω2
4)

lκ0(Ω2
1 −Ω2

2 −Ω2
3 +Ω2

4)
τ0(−Ω2

1 +Ω2
2 −Ω2

3 +Ω2
4)+λr r

 (2.7)

where l and b are geometry parameters of the quadrotor as Fig. 2.2 shows. κ0, τ0

and λr are constant coefficients. Note that the aerodynamic forces and moments
are expressed in the body frame in this chapter. Therefore, the third component of
F h equals to the negative of the total thrust. Meanwhile, the first two components of
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F h equal zero, which means that rotor in-plane forces (i.e drag forces) are neglected.
However, significant in-plane drag has been found [6, 12, 17, 19] and thrust also

varies with the flight speed beyond the hovering regime [11]. Furthermore, aerody-
namic moments are found to be completely different from what the hovering model
predicts. These studies indicate the importance of finding a model which is valid in
a larger flight envelope.

In this chapter, a gray-box model is identified from high-speed free-flight data
obtained in a wind tunnel. The aerodynamic effect of individual rotors, the rotor-
rotor and rotor-airframe aerodynamic interactions in high-speed conditions are con-
sidered in this gray-box model as well.

2.3. METHODOLOGIES

2.3.1. NONDIMENSIONALIZATION
Dimensionless aerodynamic coefficients are convenient for comparisons be-

tween different conditions and platforms. For a single rotor, forces and moments
can be normalized by rotor speed and reference area [8]. However, for multi-rotor
aircraft such as quadrotors, determining the aerodynamic coefficient of each rotor
could be impracticable using system identification approach since only joint forces
are measurable by the 3-axis accelerometer located at the center of gravity. Further-
more, the local airspeed differs between rotors because of complex aerodynamic
interactions, which makes the rotor-by-rotor modeling approach impractical.

In this research, a novel nondimensionalization approach is proposed which is
based on an assumption that aerodynamic forces and moments are mainly gener-
ated by the rotor system. A geometric average of rotor speeds is used to represent
the effect of multi-rotors

Ω̄=
√∑N

i=1Ω
2
i

N
(2.8)

where N is the number of rotors and equals 4 for quadrotor. In most cases, rotors are
the same size with radius R. Afterwards, forces and moments acting on the entire
vehicle can be normalized by the average rotor speed

Cz = Fz

ρ(NπR2)(RΩ̄)2
, Cx = Fx

ρ(NπR2)(RΩ̄)2
, Cy =

Fy

ρ(NπR2)(RΩ̄)2
(2.9)

Cl = Mx

ρb(NπR2)(RΩ̄)2
, Cm = My

ρb(NπR2)(RΩ̄)2
, Cn = Mz

ρb(NπR2)(RΩ̄)2
(2.10)

where b is the reference length chosen arbitrarily as long as it represents the geom-
etry size of a specific vehicle. Since Fz is opposite to thrust which brings intuitive
inconvenience, T = −Fz is used as the total thrust force and C t = −Cz as the thrust
coefficient. Note that T is interpreted as the joint of rotor thrust and drag force along
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the body vertical axis.

Translational and angular velocities, which have been found to significantly in-
fluence the abovementioned coefficients [10, 19], are normalized by

µx = u

Ω̄R
, µy = v

Ω̄R
, µz = w

Ω̄R
(2.11)

p̄ = pb

Ω̄R
, q̄ = qb

Ω̄R
, r̄ = r b

Ω̄R
(2.12)

The horizontal component of the advance ratio µ=
√

µ2
x +µ2

y +µ2
z , which is defined

as µh =
√
µ2

x +µ2
y , is used to analyze interaction effects in this research. These di-

mensionless parameters are analogous to those used for single-rotor aircraft.

The rotor speeds are normalized by

ωi = Ωi

Ω̄
(2.13)

It is assumed that Ω̄> 0 always holds to avoid the singularity, because the status that
all rotors are stopped is out of the scope of this work.

The moments for controlling attitude are produced by differential thrust from
rotor speeds differences. Here three normalized inputs for roll, pitch and yaw con-
trols are defined

up = (ω2
1 +ω2

4)− (ω2
2 +ω2

3) (2.14)

uq = (ω2
1 +ω2

2)− (ω2
3 +ω2

4) (2.15)

ur =−(ω2
1 +ω2

3)+ (ω2
2 +ω2

4) (2.16)

where signs and numbers are in accordance with the definition in Fig. 2.2, which
may change for different types of quadrotor vehicles.

2.3.2. STEPWISE SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

This section introduces the system identification approach applied to estab-
lish the gray-box model. Specifically, a regression method together with a model
structure selection algorithm is used for determining mappings from dimension-
less states to aerodynamic force and moment coefficients. The relation of model
outputs to measurements satisfies

z = y +ϵ= Aθ+ϵ (2.17)

where z ∈ RN stands for N measured dimensionless forces and moments. y = Aθ

denotes model output and ϵ ∈ RN vector indicates model residuals. A ∈ RN×p is the
regressor matrix with each column as a regressor which is an arbitrarily combination
of independent variables. θ ∈Rp stands for parameters of regressors to be estimated
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using , e.g Original Least Square (OLS) estimator

θ̂ = (AT A)−1 AT z (2.18)

where θ̂ is the optimal parameter estimation that minimizes the sum of squares of
the residual ϵ. The process of model structure selection is concerned with the choice
of particular regressors in the A matrix.

In this chapter, two steps are taken in the model structure selection. The first
step is defining a candidate regressors set using prior knowledge; the second step is
selecting candidates using a selection algorithm.

A method to rigorously define candidate sets is introduced. Suppose y(x1, x2, x3)
is a model with three independent variables and unknown model structure, the can-
didate set of y can be denoted by S (y). In this research, the model structures are in
the form of polynomial functions. Now denote the basis of a dth order polynomial
function of x = (x1, x2, x3) as P d (x) and then the candidate set consisting of arbitrary
polynomial terms can be defined. For example, if S (y) = {P 2(x1, x2),P 2(x1, x2)x3},
the candidate set of y contains regressors from P 2(x1, x2) = {x1, x2, x3, x2

1 , x2
2 , x1x2} and

from P 2(x1, x2)x3 = {x1x3, x2x3, x3x3, x2
1 x3, x2

2 x3, x1x2x3}. Define the multiplication of
two sets as a set containing non-repetitive products of elements from the two sets

{a1, a2..., am}{b1,b2...,bn} = {a1b1, ...a1bn , a2b1, ..., a2bn , ..., amb1, ..., ambn} (2.19)

Then S (y) can be expressed in a simplified form according to the law of association

S (y) = {P 2(x1, x2),P 2(x1, x2)x3} = {P 2(x1, x2){1, x3}} (2.20)

A general formulation of P d (x) is

pd (x1, x2, ..., xn) = {
n∏

i=1

xki

i |0 ≤
n∑

i=1

ki ≤ d , ki ∈ {0,1,2, ...,d}} (2.21)

of which the total number of elements can be calculate by

d̂ = (d +n)!

n!d !
(2.22)

After determining the candidate set, a so-called (forward-backward) stepwise
regression algorithm is applied to select regressors to build the model. The algo-
rithm is summarized in the Appendix of this Chapter. Readers may refer [25] for
more details.

2.4. DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

2.4.1. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In order to identify force and moment models in high-speed flight regimes, free
flights are performed in a large-scale wind tunnel for data acquisition. The tested
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quadrotor is Parrot Bebop without bumper attached, as Fig. 2.2 shows. The native
autopilot of this off-the-shelf drone is replaced by Paparazzi [29], an open-source
autopilot which runs at 512 Hz, and which is capable of performing aggressive ma-
neuvers. Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) guidance law and at-
titude controller have been programmed in Paparazzi [3, 28] to guarantee the po-
sition tracking performance against strong wind, which is essential for flight tests
in our research. The quadrotor is equipped with a closed-loop Brushless DC mo-
tor controller; an MPU6050 Inertia Measurement Unit (IMU) including a 3-axis ac-
celerometer and gyroscope. The inertia of Bebop is measured using the approach
introduced in Ref. [30] with a percent error less than 5%. These parameters of tested
quadrotor are listed in the Table 2.1

Flight tests are performed in the Open Jet Facility (OJF), a large-scale wind tun-
nel, operated by Delft University of Technology. The drone is controlled to maneu-
ver in a confined area that is approximately 5.0 m long, 2.5 m wide and 2.5 m high.
Wind speed is varied from 0 to 14 m/s with 2 m/s intervals to simulate flights at dif-
ferent airspeeds. An external motion capture system is applied to measure velocities
and positions of the drone for indoor navigation. As Fig. 2.3 shows, five waypoints in
the flight area are set to conduct flight maneuvers. To perform longitudinal maneu-
vers, the quadrotor can be controlled to track point A and B alternately. Similarly,
waypoints C and D are set for performing lateral maneuver. To perform vertical ma-
neuvers during forward flight, the drone is controlled to stay at point O and climb
or descend with 2 m/s. Longitudinal, lateral and vertical maneuvers are conducted
at varying heading angles denoted by ψ which are defined in Fig. 2.3; the heading
angle is increased from 0 to 360◦ in steps of 45◦. To identify the yawing moment
model considering aerodynamic effects, yaw maneuvers are carried out at point O
by changing ψ in steps of 45◦ both clockwise and counter-clockwise.

2.4.2. DATA PREPROCESSING

Flight data for system identification are collected by on-board and external
sensors. Specifically, rotor speeds are observed by the motor controller, angular
rates and specific forces are measured by gyroscope and accelerometer respectively.
These measurements are logged on-board at 512 Hz. The external motion cap-
turing system (10 × OptiTrack Prime 17 W cameras) measured the position of 6
markers fixed on the vehicle at 360 Hz, with a standard deviation less than 0.2 mm.
Henceforth the quadrotor position, attitude and ground speed are derived from
these marker positions and re-sampled to 512 Hz to align with on-board measure-
ments.

Table 2.1: Inertia and geometric parameters of Parrot Bebop

m [kg] Ix [kg · m2] Iy [kg · m2] Iz [kg · m2] Ixz [kg · m2] Ip [kg · m2] b [m] l [m] R [m]
0.389 0.000906 0.001242 0.002054 1.42E-05 3.39E-06 0.0775 0.0975 0.064
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Figure 2.3: Top view diagram of flight maneuvres performed in the wind tunnel.
Forward and backward flights are conducted by tracking point A and B by turns.
Lateral flights are performed between C and D. Descend and ascend flights, yaw
maneuvres are made at point O. The heading angleψ is defined as the angle between
xB and xG (clockwise positive).
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Figure 2.4: Power spectrum density (PSD) of accelerometer measurement and gyro-
scope measurement (accx and q) by Welch’s method in Matlab. Cut-off frequencies
are chosen as 5 Hz and 16 Hz respectively. Circled parts indicate the noise caused
by an unbalanced rotor which is inevitable.

Measurements from the two sources have been fused using an Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) with the aim of calculating IMU bias [27]. The unbiased IMU mea-
surements are further low-pass filtered by a 4th-order Butterworth lowpass filter.
Power spectral density (PSD) of accelerometer and gyroscope measurements from
one flight are plotted in Fig. 2.4. There is a resonance peak at around 120 Hz which is
most likely caused by rotor imbalance (rotors rotate at around 7000 RPM = 117 Hz).
Filter cut-off frequencies are chosen as 5 Hz and 16 Hz respectively, leading to a
considerable noise reduction as shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison between raw and filtered measurements from accelerome-
ter and gyroscope.

Finally, force and moment measurements are derived from the processed IMU
data. The specific force times the mass of quadrotor equals the resultant non-gravitational
force, namely F . The moment M can be obtained from (2.4) where angular velocity
Ω is obtained from the processed gyroscope measurement.

2.4.3. COMPLEX AERODYNAMIC EFFECT

As outlined in the introduction, complex aerodynamic effects such as interac-
tions between quadrotor components, have been clearly observed from the flight
test data. These effects can significantly affect external forces and moments and has
to be taken into account when creating a high fidelity model.
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Figure 2.6: C t vs. sideslip angle in different angle of attack.
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Thrust coefficients C t and corresponding sideslip anglesβ are shown in Fig. 2.6.
These data are divided into three groups according to angles of attack α. The inter-
vals of α are presented in the figure as well, while the interval of advance ratio is set
as µ ∈ [0.1,0.11] (V ≈ 5 m/s). Note that only data within these intervals are plotted.
Trend lines are also given for a better illustration of the C t variation in different β.
Apart from the vertical shift of C t , the effect of β on C t also varies with α. When α

is negative with large absolute value, the mean value of C t seems uncorrelated to β.
As α is approaching zero, data with larger |β| have smaller C t , which could be inter-
preted as the thrust degradation caused by disturbance from the fuselage of Bebop
quadrotor in high sideslip flights when the aft rotors are within the fuselage wake.
In contrast, when α is decreased and becomes sufficient small, the aft rotors are
outside the fuselage wake, therefore the sideslip angle does not influence the thrust
coefficient. During the experiment, a clear shrill sound was produced while the aft
rotors were obstructed by the fuselage, which can be regarded as another evidence
that supports this hypothesis.

Fig. 2.7 presents the horizontal force coefficient defined as Ch =
√

C 2
x +C 2

y which

indicates the total aerodynamic resistance projected on the xB -yB plane. The angle
of attack is selected around -20◦ which is typical during forward flight. The distri-
bution of data points with small sideslip angle (|β| ∈ [0,10]◦) shows an almost linear
relationship between Ch and horizontal advance ratio µh . As sideslip angle grows,
the drag coefficient also increases, and when |β| ∈ [80,90]◦ a quadratic tendency
appears. This may be due to the fact that the fuselage of the Bebop has larger a
projection area on yB direction, as Fig. 2.2 shows.

Besides the sidesilp angle, the angle of attack also affects Ch . Since a large por-
tion of the drag is produced by the rotors, thrust degradation caused by aerody-
namic interactions can lead to induced drag reduction and subsequently decrease
the total drag force. This drag reduction was not only observed in large sideslip an-
gle but also straight forward flights when fuselage wake does not influence rotors.
As can be seen in Fig. 2.8 where the sideslip angle is small (β ∈ [−10, 10]◦), however
Ch is found reduced when α is close to or above zero. This might be explained by
the fact that the front rotors can obstruct the aft rotors and degraded their aerody-
namic characteristics as well. Note that this drag force reduction is not obvious in
the low-speed region since the flight speed is not high enough for this interaction.
The drag force variance due to interactions should be considered as well in a high
fidelity model.

Fig. 2.9 presents the pitching moment coefficient Cm versus the advance ratio µ

at different sideslip angles. Significant differences can be found in different β inter-
vals. For these data, pitch control uq are chosen close to zero (uq ∈ [−0.05, 0]) which
means that almost no pitching moment is present in hovering condition because
the front and aft rotors are nearly at the same speed. It is evident that the pitch-
ing moment increases significantly as the flight speed grows when |β| ∈ [−10, 10]◦

compared to other sideslip angles. This pitch-up moment might be caused by blade
flexibility [11] or interactions between rotors.
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Figure 2.7: Ch vs. µh in different sideslip angle intervals. Plot shows that horizontal
force coefficient varies with respect to sideslip angle.
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Figure 2.8: Ch vs. µh in different angles of attack when sideslip angle β ∈ [−10, 10]◦.
A larger angle of attack can reduce the horizontal force coefficient.

The angle of attack is found to be positively related to the pitching moment
during forward flight. Fig. 2.10 shows the data and trend lines of Cm versus α with
uq ∈ [−0.01, 0.01] and β ∈ [−10, 10]◦. In these cases, the aft rotors and front rotors
have almost the same rotor speeds. In general, Cm is positively correlated with the
angle of attack indicating the longitudinal instability of a quadrotor. The slope is
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Figure 2.9: Cm in different sideslip angles when uq ∈ [−0.05,0]. Large nose up mo-
ment can be observed when sideslip angle is small (β ∈ [−10,10]◦).

larger with a higher advance ratio, which is consistent with results given by Fig. 2.9.
More importantly, the Cm is almost always positive, indicating that a nose up aero-
dynamic moment appears in quadrotor forward flight even with a large negative
angle of attack. This coincides with the result from Ref. [22] that the aft rotors need
to rotate much faster than the front rotors in trim conditions. Similarly, for instance,
flying to the right (with β = 90◦) can produce a negative rolling moment which re-
quires the left rotors to rotate faster in order to keep balance. This phenomenon
is strongly present in the data; simple hovering models that neglect this effect will
produce highly inaccurate moment predictions in fast flight regions.

The yawing moment is also found to be influenced by the sideslip angle. Notate
the difference between the measured yawing moment and that calculated by the
hovering model by ∆Mz , which is regarded as the additional yawing moment due to
the aerodynamic effects.

∆Mz = Mz − [τ0(−Ω2
1 +Ω2

2 −Ω2
3 +Ω2

3)+λr r ] (2.23)

As is shown in Fig. 2.11, ∆Mz is negatively related to the sideslip angle in general.
When |β| < 40◦, ∆Mz is in the vicinity of zero. However its dispersion suddenly in-
creases when |β| > 40◦. At the same time, one aft rotor starts to be obstructed by the
fuselage. The airframe-rotor aerodynamic interaction might occur in this situation
as the cause of the sudden increased yawing moment.
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Figure 2.11: Additional aerodynamic yawing moment ∆Mz with respect to the hov-
ering model. ∆Mz is negative related to the sideslip angle indicating that an aerody-
namic moment related to β exists.

2.5. QUADROTOR MODEL STRUCTURE CANDIDATES
This section introduces the determination of candidate structure sets for the

quadrotor dimensionless aerodynamic force and moment models, based on prior
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physical knowledge and observations. Then, the stepwise regression algorithm can
be carried out to obtain the final model structure, which will be presented in a sub-
sequent section.

2.5.1. FORCE MODEL CANDIDATES

Fx and Fy denote forces perpendicular to the thrust direction brought by aero-
dynamic resistance, of which the lift-induced drag and the blade flapping effect are
the two major causes [6, 12, 19]. A widely accepted drag model of a single rotor is
[6, 12]

Fx,i ∝ uiΩi (2.24)

where Fx,i and ui stand for the in-plane force and local velocity of the i th rotor on
the xb direction respectively. In addition, as section 2.4.3 shows, airframe affects the
drag force as well, especially at large sideslip angles. Therefore, the square of the
velocity has been added into the drag model [16]. The drag force on xB direction
can thus be expressed as

Fx = κd ,1

4∑
i=1

Ωi ui +κd ,2u2 (2.25)

where κd ,1 and κd ,2 are constants. Recall (2.8), (2.9) and 2.11), the normalized form
of (2.25) can be obtained

Cx =Cx,1µx +Cx,2µ
2
x (2.26)

note that the rotor speed term
∑4

i=1Ωi in (2.25) disappears after normalization. This
process needs to replace the arithmetic mean of rotor speeds by their geometrical
mean, which does not lose accuracy in most flight conditions (0.8% relative error on
average).

The above model can produce accurate predictions in most low-speed cases.
However, it loses accuracy when interaction effects appear. For comparison with
the gray-box model established in this research, the drag model in (2.26) is named
the reduced model.

An additional term Cx,2,(µx ,|µy |,µz ), of which the exact structure is to be deter-
mined, is added to the reduced model. The variables in the subscript parentheses
indicate the independent variables of Cx,2. A preliminary model structure of Cx can
be

Cx =Cx,1µx +Cx,2,(µx ,|µy |,µz ) (2.27)

Note that the Cx,2µ
2
x term is moved into the second term since it has a negligible

effect in the flight regime as the data shows.

Recall the observation in the Section. 2.4.3; β, α and µh greatly influence the
drag coefficient. Singularities in α and β, however, could occur in hovering condi-
tions, therefore three components of the advance ratio are chosen as the indepen-
dent variables. Absolute values of µy are used due to the symmetry of the quadrotor.
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Similarly, for Cy we have

Cy =Cy,1µy +Cy,2,(|µx |,µy ,µz ) (2.28)

The stepwise regression algorithm can be applied to determine the exact struc-
ture of the unknown parts of the above models. The candidate sets of Cx and Cy are
chosen as

S (Cx ) = {P 3(µx , |µy |,µz )} (2.29)

S (Cy ) = {P 3(|µx |,µy ,µz )} (2.30)

The terms µx and µy are always the first candidates to be tested by the model struc-
ture selection algorithm when assembling respectively the models for Cx and Cy .

Fz is derived by taking account of the thrust variation. In general, the thrust of
the i th rotor with constant pitching angle can be expressed as [31]

Ti =
ρaBcω2

i R3

2
(
θr

3
+ (u2

i + v 2
i )θr

2ω2
i R2

+ −wi +νi n,i

2ωi R
) (2.31)

where a is the lift curve slope of the blade profile, B represents the number of blades,
c is the blade chord length and θr stands for the rotor pitch angle. These parameters
are related to rotor design and for quadrotors; they normally are all constants. νi n,i

indicates the induced velocity of the i th rotor.
A common way to model Fz is projecting the thrust of four rotors on the body

frame and assuming that local velocities and induced velocities of the rotors are
identical, yielding

Fz =−
4∑

i=1

Ti = κt ,1

4∑
i=1

Ω2
i +κt ,2(u2 + v 2)+κt ,3(−w +νi n)

4∑
i=1

Ωi (2.32)

whereκt ,1, κt ,2 andκt ,3 are constants. (2.32) is the model structure adopted in several
researches [13, 31]; it is indicated as the reduced model to compare against the new
gray-box model. A dimensionless form of (2.32) can be calculated by substituting
(2.8), (2.9), and (2.11) into (2.32), yielding

Cz =Cz,0 +Cz,1(µ2
x +µ2

y )+Cz,2(−µz + ν̄i n) (2.33)

where Cz,0, Cz,1 and Cz,2 are constants. ν̄i n indicates the dimensionless induced ve-
locity normalized by Ω̄R. The induced velocity ν̄i n can be calculated by [4]

ν̄i n = C t ,h

2
√

µ2
x +µ2

y + (−µz + ν̄i n)2
(2.34)

where C t ,h is the thrust coefficient in the hover case which can be estimated accu-
rately by conducting hovering flight experiments.

As mentioned earlier, interaction effects could degrade rotor thrust. This ef-
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Table 2.2: Procedure of identifying the reduced model and the gray-box model

Reduced model Gray-box model
step 1 Data acquisition
step 2 Determined structure Define structure candidates S (y)
step 3 Parameter estimation Stepwise regression

Final model

fect is not considered in the reduced model (2.32), not to mention other unknown
complex aerodynamic effects and drag force on the zB direction. The deviation of
Cz from these effects is denoted by Cz,3. Flight speed, the difference between aft
and front rotors, vehicle angular velocities could be the individual variables of this
unknown part. Thus a gray-box model of Cz can be formalized as

Cz =Cz,0 +Cz,1(µ2
x +µ2

y )+Cz,2(−µz + ν̄i n)+Cz,3,(|µx |,|µy |,µz ,|up |,|uq |,|ur |,|p|,|q|,|r |) (2.35)

Henceforth the stepwise regression algorithm is applied to determine the struc-
ture of Cz , of which the candidate structure set is chosen as

S (Cz ) = {P 4(|µx |, |µy |,µz ){1, |p̄|, |q̄ |, |r̄ |, |up |, |uq |, |ur |}} (2.36)

Note that (µ2
x +µ2

y ) and (−µz + ν̄i n) are regarded as fixed regressors that have been
added in the model before the selection.

Both the reduced model and the gray-box model can be established using the
system identification method. Table 2.2 briefly compares the procedures of estab-
lishing these models.

2.5.2. MOMENT MODEL CANDIDATES

Compared to the hovering case, additional aerodynamic moments can be pro-
duced during high-speed flight. First, the pitching moment could be a result of rotor
resilience and the blade flapping effect [11]. Secondly, the vertical distance between
rotor planes and the center of gravity also brings moments due to rotor drag [21].
Thirdly, angular rate (dynamic) damping term also contributes to the total aerody-
namic moment [21]. Fourthly, as was observed from the flight test data, aerody-
namic interactions may degrade the thrust of the aft rotors and lead to additional
pitch up moments. All the above factors are related to advance ratio and angular
rates.

Taking account of these possible effects, a lumped model of the pitching mo-
ment coefficient Cm could be expressed as

Cm =Cm,(µx ,µy ,µz ,q̄ ,uq ) (2.37)

with advance ratio, dimensionless pitch rate and pitch input as independent vari-
ables.

Above pitch model neglects the influence of lateral variables up , ur , p and r ,
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which are of less effect on the pitching moment based on the flight data. However,
µy is included in the model to handle the sideslip effect. To further simplify the
candidate set, uq and q̄ are assumed linearly related to the pitching moment. Thus
the lumped model (2.37) can be expressed as

Cm =Cm,0,(µx ,|µy |,µz ) +Cm,uq ,(µx ,|µy |,µz )uq +Cm,q,(µx ,|µy |,µz )q̄ (2.38)

Based on the structure in (2.38), the candidate set of Cm is chosen as

S (Cm) = {P 5(µx ,µz )P 2(|µy |){1, q̄ ,uq }} (2.39)

The preliminary structure of the rolling moment model can be similarly deter-
mined as

Cl =Cl ,0,(|µx |,µy ,µz ) +Cl ,up ,(|µx |,µy ,µz )up +Cl ,p,(|µx |,µy ,µz )p̄ (2.40)

of which the regressors are selected from the candidate set

S (Cl ) = {P 5(µy ,µz )P 2(|µx |){1, p̄,up }} (2.41)

The yawing moment model is found to be much more complicated and ur may
not be linear to the model. Thus a preliminary structure is determined as

Cn =Cn,(µx ,µy ,µz ,r̄ ,ur ) (2.42)

of which the candidate set is chosen as

S (Cn) = {P 5(µx ,µy ,µz )P 3(r̄ )P 3(ur )} (2.43)

2.6. RESULTS

2.6.1. MODEL ESTIMATION RESULTS
After defining candidate structure sets, all force and moment models are deter-

mined by the stepwise regression algorithm. This section provides the estimation
result of Cz since thrust is the biggest concern in most modeling tasks. Due to lim-
ited space, other models are provided in the Appendix of this Chapter.

The reduced model is found to be accurate in low-speed regions since the in-
teraction effects are weak. Thus Cz is estimated with structure (2.33) when µ< 0.05
(approximately V < 2 m/s). The result at this low-speed regime is listed in Table 2.3.

For the flight regime where µ> 0.05, the complex aerodynamic effects become
apparent and the gray-box model of Cz is established. The model structures and
parameters are listed in Table 2.4. The state space is equally divided into three par-
titions according to the sideslip angle. On each partition, a gray-box model of Cz

has been identified. The first column of the table lists the model structure which is
ranked by the order of selection. The second column gives the values of correspond-
ing parameters. The third column provides the decreasing normalized-root-mean-
square (NRMS) of the model residual after the corresponding regressor is added into
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the model. In general, regressors at the top are the most significant, with signifi-
cance becoming less moving towards the bottom of the list.

Fig. 2.12, 2.13 present the residuals of gray-box models on the entire estimation
data sets. 1−σ intervals are given as well. In general, the residuals are confined to the
interval. It also indicates that the gray-box model provides unbiased estimations be-
cause all residuals have a mean value closed to zero. Above properties demonstrate
the validity of the model structure selected by the stepwise regression algorithm.

2.6.2. VALIDATION RESULTS
Gray-box models are validated using validation data which are separate from

the estimation data but are collected from the same flights. For a better evaluation
of these models, the validation outputs are chosen as forces and moments instead
of their coefficients.

The force models are compared with the reduced models (2.25, 2.32) which
have taken into account primary aerodynamic effects. The moment models, how-
ever, are compared with the hovering model because no mature reduced model for
moment prediction can be found. Metrics of these models are given in Table 2.5
based on validation results.

Both gray-box and reduced model provide accurate Fx and Fy predictions. From
the Fz metrics, it can be concluded that the gray-box model provides better thrust
estimations. The RMS of the gray-box force model residuals are reduced by 20-30%
on the whole. As for moment predictions, the hovering models (marked by an as-

Table 2.3: Estimation results of Cz model, µ≤ 0.05

reg. θ̂

1 5.020E-02
µ2

x +µ2
y 1.112E-01

(ν̄i n −µz )2 -9.420E-02
R2 0.953

NRMS 0.021

Table 2.4: Estimations result of Cz model, µ> 0.05

|β| ∈ [0,30] |β| ∈ [30,60] |β| ∈ [60,90]
reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%)

1 1.38E-01 8.636 1 2.20E-01 8.046 1 1.48E-01 8.759
µ2

x +µ2
y -1.55E-01 8.487 µ2

x +µ2
y -3.62E-01 7.487 µ2

x +µ2
y -2.05E-01 8.533

(ν̄i n −µz )2 -4.00E-01 2.315 (ν̄i n −µz )2 -6.99E-01 2.142 (ν̄i n −µz )2 -4.48E-01 2.882
µz -1.02E-01 2.070 µz -2.91E-01 1.785 µz -1.93E-01 2.575

|uq |µz -2.28E-02 1.995 |up ||µy | -1.84E-02 1.723 |up |µz 4.52E-02 2.418
|up |µz 7.83E-02 1.952 |ur ||µy |2µ2

z 3.22E+00 1.696 µ3
z 1.08E+01 2.342

|up |µ2
z 5.88E-01 1.940 |uq ||µx | 1.19E-02 1.672 µ4

z 3.70E+01 2.240
|u|µ3

z 3.48E+00 1.928 |r̄ ||µy |µ3
z 1.34E+03 1.655 µ2

z 5.82E-01 2.165
|uq | -3.11E-04 1.923 |up ||µy |2µ2

z 3.81E+00 1.650 |up ||µy | 7.06E-03 2.148
R2 0.9503 R2 0.9580 |up ||µy |3|µz | -1.51E+00 2.139

R2 0.9403
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Figure 2.12: Residuals of force models compared with 1-σ interval.
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Figure 2.13: Residuals of moment models compared with 1-σ interval.
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Table 2.5: Summary of validation results

gray-box model reduced or. hovering∗ model
Output corr. R2 NRMS (%) Output corr. R2 NRMS (%)

Fz 0.9353 0.8636 2.10 0.8831 0.7650 3.03
Fx 0.9945 0.9889 1.54 0.9934 0.9861 1.70
Fy 0.9987 0.9975 1.05 0.9981 0.9961 1.32
Mx 0.7687 0.4847 2.06 0.1944∗ -0.0201∗ 12.63∗

My 0.8567 0.6883 1.23 0.4141∗ -0.0524∗ 7.53∗

Mz 0.8071 0.4873 5.19 0.4152∗ 0.1417∗ 13.81∗

terisk) are almost invalid while the gray-box models can provide adequate results.
Specifically, the RMS of residuals are reduced by over 80%. To make detailed com-
parison between above models, several figures are given below.

Figure 2.14: Validation results of the thrust model. The gray-box model (red solid) is
compared with the reduced model(green dash-dot) and the hovering model (black
dash). The left two figures illustrate flights when wind speeds are 5 m/s and 10 m/s
and the sideslip angle is zero. The right two figures present flights when the sideslip
angle is 90◦. The gray-box model outperforms the other models in general.

Fig. 2.14 gives the validation result of Fz where thrust T = −Fz is plotted for
readability. Climbing and descending flights are performed at 5 m/s and 10 m/s air-
speeds with β= 0 and β=−90◦ respectively. It’s clear that both the gray-box and the
reduced model (2.32) outperform the hovering model, especially in the high-speed
and large sideslip flight regime. It is evident that accuracy of the reduced model de-
grades beyond 5 m/s which could be caused by disturbances from the interactions
of the Bebop fuselage with the airflow.

The drag model has been validated by forward and backward flights with dif-
ferent heading angles ψ. Fig. 2.15 shows the validation results of Fx . The reduced
model (2.25) neglecting interaction effects are compared. Although both models
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Figure 2.15: Validation results of the Fx model. The gray-box model (red solid line) is
compared with the reduced model (green dash-dot). Forward and backward flights
are performed for validation. The left two figures show flights with zero heading
angle, i.e towards the wind tunnel outlet, while the heading angle is 45◦ in the right
figures.

perform well in general, the gray-box model is more accurate in certain parts. For
example, at t = 5.0 s and t = 8.3 s in the Fig. 2.15b, the gray-box provides accurate
prediction while the reduced model produces relatively large errors. The angle of
attack and the model residuals of this subplot are given in Fig. 2.16. It can be seen
that the gray-box model outperforms the reduced model when the angle of attack is
positive, which means that interactions between the front and aft rotors appear and
the reduced model becomes less accurate.

Fig. 2.17 provides validation results of the Fy model. In flights with 90◦ heading
angles, the quadrotor flew towards the left as what Fig. 2.3 illustrates. Again, as what
is shown in Fig. 2.18, the gray-box model outperforms the reduced model at points
when α is above zero. At t = 12 s when angle of attack is positive, a large error ap-
pears in predictions made by the reduced model, which does not take into account
aerodynamic interaction effects.

Fig. 2.19 presents the validation result of pitching moment model. The gray-
box model outperforms the hovering model as expected. During flights with ψ= 0,
the prediction of the hovering model is almost always smaller than the measure-
ments since the aft rotors need to rotate much faster than front rotors in the trim
condition, which is in line with the observation given in Ref. [22]. This phenomena
indicates that during forward flight, a significant pitch up moment appears which
is not considered in the hovering model. As for the flights with ψ = 45◦, although a
large aerodynamic coupling exists due to large sideslip angles, the gray-box model
can still provide accurate predictions. In addition, validation results of the Mx model
are given in Fig. 2.20 showing the great advantage of the gray-box model.
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Figure 2.16: Time series of angle of attack at Vwi nd = 10 m/s and ψ= 0. The angle of
attack is positive at t = 5.0 s and t = 8.3 s when errors in the reduced model for Fx

appear.

Figure 2.17: Validation results of the Fy model. The gray-box model (red solid line) is
compared with the reduced model (green dash-dot). Forward and backward flights
relative to the wind flow are performed. The left two figures present flights with 90◦

heading angle, i.e leftward flight against wind flow, while the heading angle is 45◦ in
the right figures.

The model of the yawing moment Mz has been validated by yaw maneuvers
and forward-backward maneuvers in the wind tunnel. The forward-backward ma-
neuvers are carried out with ψ = 45◦. As can be seen in Fig. 2.21, predictions from
the gray-box model are more accurate than the hovering model. The residual of the
hovering model increases as the flight speed grows and a constant bias appears in
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Figure 2.18: Time series of angle of attack in Vwi nd = 10 m/s and ψ= 90◦. The angle
of attack is positive at t = 12.0 s when errors of Fy reduced model appear.

Figure 2.19: Validation result of pitching moment My model. The gray-box model
(red solid) is compared with hovering model (black dash-dot). Forward and back-
ward flights relative to the wind flow are used for validation. The left two figures
show flights with zero heading angle, i.e towards the wind tunnel outlet, while head-
ing angle is 45◦ in the right figures.

the Fig. 2.21d. In this case, the quadrotor flies with ψ= 45◦, in other words, negative
sideslip angle and additional positive yawing moment appear due to aerodynamic
effects.

Finally, the gray-box models have been validated near the hovering condition
and compared with the hovering models. As Fig. 2.22 shows, both types of mod-
els are accurate. Since aerodynamic resistance is small compared to the presented
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Figure 2.20: Validation result of rolling moment Mx model. The gray-box model (red
solid) is compared with hovering model (black dash-dot). Forward and backward
flights relative to the wind low are performed. The left two figures present flights
with 90◦ heading angle, i.e leftward flight against wind flow, while the heading angle
is 45◦ in the right figures.

Figure 2.21: Validation results of the Mz model. The gray-box model (red solid) is
compared with hovering model (black dash-dot). Yaw maneuvers are performed in
the left two figures, with different flight speeds. Right two figures present data from
forward and backward flights along the wind flow direction with 45◦ heading angle.

variables in the hovering condition, models of Fx and Fy are omitted in the plot.

The piecewise polynomial model in this research is discontinuous on the bound-
ary of each section that might be unfavorable for some applications, though the
discontinuity can be effectively weakened by increasing the number of model seg-
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Figure 2.22: Validation results during hovering condition. Gray-box model (red
solid) is compared with hovering model (green dash-dot). Both model possess
enough accuracy in hovering condition.

ments. More advanced base functions such as multivariate splines may replace
polynomials to guarantee the smoothness of the global model.

2.7. CONCLUSIONS
Gray-box models of a specific type of quadrotor considering aerodynamic in-

teraction effects have been identified from flight data in a larger flight envelope with
respect to the hovering condition. The identification process of this gray-box model
consists of the information of phenomenological observation and prior-knowledge
about rotorcraft aerodynamics. Therefore, this type of model possesses higher reli-
ability in both high speed and low-speed flight regimes. Although the model struc-
ture and parameters are specific to the Bebop platform, the methodology including
nondimensionalization, structure candidates and stepwise regression algorithm, can
be generalized to other multi-rotor platforms.

The high-speed flight data have been collected in the wind tunnel. These flight
data illustrate significant interaction effects which were rarely considered in the pre-
vious literature. The thrust reductions of the aft rotors that obstructed by the front
rotors or airframe lead to variations of thrust, moment and even drag force acting
on the quadrotor, which may inspire the drone manufacturer to revise their design.
For instance, increase the power of aft actuators.

Since the data are obtained from flight tests instead of conventional static wind
tunnel tests, and the forces and moments are measured indirectly from on-board
and external navigation sensors, this process can also be applied in the open area
instead of the wind tunnel. The motion capture system can be replaced by other
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navigation sensors, such as RTK-GPS, which can produce accurate velocity mea-
surements. Thus the method introduced in this article can be repeated without
wind tunnel equipment to establish accurate models in the interested flight regime.

However, on the other hand, a flight test is only able to explore a limited regime
of the flight envelope, which is unfavorable for global model identification. The
interaction effects can be only partially revealed by free flight data. Therefore, static
wind tunnel tests with force balance are also suggested to carry out for global model
identification as well as analyzing interaction effects in detail.
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APPENDIX

A. STEPWISE REGRESSION ALGORITHM
The stepwise regression algorithm is summarized in the Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Forward-backward Stepwise Regression Algorithm

Set initial regressor matrix A0 = [1,1, ...,1]T ∈RN

Set candidate set S (y) = {ξ0, ξ1, ..., ξq } containing q +1 candidates
kmax = 30; PSE tol = 10−6; Fout = 4; k = 0
ϵ0 = [I − A0(AT

0 A0)−1 AT
0 ]z

while k ≤ kmax do
%Forward selection%

k = k +1
for i = 0,1, ..., q do

λi = ξi − Ak−1(AT
k−1 Ak−1)−1 AT

k−1z
end for
j = argmaxi cor r (λi ,ϵk−1)⋆ ▷ %cor r (x , y) stands for the correlation of x and y%
Ak = [Ak−1, ξ j ]

θ̂ = (AT
k Ak )−1 Ak z

ϵk = z − Ak θ̂k

%Backward elimination%
Assume there has been p regressors added into Ak

for i = 1,2, ..., p do
Define Ak,i as the reduced regressor matrix of Ak of which the i th regressor is eliminated
θ̂k,i = (AT

k,i Ak,i )−1 AT
k,i z

SSR (θ̂k ) = θ̂k AT
k z −N z̄2 ▷ %z̄ stands for the mean of z%

SSR (θ̂k,i ) = θ̂k,i AT
k,i z −N z̄2

s2 = ϵT
k ϵk /(N −p −1)

The F0-ratio of the i th regressor can be calculated by
F0,i = [SSR (θ̂k )−SSR (θ̂k,i )]/s2

end for
l = argmini F0,i

if F0,l < Fout then Ak = Ak,l

θ̂ = (AT
k Ak )−1 Ak z

ϵk = z − Ak θ̂k

end if
%Stopping criteria%

PSE = 1
N ϵT

k ϵk + p
N 2

∑N
i=1[z(i )− z̄]

if PSE > PSEl ast or PSE ≤ PSE tol or l = j then
break

end if
PSEl ast = PSE

end while
Ak is the final regressors matrix (model structure), θ̂k is the estimated parameters and ϵk is the
model residual.
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B. ESTIMATED MODEL OF Cx , Cy , Cm , Cl AND Cn
The estimated aerodynamic coefficients are given in this appendix. Note that

the model structure and corresponding parameters are only applicable to Parrot Be-
bop without bumpers.

Table 6: Estimation results of Cx model

|β| ∈ [0,30]◦ |β| ∈ [30,60]◦ |β| ∈ [60,90]◦

reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%)
1 4.182E-04 18.374 1 4.390E-04 22.466 1 5.007E-04 9.566
µx -3.482E-02 1.327 µx -3.684E-02 2.271 µx -3.873E-02 3.067

µxµz 7.717E-02 1.232 |µy |3 7.354E-02 2.213 |µy |3 2.412E-02 2.983
µxµ

2
z 1.057E+00 1.157 µxµ

2
z 3.673E+00 2.190 µz 3.956E-03 2.960

µxµ
3
z 3.837E+00 1.119 µxµz 2.216E-01 2.111 µ2

z 3.055E-02 2.915
µ2

xµ
2
z 7.365E-01 1.101 µxµ

3
z 1.497E+01 1.929 µxµ

2
z 2.495E-01 2.904

µ3
x -2.883E-02 1.082 µ3

x 6.234E-02 1.918 R2 0.9079
µ2

z -2.073E-02 1.075 R2 0.9927
R2 0.9966

Table 7: Estimation result of Cy model

|β| ∈ [0,30]◦ |β| ∈ [30,60]◦ |β| ∈ [60,90]◦

reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%)
1 -1.79E-04 6.595 1 -1.98E-04 16.820 1 -1.23E-04 16.563
µy -3.36E-02 2.771 µy -3.54E-02 1.675 µy -3.88E-02 1.283

µyµz 1.16E-01 2.718 |µx |µyµz 2.56E-01 1.201 µ3
yµz 4.41E-01 0.979

µ2
xµ

2
z 9.29E-01 2.693 µyµ

3
z 4.64E+00 1.163 µyµ

3
z 1.41E+00 0.945

|µx |µ2
z -2.10E-01 2.677 µyµz 1.61E-01 1.141 µyµz 8.39E-02 0.877

|µx | 5.45E-04 2.664 µyµ
2
z 1.57E+00 1.113 µyµ

2
z 7.41E-01 0.857

R2 0.8368 µ3
y -1.05E-01 1.089 µ3

y -7.01E-02 0.830
|µx | 1.14E-03 1.083 µ2

yµ
2
z 1.12E-01 0.828

R2 0.9959 R2 0.9975

Table 8: Estimation result of Cn model, µ≤ 0.05

reg. θ̂ NRMS (%)
1 2.188E-05 13.930

s(ur )u2
r 2.032E-04 3.382

r -3.317E-02 2.689
ur 3.099E-04 2.492
µ2

x r 3.271E+02 2.460
R2 0.9690
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Table 9: Estimation results of Cn model, µ> 0.05

|β| ∈ [0,30]◦ |β| ∈ [30,60]◦ |β| ∈ [60,90]◦

reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%)
1 5.470E-05 7.245 1 1.350E-05 7.120 1 2.202E-05 8.291

ur 6.976E-04 3.446 u3
r -4.156E-05 5.883 u3

r 3.320E-05 6.842
urµx -5.354E-04 3.353 urµx -3.286E-04 5.471 µxµy -4.661E-02 6.280
µyµz 4.554E-02 3.276 µxµ

3
y -2.113E-01 5.368 s(ur )u2

r -7.975E-05 6.170
s(r )r̄ 2 -1.781E+00 3.244 µ3

y -2.595E-02 5.100 µy -1.640E-03 5.702
R2 0.8060 s(ur )u2

r 3.005E-04 4.485 ur 4.716E-04 5.445
µxµx 1.349E-02 4.413 s(r̄ )r̄ 2 -2.994E+00 5.366

s(µy )µ2
yµz 2.348E-01 4.335 µxµyµz -1.210E-01 5.352

urµz -4.223E-03 4.245 R2 0.5859
s(r̄ )r̄ 2ur 5.652E+01 4.188

s(ur )urµz 1.287E-03 4.156
µyµ

2
z 1.188E-01 4.141

R2 0.6652

Table 10: Estimation result of Cm model, |β| ∈ [0,45]◦

|β| ∈ [0,15]◦ |β| ∈ [15,30]◦ |β| ∈ [30,45]◦

reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%)
1 1.16E-04 6.247 1 5.36E-05 9.779 1 1.73E-05 5.456

uq 4.44E-03 4.831 uq 4.70E-03 6.682 uq 5.01E-03 4.490
uqµz -5.10E-02 4.589 uq |µy | -5.31E-02 4.843 uq |µy | -9.56E-02 4.150
µx 5.04E-02 4.414 µx 4.32E-02 3.473 uqµ

2
y 8.09E-01 3.168

µ2
x 1.91E-02 4.019 µ3

xµz 5.60E+00 3.093 µx 2.84E-02 2.988
µz 3.57E-02 3.375 µ3

xµ
2
yµz -5.82E+02 2.857 uqµz -6.23E-02 2.714

q̄ -1.35E-01 3.205 µx |µy | -4.29E-01 2.650 µxµ
2
z -5.20E+00 2.360

µ3
x -1.27E+00 3.072 uqµz -6.93E-02 2.512 uqµ

2
yµz 2.90E+00 2.154

µ4
x 2.87E+00 2.715 q̄ -6.94E-02 2.147 µxµ

3
z -2.82E+01 1.947

uqµ
2
xµz 8.28E-01 2.500 uqµ

2
z -3.25E-01 2.088 q̄ -8.51E-02 1.768

uqµ
3
z 9.31E+00 2.410 R2 0.9521 uqµ

3
xµ

2
yµz 3.53E+02 1.718

uqµ
4
z 2.25E+01 2.301 uqµ

3
z 3.43E+00 1.619

µ2
xµz 4.11E-01 2.234 uqµ

2
x 1.46E-01 1.513

uqµxµ
3
z -2.31E+01 2.178 uqµ

2
xµ

2
y -8.85E+00 1.431

µ2
x |µy |µ2

z 1.90E+02 2.120 µ2
yµ

5
z -8.23E+02 1.407

µxµ
2
yµ

2
z -7.62E+02 2.088 R2 0.9393

R2 0.8872
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Table 11: Estimation result of Cm model, |β| ∈ [45,90]◦

|β| ∈ [45,60]◦ |β| ∈ [60,75]◦ |β| ∈ [75,90]◦

reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%)
1 1.97E-04 3.290 1 -3.82E-05 4.779 1 -1.75E-04 3.590

uq 4.17E-03 2.837 uq 4.73E-03 3.767 uq 3.67E-03 2.635
µz 3.00E-03 2.306 µx 5.52E-02 3.605 µ2

yµz 1.57E-01 2.615
µx 3.74E-02 2.128 µxµ

2
z -7.24E+00 3.400 uqµz -9.03E-02 2.598

µx |µy |µ2
z 7.33E+00 1.995 uqµz -7.10E-02 3.244 uqµ

2
z -9.29E-01 2.562

uqµ
2
x |µy | 2.42E+00 1.900 µx |µy | -3.57E-01 3.100 µ2

yµ
3
z -2.56E+01 2.512

uqµz -6.30E-02 1.845 uq |µy | -2.66E-02 2.996 uq |µy |µ4
z -2.17E+02 2.491

µx q̄ -8.64E-01 1.815 µx |µy |µ2
z 5.24E+01 2.800 µz -2.44E-03 2.470

uq |µy |µ2
z -3.67E+00 1.788 µxµ

2
yµ

2
z -1.02E+02 2.641 |µy |µ5

z 2.41E+02 2.448
µxµ

2
z -5.88E+00 1.706 µ3

xµ
2
y q̄ -9.88E+03 2.544 uqµ

3
z 1.49E+01 2.435

uqµ
2
xµz 4.35E+00 1.653 uqµ

2
z -3.92E-01 2.467 uqµ

4
z 1.14E+02 2.402

uqµ
3
xµ

2
y -5.76E+01 1.631 µ3

x |µy |µz q̄ -1.77E+04 2.394 uq |µy | -1.06E-02 2.370
µx |µy | -1.03E-01 1.608 q̄ -6.07E-02 2.360 uq |µy |µ2

z 6.79E+00 2.351
µxµ

3
z -2.71E+01 1.550 uqµ

2
y 8.98E-02 2.334 uq |µy |µz 2.45E-01 2.340

uq |µy | -2.04E-02 1.517 uq |µy |µz 3.12E-01 2.315 µ2
yµ

2
z -2.11E+00 2.307

uqµ
3
xµ

2
yµz -5.26E+02 1.476 uqµx -5.50E-03 2.257 |µy |µ4

z 2.69E+01 2.298
uqµ

2
x |µy |µ2

z 8.14E+01 1.438 µxµ
2
y 5.39E-01 2.236 µx 1.58E-03 2.292

uqµ
2
yµ

5
z -1.51E+03 1.425 µ2

yµz 8.33E-02 2.185 R2 0.5958
R2 0.8107 uq |µy |µ2

z 1.41E+00 2.163
µxµ

3
z -5.46E+00 2.156

R2 0.7782

Table 12: Estimation result of Cl model, |β| ∈ [0,45]◦

|β| ∈ [0,15]◦ |β| ∈ [15,30]◦ |β| ∈ [30,45]◦

reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%)
1 2.30E-04 2.940 1 1.28E-04 6.321 1 2.79E-04 6.603

up 5.40E-03 1.885 up 5.08E-03 3.693 up 3.86E-03 6.251
µy -2.84E-02 1.825 µy -1.93E-02 2.695 µy -4.12E-02 5.089

|µx |p̄ -3.32E-01 1.789 µ2
xµ

3
yµz -9.23E+02 2.186 µ2

xµy -2.51E+00 4.567
µ2

xµy 5.08E-01 1.767 µ2
y 2.56E-01 2.042 |µx |µy 5.41E-01 4.407

up |µx | -4.44E-02 1.726 |µx |µ4
y -1.80E+02 1.795 µ3

yµz 2.03E+01 4.289
upµz -1.26E-02 1.685 p̄ -3.72E-02 1.662 µ2

xµ
3
y 4.74E+01 4.187

upµ
2
x 1.47E-01 1.659 µ2

z p̄ -8.79E+00 1.637 µz p̄ 1.33E+00 4.048
upµ

2
xµ

2
z -2.10E+00 1.629 R2 0.9282 |µx |µyµ

2
z 1.54E+01 3.844

upµy -4.37E-02 1.607 upµy 4.73E-03 3.768
µ2

xµ
2
y 2.36E+01 1.584 µ2

xµ
5
z p̄ 2.70E+05 3.741

upµ
2
y 3.05E+00 1.550 p̄ -4.30E-02 3.720

upµ
2
xµ

3
y 1.75E+03 1.537 upµ

2
z 2.64E-02 3.704

µ2
xµ

4
y -8.40E+03 1.519 R2 0.6859

µ2
y p̄ -9.54E+01 1.510

R2 0.7331
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Table 13: Estimation result of Cl model, |β| ∈ [45,90]◦

|β| ∈ [45,60]◦ |β| ∈ [60,75]◦ |β| ∈ [75,90]◦

reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%) reg. θ̂ NRMS (%)
1 3.16E-04 3.626 1 2.69E-04 6.058 1 3.34E-04 3.931

up 4.32E-03 3.551 up 4.37E-03 5.671 up 3.99E-03 3.751
µy -3.45E-02 2.982 µy -2.36E-02 4.600 µy -2.24E-02 3.192

|µx |µ3
yµz -2.93E+01 2.670 µ3

y 2.12E-01 3.826 µ3
y 1.34E-01 2.683

|µx |µy 4.44E-01 2.592 µyµ
2
z 2.37E+00 3.646 µyµ

2
z 1.35E+00 2.456

µ2
xµy -1.54E+00 2.512 upµ

2
yµ

2
z -3.61E+00 3.473 µ2

yµz p̄ 2.20E+01 2.350
upµz 1.03E-02 2.475 upµ

2
yµz -6.41E-01 3.369 p̄ -5.43E-02 2.187

|µx |µ2
y -4.09E-02 2.438 µ2

y p̄ -3.25E+00 3.291 upµ
4
z -4.51E+01 2.159

µyµ
3
z -7.70E+00 2.414 upµ

5
z -1.66E+02 3.154 upµ

3
z -4.36E+00 2.129

|µx |µyµ
2
z -1.02E+01 2.382 µ3

yµz 1.31E+00 3.124 µz -2.81E-03 2.087
p̄ -5.76E-02 2.352 upµ

4
z -2.39E+01 3.050 upµ

2
y 4.01E-02 2.061

µ3
y -4.58E-01 2.325 µyµ

3
z 9.49E+00 2.965 upµ

5
z -1.31E+02 2.047

upµ
2
z 9.37E-02 2.305 upµ

2
z -2.79E-01 2.922 µyµ

3
z 5.11E+00 2.008

up |µx | -1.96E-02 2.288 upµ
3
z -1.14E+00 2.907 upµ

4
y -3.73E-01 1.994

upµ
2
y 6.65E-02 2.269 R2 0.7632 upµ

2
z -1.68E-01 1.975

µ2
xµ

2
y 7.15E+00 2.262 µ2

z -2.23E-02 1.962
R2 0.6031 R2 0.7476
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3
AERODYNAMIC MODEL

IDENTIFICATION OF A

QUADROTOR SUBJECTED TO

ROTOR FAILURES IN THE

HIGH-SPEED FLIGHT REGIME

This chapter presents a high-fidelity aerodynamic model of a quadrotor in the high-
speed flight, with the normal configuration, or subjected to rotor failures. A novel
experimental setup, data processing and model identification procedure are devel-
oped. We first establish the thrust and torque model from static wind tunnel tests
as the benchmark of the aerodynamic model, and then we further identify the in-
plane forces, pitch and roll moments of each rotor from the free flight data obtained
in a large scale open jet wind tunnel. The validation results show a decent model
performance in predicting forces/moments, lateral forces effects and the quadrotor
trimming curve, by comparing with the benchmark model.

Parts of this chapter have been published in:

S. Sun and C. de Visser,“Aerodynamic Model Identification of a Quadrotor Subjected to Rotor Failures in the High-
Speed Flight Regime,”IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters, vol. 4, no. 4, pp. 3868–3875, Oct. 2019.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the advent of multi-rotor drones, the operating regimes have been ex-

tended from hovering to the high-speed conditions (e.g. delivery, drone racing, etc).
This motivates researchers to establish reliable aerodynamic models of multi-rotor
drones for various purposes, such as rejecting the wind disturbances[1], trajectory
refinement[2], design optimization[3], etc.

There is an extensive body of literature discussing the aerodynamic effects on
drones. The thrust variation [4–6] and blade flapping effects[7, 8] are mostly con-
sidered. They can to some extent precisely depict the major forces deviations in
the fast flight comparing to the hovering condition. On the other hand, the aerody-
namic moments of a single rotor have been discussed in, e.g. Ref. [9]. The difference
between the advancing and retreating blade, and the blade flapping are found to be
important in contributing to the moments [6]. The observation that the rear rotors
require much higher rotational speed than front rotors during the trim condition
demonstrates the existence of these aerodynamic moments [10, 11].

Due to limited knowledge of aerodynamic parameters, such as the Renold num-
ber of a small-sized rotor, the aforementioned effects are difficult to be modeled
from merely physical insights. A more practical approach is using real data to iden-
tify the aerodynamic models. Thrust and drag models are mostly seen being iden-
tified for control synthesis (see, e.g., [12–14]). In comparison, aerodynamic mo-
ment models are more complex and identified in only a few pieces of research [11,
15], though these moments are found to be non-trivial especially in the high-speed
regime. The model structures adopted in these methods, however, might not be
effective for a drone with rotor failures.

In [16], we conducted flights of a quadrotor with complete loss of a rotor in the
high-speed condition. Due to the fast spinning on the yaw direction, effects such
as the lateral aerodynamic forces were observed. This motivates us to establish an
aerodynamic model that could predict these effect and, at the same time, remain
effective to quadrotors without failures.

Therefore, in this chapter, the high-speed flight data of a quadrotor with single-
rotor-failure (SRF), diagonal double-rotor-failure (DRF) and no-failure (NF) are used
for aerodynamic model identification, in combination with the wind tunnel static
test of a single rotor. In this process, the following problems are resolved:

1. Establish a multi-body aerodynamic model by distinguishing between the ro-
tor system and the airframe generated forces/moments, using only measure-
ments from the inertial measurement unit (IMU) and the motion capturing
system.

2. Precisely measure the forces on the center of gravity (c.g.) in the SRF / DRF
configuration with the presence of centrifugal force due to the large yaw rate,
and the displacement between c.g. and the IMU location.

3. Reconstruction of the local air velocities of the rotors considering attitude es-
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Figure 3.1: The tested quadrotor (Parrot Bebop2), the definition of the body frame,
the rotor indices and the definition of l and b.

timation errors and reference frame displacements.

4. Select a model structure which ensures both accuracy and simplicity.

As the main contribution, a parametric model of a quadrotor 3-axis force/mo-
ment is consequently established which is generally applicable to either low/high-
speed flight conditions and to either configuration with/without rotor failures. In
addition, the effects such as the lateral forces in SRF and DRF configurations are
also captured by the proposed model during the validation procedure. As a conse-
quence, this model can be used in a wide variety of applications such as improving
the controller performance while confronting significant wind flow or complete ac-
tuator failures.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3 introduces the central equations
and methodologies of the identification procedure. Section 5 details the experimen-
tal setups. The data processing is discussed by Section 4. The selection of model
structures and the identification method is described in Section 5. In Section 6, the
proposed model is validated in both rotor failure and non-failure cases.

2. METHODOLOGY
The coordinate systems are first of all introduced. The inertial frame {OI , xI , yI , zI }

is originated at a fixed point on the ground. For wind tunnel tests, we define xI as
pointing against the wind flow, yI pointing right side perpendicular to the wind flow,
and zI aligning with the gravity. The body frame {OB , xB , yB , zB } is originated at the
center of gravity with xB pointing forwards, yB pointing rightwards, and zB aligning
with the thrust vector but pointing downwards. In the following context, the super-
script I and B indicate the coordinate system on which a vector is projected; the
subscript i indicates the variable of the i th rotor; the subscript x, y , and z indicate
the projection of a vector on the corresponding axis. The drone used for identi-
fication is a modified Parrot Bebop2 as is shown in Fig. 3.1, where the geometric
parameters b and l , and the rotor index definition, are also presented.
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Recall the translational and rotational dynamic equations of a quadrotor as

V̇
B +ΩB ×V B = LB I (g I − V̇

I
w )+F B /m (3.1)

I B
v Ω̇

B +ΩB × I B
v Ω

B + (ΩB ×∑
I B

pω
B
i +∑

I B
p ω̇

B
i ) = M B (3.2)

where V B = [u, v, w]T is the translational velocity of the center of gravity (c.g.) with
respect to the airflow, as is projected on the body frame. V I

w is the wind velocity
with respect to the inertial frame. ΩB = [p, q, r ]T is the vehicle’s angular velocity
with respect to the inertial frame, which is projected in the body frame. The symbol
m, I v and I p respectively indicate the total mass, moment of inertia of the entire
vehicle and of the rotor. LB I is the rotational matrix from the inertial frame to the
body frame. ωB

i is the angular rate vector of the i th rotor with respect to the inertial
frame which is expressed as ωB

i =ΩB + [0, 0, sn,iωi ]T , where ωi is the angular rate of
the i th rotor with respect to the body frame. sn,i indicates the rotational direction of
the i th rotor such that 1 indicates clockwise rotation; for Parrot Bebop2, we have

sn = [−1, 1, −1, 1] (3.3)

The external forces and moments projection on the body frame, denoted by F B

and M B , are composed of control forces/moments and other aerodynamic effects
on both rotor systems and the airframe, which is to be determined in this chapter.
They can be expressed as follows

[
F B

M B

]
=



Fx

Fy

Fz

Mx

My

Mz

=



∑
Fx,i∑
Fy,i

−∑
Ti∑

sl ,i bTi +∑
Mx,i∑

sm,i lTi +∑
My,i∑

sl ,i bFx,i +∑
sm,i lFy,i +∑

Mz,i

+
[

F B
f

M B
f

]
+a (3.4)

where F B
f and M B

f indicate the 3-axis forces and moments generated by the airframe.

F B
i = [Fx,i , Fy,i , Fz,i ]T and M B

i = [Mx,i , My,i , Mz,i ]T stand for the 3-axis forces and
moments from the i th rotor. By convention, the zB directions force of each rotor Fz,i

is replaced by the thrust Ti . Vectors sl and sm indicate the direction that each rotor
contributes to rolling and pitching; they are

sl = [1, −1, −1, 1], sm = [1, 1, −1, −1] (3.5)

In this research, the thrust Ti and the zB direction moment of each rotor Mz,i

(rotor drag torque by convention) are directly measured during the static test con-
ducted in the wind tunnel, using an off-the-shelf rotor test stand. With Ti and Mz,i

independently measured instead of identified from the flight data, the aerodynam-
ics on the air-frame can be more accurately estimated (see [11] otherwise). The re-
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maining part of the model, namely the in-plane forces Fx,i , Fy,i , the pitch/roll mo-
ments My,i , Mx,i of each rotor, and the forces/moments from the airframe are iden-
tified using the flight data. They are functions of ωi and the local air velocity of the
i th rotor denoted by V B

i = [ui , vi , wi ]T .

The thrust of the rotor i is expressed as

Ti =C t ,iρ(πR2)(ωi R)2 (3.6)

and the drag torque of the rotor i is expressed as

Mz,i = sn,i Cq,iρ(πR3)(ωi R)2 (3.7)

where ρ is the air density and R is the radius of the rotor. The model of thrust and
torque of each rotor will be given in the dimensionless form (C t and Cq ) to increase
the generality of this model to drones with different sizes. Define the symbol | · |
as the L2 norm of a vector. Then the C t ,i and Cq,i can be further characterized as
functions of advance ratio J and the angle of attack α, which are defined as

Ji = |V i |
ωi R

, αi = sin−1(wi /|V i |) (3.8)

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

3.1. STATIC WIND TUNNEL TEST

The static wind tunnel test of a single rotor has been carried out using an off-
the-shelf rotor test stand (RCbenchmark series 1580), as Fig. 3.2 shows. The thrust
and the drag torque of a Bebop2 rotor have been measured at the frequency of 4 Hz.

During the static wind tunnel test, the angle of attack α varies from -90 to 90
degrees with steps of 15 degrees. The wind speed changes from 0 to 14 m/s in steps
of 2 m/s. At each test point, the reference revolutions per minute (RPM) starts from
3000 to 12000 in steps of 1000 RPM. In negative angles of attack, the rotor is mounted
such that the thrust pulls the test bench and generate a negative force measurement;
on the contrary, the rotor is reversed and push the test bench in the positive angles
of attack setups.

The model of C t and Cq can then be established from (3.6) and (3.7). A 5th order
polynomial model is used to fit the data as is shown in Fig. 3.3. The parameters K C t

and K C q are given in the Appendix of this Chapter. Note that the unit of α is radian.

C t = QK C t , Cq = QK C q (3.9)

Q = [1, J , J 2, J 3, J 4, J 5, Jα, J 2α, J 3α, J 4α,
Jα2, J 2α2, J 3α2, Jα3, J 2α3, Jα4]
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Figure 3.2: Setup of the static wind tunnel test of a Bebop2 rotor.

3.2. FLIGHT TEST

Since the test bench is only able to measure the thrust and drag torque of ro-
tors, the flight data can be then utilized to identify the rest forces/moments of the
rotor and the aerodynamics of the airframe. The flight test has been carried out in
the Open Jet Facility (OJF), a large-scale wind tunnel with the aperture of 2.85 m.

Figure 3.3: Model of C t and Cq in different angles of attack and advance ratios, to-
gether with the normalized root mean square (NRMS) of the model residuals.
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Table 3.1: Inertial and geometric properties of the tested quadrotor.

parameter value unit
mNF 0.510 kg

mDRF/SRF 0.410 kg
I B

v,NF diag(1.92, 1.85, 3.34)×10−3 kgm2

I B
v,DRF/SRF diag(1.45, 1.26, 2.52)×10−3 kgm2

I B
p diag(4.2, 4.2, 8.0)×10−6 kgm2

b, l , R 0.115, 0.088, 0.075 m

There is a set of motion capturing system (OptiTrack) including 12 cameras provid-
ing the position measurement of the four markers attached to the drone in 120 Hz,
with the RMS error less than 0.2 mm. The measurement is transmitted to the on-
board autopilot to provide necessary indoor position and velocity information of
the drone.

The rest of the measurements are obtained using the on-board sensors at 512 Hz.
The implemented IMU is a built-in MPU-6050 MEMS which provides the angu-
lar velocity and specific force measurements. The noise performance is 0.005 deg ·
s−1/

p
Hz for the gyroscope and 400 µg/

p
Hz for the accelerometer. More details can

be found in [17]. The IMU ground calibration is conducted to take into account the
bias from angular displacements from the IMU to the body frame [18]. An Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) is applied to fuse the OptiTrack and the IMU measurements to
obtain the attitude estimation of the body frame. A built-in Brushless DC (BLDC)
motor controller on the Parrot Bebop2 measures the rotational speed of each rotor
in RPM. The on-board sensor measurements are re-sampled to 120 Hz to synchro-
nize with the OptiTrack measurements.

The flights in three types of configurations are carried out. The no-failure (NF)
configuration has been tested in various flight speeds from 0 to 16 m/s, with heading
angle towards the nozzle. Next, one or two rotors are removed from the drone to
test the single-rotor-failure (SRF) and double-rotor-failure (DRF) configurations. In
order to achieve higher flight speed in the rotor failure conditions, the weight of
the drone is reduced by lightening the battery. The incremental nonlinear dynamic
inversion (INDI) method has been applied to control the drone in SRF case in the
wind tunnel. Details about the method can be found in [16]. The controller of a
quadrotor in the DRF configuration will be introduced in an upcoming report.

In the SRF and DRF configuration, the drone fast spins on the yaw direction
at about 20 rad/s. By making use of this effect, the in-plane force of the rotor can
be easily extracted from the damping on the yaw direction. In these two configura-
tions, the drone is able to reach up to 9 m/s flight speed. The measured inertial and
geometric properties of the tested quadrotor in different falure conditions are listed
in Table 6.1.
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4. DATA PREPROCESSING

4.1. FORCE AND MOMENT MEASUREMENT

The specific force acting on the IMU, denoted by aB , can be obtained from
the unbiased accelerometer measurement after the ground calibrations. However,
for the high-rate spinning quadrotor, a horizontal supporting force is acting on the
accelerometer to compensate for the centrifugal force caused by the displacement
between the c.g. and the IMU location. Roughly speaking, this (normalized) cen-
trifugal force can reach about 1 m/s2 with displacement less than 3 mm.

Although this displacement, denoted by d B
ca , can be inconsistent in different

flights and too minute to measure, it can be estimated from the flight data. Accord-
ing to [18], the real external force acting on the c.g. is

1

m

[
Fx

Fy

]
=

[
ax

ay

]
−

[ −(q2 + r 2) pq − ṙ pr + q̇
pq + ṙ −(r 2 +p2) qr − ṗ

]
d B

ca (3.10)

An approximation is made that the external horizontal force is zero during the
relaxed hovering flight [19]:

Fx = Fy = 0

Then d B
ca can be estimated by a Least Square estimator using (3.10). After knowing

the estimation d̂
B

ca , we can in turn obtain the measurement of F B on c.g. as follows

1

m
F B

mea = aB − dΩB

d t
× d̂

B

ca −ΩB × (ΩB × d̂
B

ca) (3.11)

The original measured specific force and the corrected specific force are compared
as shown in Fig. 3.4a.

The moment measurement M B
mea can be obtained using (6.4), with the knowl-

edge of inertial properties given in Table 6.1. It is worth noting that, for SRF/DRF
configurations, the gyroscopic moments from rotors cannot be neutralized by counter-
rotating propellers due to the loss of rotors. Therefore, I B

p is estimated by making a
CAD model to ensure the accuracy of the estimation of the gyroscopic moment. The
accelerometer measured aB , the gyroscopic measured ΩB and the BLDC measured
ωi are bi-directionally filtered by a 4th order Butterworth filter with 15 Hz cut-off
frequency.

4.2. VELOCITY RECONSTRUCTION

The air velocity of c.g., namely V B , and the local air velocity each rotor V B
i

should be characterized as independent variables of the proposed model. How-
ever, the slight displacement from the motion capturing system measured reference
point to the IMU location could bring nonnegligible effects on these air-velocities
due to the spinning motion in the SRF/DRF configurations.
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The velocity of c.g. with respect to the airflow can be measured indirectly by

V B =ΩB × (d B
oa −d B

ca)+LB I (V I
o −V I

w ) (3.12)

where V I
o is the velocity measured by the OptiTrack; d B

oa is the displacement from
the OptiTrack measured point to the IMU location. d B

ca is the displacement from
IMU location to c.g., which can be estimated using the method given in Sec. 4.1.

Similarly, the local air-velocity of the i th rotor can be measured indirectly by

V B
i =ΩB × (d B

oa +d B
ai )+LB I (V I

o −V I
w ) (3.13)

where d B
ai represents the displacement from the IMU to the center of the i th rotor,

which is consistent and can be measured accurately.

From the practical standpoint, d B
oa in (3.12) and (3.13) can be variable in dif-

ferent experiments. Here we introduce a method to determine d B
oa using the flight

data. The velocity of IMU with respect to the inertial frame can be expressed as

V B
a = LB I V I

o +ΩB ×d B
oa (3.14)

By taking derivative of both sides of the above equation and projecting on the body
frame, we have

aB +LB I (g I − V̇
I
o) = (Ω̇

B
×+ΩB

×Ω
B
×)d B

oa (3.15)

where Ω× denotes the skew-symmetric matrix such that Ω×v =Ω×v for any v ∈R3.
We hereby use ˆLB I to represents the estimated rotational matrix from the EKF. Then

the estimation of d B
oa , denoted by d̂

B

oa , can be obtained by

d̂
B

oa = (Ω̇
B
×+ΩB

×Ω
B
×)−1

[
aB + ˆLB I (g I − V̇

I
o)

]
(3.16)

Subsequently, the air-velocities can be obtained from (3.12) and (3.13). For
demonstration, the local air-velocity of the 1st rotor during a set of flight with SRF
configuration are plotted in Fig. 3.4. It shows that the horizontal velocity estima-
tion is quite different after considering the effect of d B

oa , because the yaw rate is over
20 rad/s during this flight.

The estimated rotational matrix ˆLB I , however, can be deviated from the real
value due to the orientation difference between the OptiTrack measurements and
the body frame. We hereby define the estimation error as ∆LB I for quantification,
such that

LB I = (I 3×3 −∆LB I ) ˆLB I (3.17)

By substituting (3.16) and (3.17) into (3.15), we have

(Ω̇
B
×+ΩB

×Ω
B
×)∆d B

oa =∆LB I
ˆLB I (g I − dV I

o

d t
) (3.18)
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Figure 3.4: a.) Comparison between the accelerometer measured external force be-

fore and after the correctness considering d B
ca , where d̂

B

ca = [1.8,−2.7, 0.4]T mm. b.)
The local air-velocity estimation of a rotor before and after correction considering

d B
oa , where d̂

B

oa = [23.4, 1.5, 23.8]T mm.

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35

|  L
BI

|

0

0.05

0.1

max E[ |  V| / |V| ]

E[ |  V| / |V|]

Figure 3.5: Average relative error of velocity (E [|∆V |/|V |]) versus the attitude esti-
mation error represented by |∆LB I |. The velocity error grows with the increase of
|∆LB I |.

where ∆d B
oa = d̂

B

oa − d B
oa is the estimation error of d B

oa . By substituting ∆d B
oa and

(3.17) into (3.12) and (3.13), we can derive the estimation error of velocities due to
the error of the attitude estimation:

∆V B =∆V B
i =ΩB

×∆d B
oa +∆LB I

ˆLB I (V I
o −V I

w ) (3.19)

Fig. 3.5 demonstrates the average relative error of velocity E [|∆V |/|V |] versus the L2

norm of ∆LB I using (3.19) where the other variables in (3.19) are from a set of flight
data. It is clear that the velocity estimation error grows with the increase of |∆LB I |.
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If we set the maximum velocity relative error as 5%, for example, |∆LB I | need to be
smaller than 0.22, which is easy to fulfil for most attitude estimators.

5. MODEL IDENTIFICATION
In this section, the aerodynamic model is identified from the preprocessed

data. A parametric model is established with model structures predefined in the
form of polynomials based on physical insight. Compared with the non-parametric
model, the parametric model is less tend to overfit and requires less computational
effort. By virtue of these advantages, it has been widely used in the aircraft model
identification applications (see, e.g., [18]).

First of all, a simplified model structure of the in-plane forces and the pitch/roll
moments of a single is derived. Most of the multi-rotor vehicles employ fixed-pitch
rotors with elasticity. Due to the imbalanced lift between the advancing and re-
treating blades with the existence of airspeed, the tip-path-plane tilts backward and
sideways with respect to the air stream. This brings several consequences. First of
all, the thrust has a projection on the rotor plane and contributes to the in-plane
force [8]. Secondly, due to the resilience of the rotor blade, the pitch and roll mo-
ments are generated with respect to the rotor hub [6, 9]. The latter is usually omitted
because of the symmetric property of the quadrotor. However, these moments have
to be taken in to account with the occurrence of rotor failures.

The identified model is usually valid within the test regime covering the flight
data. To improve the validity of the model for extrapolation, the structure should be
chosen as simple as possible while capturing the major effects.

For the i th rotor, define a 2-D vector named horizontal advance ratio and its
perpendicular vector as

µi = [ui , vi ]T /ωi R, µ⊥
i = [−vi , ui ]T /ωi R (3.20)

Usually 1
2 |µi |2 ¿ 1, then a simple model of the rotor flapping angle can be expressed

as [8]
β=−µi A1,c /(1− 1

2 |µi |2) ≈−µi A1,c

β⊥ =−µ⊥
i sn,i A1,s/(1− 1

2 |µ⊥
i |2) ≈−µ⊥

i sn,i A1,s
(3.21)

where A1,c and A1,s are constants. Vectors β and β⊥ contain the information about
flapping angles along and perpendicular to the incoming flow. The norms of both
vectors indicate the magnitude of the flapping angle as the elements indicate the
flapping direction expressed in the xB − yB plane.

By assuming that the flapping angles are small and using (3.6), the in-plane
forces of the i th rotor due to the blade-flapping effect can be approximated by[

Fx,i

Fy,i

]
≈ Ti (β+β⊥) =C t ,iπR3ρωi

[ −A1,c ui + A1,s sn,i vi

−A1,c vi − A1,s sn,i ui

]
(3.22)

We assume a constant C t ,i for simplicity of the model, then (3.22) can be re-written
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as

[
Fx,i

Fy,i

]
= k1

[
uiωi

viωi

]
+k2

[
vi sn,iωi

−ui sn,iωi

]
(3.23)

where k1 and k2 are parameters to be identified.

The roll/pitch moment of a single rotor can be caused by two major effects:
The elastic moment due to the blade flapping [6], and the in-plane force generated
moment with respect to the c.g.. Therefore, we assume that the moment aligns with
the rotor plan tilted direction and a simplified model structure is selected as

[
Mx,i

My,i

]
= k3

[ −viωi

uiωi

]
+k4

[
ui sn,iωi

vi sn,iωi

]
(3.24)

In the high-speed flight, the forces and moments from the airframe become
apparent and are modeled as

F f = 1

2
ρ|V |2S[Cx , Cy , Cz ]T (3.25)

M f = 1

2
ρ|V |2Sb[Cl , Cm , Cn]T (3.26)

where S = 4lb is defined as the reference area; Cx to Cn are modeled as functions of
air-velocity of the c.g.. These coefficients need to capture most of the aerodynamic
effects on the airframe. Therefore, the model structure of these coefficients are se-
lected as follows. First of all, define the normalized velocities as

[ū, v̄ , w̄]T = [u, v, w]T

p
u2 + v 2 +w 2

= [
u

|V | ,
v

|V |
w

|V | ]
T (3.27)

To prevent singularity, define

[ū, v̄ , w̄]T = [0, 0, 0]T ,when |V | = 0 (3.28)

Noting that w̄ can be analogous to the angle of attack while v̄ is analogous to the
side-slip angle of a fixed-wing aircraft. Normalizing the velocity could prevent ex-
trapolation of the model and increase its stability.

Then the model structures of these aerodynamic coefficients are selected as
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follows

Cx

Cy

Cz

Cl

Cm

Cn

 =



sgn(ū)
[|ū|, ū2

]
Kx

sgn(v̄)
[|v̄ |, v̄ 2

]
K y

sgn(w̄)
[|w̄ |, w̄ 2

]
Kz

sgn(v̄)[|v̄ |, v̄ 2, |v̄ |w̄ , |v̄ |3, v̄ 2w̄ , |v̄ |w̄ 2]Kl /b
sgn(ū)[|ū|, ū2, |ū|w̄ , |ū|3, ū2w̄ , |ū|w̄ 2]Km/b

sgn(ū)sgn(v̄)[|v̄ |, v̄ 2, |v̄ |ū, |v̄ |3, v̄ 2ū, |v̄ |ū2]Kn/b


= P

[
Kx

T , K y
T , Kz

T , Kl
T , Km

T , Kn
T
]T

(3.29)

where Kx to Kn are arrays of parameters to identify. This model structure is selected
to capture the major aerodynamic effects while minimizing the number of terms in
the model to facilitate estimation. For instance, the Cx is found to be mostly affected
by u and should be zero while the drone is conducting vertical (w̄ = ±1, ū = v̄ = 0)
and sidewards (v̄ =±1, ū = w̄ = 0) maneuvers. Therefore, Cx model is selected as a
second order polynomial of ū. Similarly, Cm is known to be affected by the angle of
attack and side-slip angle [20]. Then we use w̄ and ū to capture the effect of these
angles, and at the same time, guarantee that the pitch moment should be zero while
doing vertical and sideways maneuvers. To cope with the symmetry of the drone,
the absolute value of ū and the sign function sgn(·) are implemented. The model
structure information is then summarized in the matrix P in (3.29).

Consequently, substituting (3.23)-(3.26) and (3.29) into (3.4) yields a model that
is linear in parameters

Y = AK +ϵ (3.30)

where ϵ is the model residual, and A, K and Y are given in (3.31). Note that Ti and
Mz,i in Y are not measured but calculated from the static test obtained model using
(3.6) and (3.7).

A=



∑
uiωi

∑
vi sn,iωi 0 0∑

viωi −∑
ui sn,iωi 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 −∑

viωi
∑

sn,i uiωi

0 0
∑

uiωi
∑

sn,i viωi∑
(bsl ,i ui + l sm,i vi )ωi

∑
(bsl ,i vi − l sm,i ui )sn,iωi 0 0

1
2ρ|V |2S P

 ,

Y = [Fx , Fy , Fz +∑
Ti , Mx −∑

sl ,i bTi , My −∑
sn,i lTi , Mz −∑

Mz,i ]T ,

K = [k1, k2, k3, k4, Kx
T , K y

T , Kz
T , Kl

T , Km
T , Kn

T ]T
(3.31)

With N measurement samples, the regressor matrix A and the total output Z
are defined as

G = [AT
1 , ..., AT

N ]T , Z = [Y T
1 , ...Y T

N ]T (3.32)
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Figure 3.6: The aerodynamic coefficients model of the airframe identified from the
flight data.

Since the forces and moments have different orders of magnitude, a weight least
square (WLS) estimator is applied:

K = (GT W G)−1GT W Z (3.33)

The weighting matrix is select to be

W = diag(

N×6︷ ︸︸ ︷
1,1,1,200,200,200, ...,1,1,1,200,200,200) (3.34)

which indicates that the moments measurements have larger weighting because of
their smaller magnitude compared to the forces.

The key parameters in the model are listed in Appendix of this Chapter. Based
on (3.23) and (3.24), apart from the in-plane force along the coming flow, there exists
a force that is right side perpendicular to the coming flow. A pitch up moment and
a roll moment to the left are also generated. Fig. 3.6 presents the aerodynamic co-
efficients of the airframe. The force related coefficients are negatively related to the
normalized speeds, which is in line with the physics view. In addition, the moment
models present aerodynamic instabilities of the airframe. For instance, the pitch up
moment grows with the increase of angle of attack.

6. MODEL VALIDATION
Several sets of flight data in SRF and norminal configurations are compared

with the preceding model to show its validity. Note that these data are independent
from those used for model estimation. For comparison, a commonly used lumped
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parameters model ([7, 19]), in combine with the Ti and Mz,i model obtained during
the static wind tunnel test of this research, is introduced as the benchmark

Fx = c1u + c2u2, Fy = c3v + c4v 2, Fz =−∑
Ti ,

Mx =∑
bsl ,i Ti + c5p2, My =∑

l sm,i Ti + c6q2,
Mz =∑

Mz,i + c7r 2
(3.35)

where c1-c7 are constants, Ti and Mz,i are obtained from (3.6) and (3.7) using the
rotor C t and Cq data obtained from the static wind tunnel test.

C ase 1: One set of flight data with SRF configuration is used for validating the
aerodynamic forces/moments. In this flight, the left-back rotor (rotor 4) is removed
and the drone spins at the yaw rate r ≈−20 rad/s. Fig. 3.7 presents the aerodynamic
predictions using two models, together with their normalized root mean square er-
ror (NRMS). Both models perform well at V = 2 m/s whereas the proposed model
performs better at V = 8 m/s when aerodynamic effects become apparent.

C ase 2: Define the lateral force perpendicular to the free stream as

Flateral = [0, 1, 0]L I B [Fx , Fy ,0]T (3.36)

Noting that Flateral = 0 for NF case with zero side-slip. However, as was observed in a
previous research [16], this lateral force is non-zero for the spinning quadrotor with
single rotor failure.

The direction of this lateral force is also correlated to the yaw rate direction.
Specifically, a positive yaw rate (r > 0) leads to a lateral force towards the right with
respect to the flight direction; a negative yaw rate could lead to a force to the left.
This is probably due to the speed up of the rotor behind the airframe with respect to
the air stream that brings larger in-plane force than the other rotors. Fig. 3.8 com-
pares the measured Flateral and both the proposed model and the benchmark, to-
gether with trend lines illuminating the model performance. It is obvious that the
proposed model can well predict this effect, while the lateral force can be hardly
captured by the benchmark model.

C ase 3: Apart from the cases with rotor failures, the model also needs to be
effective for the quadrotor in the no-failure configuration. This is validated by cal-
culating the longitudinal trim curve using the models and comparing with the mea-
surement. The longitudinal trim curve of a quadrotor was defined in [21] as the
rotor speeds and the pitch angle during the level flight at different airspeed. The
trim curve reveals that the rear rotors should rotate faster than front rotors during
the forward flight. As Fig. 3.9 shows, the proposed model can capture this effect and
fit the measured data in the whole range of airspeed, despite slight mismatch at 2 -
8 m/s. In comparison, this distinction cannot be captured by the benchmark model,
and the data fitting is unsatisfactory.
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Figure 3.7: Validation result of F B and M B with the SRF configuration at the airspeed
of 2 m/s and 8 m/s. The normalized RMS (NRMS) is given for both the proposed
model and the benchmark model (in parentheses), together with the percentage
change of the NRMS.
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Figure 3.8: Aerodynamic force perpendicular to the air velocity (considered positive
to the right with respect to the air velocity). Comparison among the measurement
(blue), the proposed model (red) and the benchmark model (yellow), of which trend
lines are given in blue-solid, red-dash-dot and gray-dot respectively.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this research, the aerodynamic force/moment model of a quadrotor has been

identified in the high-speed flight regime. A multi-body parametric model is se-
lected to balance between accuracy and simplicity, and the model is versatile to fit
different flight conditions. To cope with fast spinning motion in rotor failure con-
figurations, a novel correction method for specific force and velocity measurements
has been developed considering the location mismatch among IMU, c.g. and the
reference point of the motion capturing system. The proposed model has been val-
idated in both nominal cases and with rotor failures. The comparison also shows
advantages with respect to the lumped parameters benchmark model, particularly
in the high-speed flight regime.
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Figure 3.9: Rotor speeds and pitch angle during the level forward flight at different
flight speeds with the nominal configuration. Comparison between the model pre-
diction and the flight data.
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APPENDIX
The parameters of the proposed model for a Bebop2 quadrotor are given as fol-

lows. Readers may access the model in MATLAB script via https://bitbucket.
org/SihaoSun/bebop2_aerodynamic_model. The model is valid when the air-
speed V ∈ [0, 16] m/s. Model beyond this range may have deficient accuracy.

[k1, k2, k3, k4] = [−3.96, 2.29, 0.464,−0.0966]×10−5

Kx = [3.00,−8.92]T ×10−2

K y = [−0.509, 0.400]T

Kz = [0.838,−2.85]T

Kl = [1.17,−0.0498, 1.69,−2.65, 6.24,−4.57]T ×10−2

Km = [−8.46, 27.6, 10.2,−19.4, 3.62, 1.98]T ×10−2

Kn = [−3.07, 7.59,−1.34,−4.51, 1.55,−0.572]T ×10−2

K C t = [ 0.0156, −0.0552, 0.684, −2.24, 3.05,−1.52,
−0.0145, 0.457, −0.525, 0.233, −0.0258, 0.0401,
−0.0116, −0.00223, −0.0225, 0.00336]T

K C q = [ −0.00227,−0.00113, 0.00368,−0.101, 0.226,
−0.146,−0.00305,−0.00748,−0.111, 0.121, 0.00336,
0.00363,−0.00729, 0.00116, 0.00257,−0.000681]T
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4
HIGH-SPEED FLIGHT OF

QUADROTOR DESPITE LOSS OF A

SINGLE ROTOR

In this chapter, a multi-loop hybrid nonlinear controller is designed to achieve high-
speed flight of a damaged quadrotor with complete loss of a single rotor. By fully
making use of sensor measurements, the model dependency of this control method
is reduced, which is conducive to handling disturbance from unknown aerodynamic
effects. This controller is tested on a quadrotor vehicle with one rotor completely re-
moved in the high-speed condition. Free flights are performed in the Open Jet Facility
(OJF), a large-scale wind tunnel. Over 9 m/s flight speed is reached for the damaged
quadrotor in these tests. In addition, several high-speed spin-induced aerodynamic
effects are discovered and analyzed.

Parts of this chapter have been published in:

S. Sun, L. Sijbers, X. Wang, and C. de Visser,“High-Speed Flight of Quadrotor Despite Loss of a Single Rotor,”IEEE
Robotics and Automation Letters., vol. 3, no. 4, pp. 3201–3207, Oct. 2018.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Multi-rotor aerial robots have the potential to be widely used in outdoor envi-

ronments such as package delivery, construction monitoring, fire protection, etc. In
these circumstances, vehicles usually operate in high-speed conditions where aero-
dynamic effects become apparent. On the other hand, owing to their task impor-
tance and safety regards, there are large demands on their ability to tolerate struc-
tural and sensor faults during the mission. To improve their resilience under both
fault cases and high-speed flight conditions is a central concern for future applica-
tions.

Among these multi-rotor drones, the quadrotor excels in its structural simplic-
ity and has been found to be more energy efficient as a delivery tool [1]. However,
without actuator redundancy, this kind of vehicle suffers most from actuator fail-
ures. Several literature sources have proposed fault-tolerant controllers in terms of
actuator failures for a quadrotor. Most researchers discussed the problem with par-
tial actuator failure in the scheme of robust control or adaptive control by regarding
failures as model uncertainties [2–5].

Cases in which rotors are entirely missing have been discussed as well. Lan-
zon et al. revealed that the damaged quadrotor can be stabilized after giving up yaw
control and spins around a certain axis [6]. Lippiello et al. used a strategy that trans-
formed a damaged quadrotor into a bi-rotor after which the backstepping and PID
controllers were applied [7, 8]. Lu and van Kampen proposed a three loop controller
using nonlinear control methods in conjunction with an active diagnose module [9].
Above algorithms were only validated in simulations. Mueller and D’Andrea came
up with a relaxed hovering solution about which the quadrotor can be stabilized us-
ing a linear control method [10, 11], such as Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR). This
control scheme has been validated in real flight tests.

Above controllers were tested in the simulation environment or low-speed flight
conditions. However, critical faults such as complete loss of efficiency in an actuator
could occur while the quadrotor is cruising at high speeds at which aerodynamic ef-
fects are non-negligible. Fault-tolerant control of a severely damaged quadrotor in
these circumstances has not been researched to the best of our knowledge.

The main contribution of this research is revealing the possibility of continu-
ing high-speed cruising flight instead of a forced landing of a quadrotor of which
one actuator has completely failed. A 3-loop nonlinear controller, which was ini-
tially proposed in [9], is improved in this research to achieve high-speed flight in the
wind tunnel. The main feature of this cascaded controller is the usage of Incremen-
tal Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) control in the inner loop, of which robust-
ness to external disturbances and model uncertainties has been verified both the-
oretically [12] and practically [13, 14]. By virtue of the reduced model dependency
of this sensor-based nonlinear controller, no model based relaxed equilibrium solu-
tions [10] are needed and the designing process can be simplified.

Fast forward flight tests with speeds of over 9 m/s (approximately 50% of the
nominal quadrotor maximum speed) have been achieved in the wind tunnel as
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Figure 4.1: Figure of Open Jet Facility and the spinning quadrotor during flight.

Fig. 4.1 shows. For the first time, this has allowed systematic flight test experiments
in regions of the flight envelope that have not been reachable using existing con-
trollers. This, in turn, has led to the discovery of new high-speed spin-induced
aerodynamics effects that when harnessed correctly could further improve the per-
formance of a damaged quadrotor.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the dynamic model
of quadrotors. Section 3 provides the procedure of controller design. Section 4 val-
idates the controller in a low-speed flight. High-speed flight test and analyses of
aerodynamic effects are given in Section 5.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The inertial frame, denoted by FI , is defined as the reference coordinate sys-

tem fixed to the ground. xI , yI point along and perpendicular to the wind flow re-
spectively; zI points to the ground. The tested quadrotor in this research is Parrot
Bebop2 shown in Fig. 4.2. The body frame is defined fixed to the quadrotor with xB

pointing forward, yB pointing right and zB is the opposite of the thrust vector. For
notational simplicity, the superscript ‘B ’and ‘I ’ indicate the coordinate system on
which the vector is projected; the subscripts ‘x’, ‘y ’ and ‘z’ indicate the compo-
nents of a 3 dimensional vector.

As shown in Fig. 4.2, ω1−4 denote rotor speeds with respect to FB ; b and l are
geometric parameters.

The equations of motion of a quadrotor based on six-dimensional rigid body
dynamics is given as [15]

ξ̇= v (4.1)
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Figure 4.2: Body-fixed frame definition and graphic of Parrot Bebop2.

mv̇ = mg +LI B F (4.2)

L̇I B = LI BΩ̃ (4.3)

IvΩ̇=−Ω̃IvΩ+M (4.4)

where ξ, v indicate position and velocity respectively. Ω = [p q r ]T represents
the angular rate of quadrotor. The tilde superscript indicates the cross product (i.e.
Ω̃Iv = Ω× Iv ). m and Iv denote mass and inertia of the vehicle. LI B is the rota-
tion matrix from FB to FI . g is the gravity vector. F and M represent the resultant
force and moment acting on the quadrotor, including the control force and moment
generated by rotors.

Without loss of generality, we assume the left back rotor (ω4) is removed and
define the control input u as

u = [ω2
1 ω2

2 ω2
3]T (4.5)

Therefore, a general expression of the resultant force and moment can be [16]

F = F a +GF u (4.6)

M = M a +M g +GM u ≈ M a +GM u (4.7)

where M g is the rotor induced gyroscopic moment and is found to be negligible. Fa

and Ma indicate the external aerodynamic force and moment which are influenced
by the airspeed, aerodynamic angles, angular rates, and complex interaction effects
that are difficult to model accurately. In static hovering, Fa and Ma can be neglected
and subsequently (5.5) and (5.6) become linear.

The expressions of the constant matrix GF and GM are

GF =
 0 0 0

0 0 0
i n −κ0 −κ0 −κ0

 , GM =
 bκ0 −bκ0 −bκ0

lκ0 lκ0 −lκ0

τ0 −τ0 τ0

 (4.8)
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Figure 4.3: Control structure of the three-loop nonlinear controller.

where κ0 and τ0 are force and torque coefficients respectively and can be identified
using hovering flight data.

3. CONTROLLER DESIGN
A three loop controller is designed to achieve position control based on the

time scale-separation assumption. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the controller which includes a
position control loop using PID method, an attitude control loop using the primary-
axis Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (PA+NDI) and a control allocation loop using the
Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) method.

3.1. POSITION CONTROL LOOP

The outer loop is a PID controller using acceleration as virtual input

ad es = kp (ξd es −ξ)+kd (ξ̇d es −v )+ki

∫
(ξd es −ξ)d t ,

(kp , kd , ki > 0)
(4.9)

The addition of integral term will compensate the constant bias brought by aerody-
namic drag.

3.2. PRIMARY-AXIS ATTITUDE CONTROL LOOP

A primary-axis based attitude loop controller is designed in this section to cal-
culate the desired angular rates pdes and qdes from ad es .

After the removal of a single rotor, the quadrotor subsequently spins around
a certain axis due to the fact that the yawing moment balance is broken [6]. The
primary axis, denoted by n, was introduced in [11] and defined as a unit vector about
which the damaged quadrotor rotates and points at the average thrust direction in
the relaxed hover solution [10]. This vector is fixed to the body frame FB and can
be chosen arbitrarily. If n is designed to be aligned with the instant thrust direction
(nB

x = nB
y = 0) as shown in Fig. 4.4a, the drone spins without wobbling. An alternative

way is letting nB
x ,nB

y > 0 which is more energy efficient for the drone with the left
back rotor removed [11], and the drone wobbles consequently as Fig. 4.4b shows. In
addition, the following constraint should be imposed
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Figure 4.4: a.) n is aligned with the instant thrust direction (nB = [0 0 −1]T ). b.) n
is not parallel with the instant thrust direction and the drone wobbles consequently
(nB 6= [0 0 −1]T ).

−nB
z ≥ m||g ||/Tmax (4.10)

where Tmax denotes the available total thrust.
The task of the attitude controller is to align the direction of the primary axis

n with the desired acceleration ad es . To this end, a normalized vector pointing at a
desired specific force direction is defined as nd es and is calculated by

nd es = ad es −g

||ad es −g || (4.11)

The expression of nd es in FI is denoted by n I
d es and similarly, superscript B

indicates the vector expressed in FB . The main idea of this attitude control loop is
to let nB

d es track nB by manipulating quadrotor angular rates. A nonlinear dynamic
inversion (NDI) method is used to achieve this tracking, by taking the derivative of
nB

d es , we have

ṅB
d es = d(LB I n I

d es )/d t

= L̇B I n I
d es +LB I ṅ I

d es

=−Ω̃nB
d es +LB I ṅ I

d es

= ñB
d esΩ+LB I ṅ I

d es

(4.12)

For notational simplicity, we define

nB
d es = [h1 h2 h3]T (4.13)

thus (4.12) can be expanded as ḣ1

ḣ2

ḣ3

=
 0 −h3 h2

h3 0 −h1

−h2 h1 0

 p
q
r

+LB I ṅ I
d es (4.14)

Since the matrix ñB
d es is singular and cannot be inverted, a subsystem [h1 h2]T
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is to be stabilized. This is similar to the process introduced in [9], whereas the nB
d es =

[h1 h2 h3]T is defined as the state and the primary axis nB = [nB
x nB

y nB
z ]T is

defined as reference in our method. This distinction is important since the original
method shows inability to stabilize the drone due to measurement noise and model

uncertainty in the experiment. Note that
√

h2
1 +h2

2 +h2
3 = 1, therefore an accurate

tracking of h1 and h2 to their reference value (the first two components of nB ) will
also guarantee the tracking of h3. Thus a subspace system is separated from (4.14)
yielding [

ḣ1

ḣ2

]
=

[
0 −h3

h3 0

][
p
q

]
+

[
h2

−h1

]
r + ˆ̇n I

d es (4.15)

where ˆ̇n I
d es is composed of the x and y component of LB I ṅ I

d es .

Now, replace the left-hand side of (4.15) by the virtual input νout , we have[
pdes

qdes

]
=

[
0 1/h3

−1/h3 0

](
νout −

[
h2

−h1

]
r − ˆ̇n I

d es

)
(4.16)

where

νout =
[

ṅB
x +kx (nB

x −h1)
ṅB

y +ky (nB
y −h2)

]
(kx ,ky > 0) (4.17)

Note that ṅB
x and ṅB

y are zero since the primary axis is fixed to the vehicle.

In the attitude controller (4.16), only pitch and roll rate are assigned (pdes and
qdes). The yaw rate r is measured on-board and used as a state information for the
controller. This property is essential for achieving high speed flight because the yaw
rate is found to vary with the flight speed and the heading angle as Section 5 shows.
It is worth noting that a nominal drone with zero or small yaw rate may also use this
method in conjunction with an individual yaw controller.

The magnitude of the desired acceleration should be determined by thrust which
is computed using the same method introduced in [10].

nB
z f̄ B

z,des nd es = ad es −g (4.18)

where f̄ B
z,des =−Tdes/m indicates the desire specific force on the zB .

3.3. CONTROL ALLOCATION LOOP

The control allocation loop converts pdes , qdes and f̄ B
z,des to the rotor speed com-

mands. With the existence of both fast spinning and high speed inflow, the aerody-
namic effects significantly influence the rotational dynamics of the quadrotor [16].
Since the moment from the aerodynamics (the abovementioned M a) is difficult to
model, a model based control allocation method may be impractical. On the other
hand, the Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion (INDI) method is applicable to
this problem [12, 13]. Consider a general system ẋ = f (x ,u) with the output y =C x .
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Then the dynamics of the output y can be expressed in an incremental form as

ẏ =C ẋ =C f (x ,u)

=C ẋ0 +C ∂ f
∂x

∣∣
0∆x +C ∂ f

∂u

∣∣
0∆u +CO (∆x2,∆u2)

= ẏ0 +Ĝ∆u +ϵ

(4.19)

where ∆x = x − x0, ∆x = u −u0 and y0, u0 stand for the measured output and in-
put at the last sample when system states are x0. The matrix Ĝ is an estimation of
the control effectiveness matrix C ∂ f

∂u

∣∣
0. The residual, ϵ, includes three elements: the

C ( ∂ f
∂u

∣∣
0 −Ĝ)∆u term which comes from the estimation error of the control effective-

ness matrix, the C ∂ f
∂x

∣∣
0∆x term and the Taylor expansion remainder CO (∆x2,∆u2).

For a Bebop2 quadrotor with the left back rotor removed, define the system
output as y = [p q

∫
f̄ B

z d t ]T , where f̄ B
z denotes the specific force on zB direction

which can be measured by the accelerometer. The incremental form of ẏ is

ẏ = ẏ0 +Ĝ∆u +ϵ= [
ṗ0 q̇0 f̄ B

z,0

]T

+
 bκ0/Iv x −bκ0/Iv x −bκ0/Iv x

lκ0/Iv y lκ0/Iv y −lκ0/Iv y

−κ0/m −κ0/m −κ0/m

 (u −u0)+ϵ
(4.20)

where u is defined in the (4.5); p0, q0 and f̄ B
z,0 are the last measured angular rate

and specific force. The Ĝ matrix is estimated using (4.8) and assuming Iv x y = 0.
Recall (5.4) to (5.6), the major effects of the coupling term −Ω̃IvΩ, the aerodynamic
force F a and moment M a are included in the ẏ 0, which can be obtained from sensor
measurements instead of accurate models. By virtue of the high sampling frequency
of the sensors (512 Hz for the Bebop2), the influence of ϵ becomes negligible, thus
can be omitted [12].

Particularly, ẏ0 is obtained by taking derivative of the gyroscope and accelerom-
eter measurements. The considerable noise of these measurements is reduced by
a first-order low-pass filter [13]. To compensate the lag introduced by the filter,
the input measurement u0 needs to be filtered with the same cut-off frequency to
maintain synchronization between input increment and measured rotation accel-
erations. This process introduces the filtered measurements ẏ f and u f to replace ẏ0

and u0 in the (4.20). Finally, the desired rotor speed command can be obtained by

u = Ĝ
−1

(νi n − ẏ f )+u f (4.21)

where

νi n =
 ṗdes +k1(pdes −p)

q̇des +k2(qdes −q)
f̄ B

z,des +k3

∫
( f̄ B

z,des − f̄ B
z )d t

 (k1,k2,k3 > 0) (4.22)

To satisfy the time-scale separation assumption, the gains in the inner loop should
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Table 4.1: Parameter of the tested quadrotor (light weighted Bebop2)

parameter value unit
m 0.0.410 kg
l 0.088 m
b 0.115 m

I v x 1.67×10−3 kgm2

I v y 1.38×10−3 kgm2

I v z 2.82×10−3 kgm2

be larger than the outer loop gains yielding

min{k1,k2,k3} > max{kx ,ky } (4.23)

4. VALIDATION
In order to validate the above nonlinear controller first without significant aero-

dynamic effects, low-speed flight tests are carried out in the Cyberzoo, an indoor
flight test field operated by the Delft University of Technology. The inertia and ge-
ometry parameters of the tested quadrotor, Parrot Bebop2, are listed in Table 6.1.
To alleviate the effects of actuator saturation, the quadrotor is lightened by remov-
ing the camera and a lighter weight battery is used. The processor is a Parrot P7
dual-core CPU Cortex 9. The onboard sensor is MPU6050 for accelerometers and
gyroscope with 512Hz sampling rate. Other hardware information about this type
of drone can be found in [17]. An open source autopilot, Paparazzi [18], is modified
to run the algorithm. An external motion capturing system (Optitrack) is operated
at 120Hz and provides the position measurements of 6 reflecting markers fixed to
the drone. The position of the center of gravity, velocity and attitude are then de-
rived from these measurements and are transmitted to the on-board controller via
WiFi.

In the flight tests, the drone was controlled to track a certain trajectory as shown
in Fig. 4.5a. As compared to the linear controller adopted in [6], no prior-calculated
solutions are required. To illustrate the advantage of the nonlinear controller, the
primary axis was set to change at 7s from nB = [0.1 0.1 −1.00]T to nB = [0.2 0.2 −
0.96]T without any prior calculation and using the same set of gains. As a conse-
quence, the reference value of h1 and h2 changed from 0.1 to 0.2 which can be clearly
seen in the Fig. 4.5b. The pdes , qdes calculated from (4.16) and the measured p and
q are presented in Fig. 4.5c. The slight errors of tracking on p and q can be ob-
served and subsequently lead to the tracking errors of h1 and h2. As a consequence,
the orientation of the primary axis n I oscillated about the n I

d es as Fig. 4.6 shows.
However, the average thrust can still align with the n I

d es and subsequently guaran-
tee position control. The average thrust direction is calculated by implementing a
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Figure 4.5: a.) Reference trajectory and the measured position. b.) Time series of h1,
h2. The reference value of them changed from 0.1 to 0.2 at t=7s. c.) Reference value
of pitch rate, roll rate and measurement value of angular rates. The reference and
real values changed at t=7s when primary axis is changed.

forward-backward low-pass filter on the primary axis n I with 2Hz cut-off frequency.

The measured yaw rate r is also given in Fig. 4.5c. A positive yaw rate stands
for a clockwise spinning direction. It is obvious that the yaw rate reduced after the
primary axis is changed since a more tilted primary axis leads to a larger wobbling
angle and a smaller spinning rate [11].

5. WIND TUNNEL FLIGHT TEST
To validate the controller in the high-speed condition and reveal the aerody-

namic effects acting on the spinning quadrotor, flight tests have been carried out in
the Open Jet Facility (OJF), a large scale wind tunnel with a 3 m by 3 m aperture as
Fig. 4.1 shows. The external motion capturing system is also mounted in the OJF,
which contains 12 cameras providing an area of 2 m × 2 m × 3 m for consistent
tracking of the drone. The other experimental settings are same as those introduced
in Section 4. The damaged quadrotor is controlled to track a way point 1.5 m away
from the wind tunnel nozzle. The wind speed is initialized from 0 m/s and increased
in steps of 1 m/s until the drone crashes. Both clockwise and counterclockwise ro-
tating rotors are disabled leading to different spinning directions of the quadrotor.
As a result, the drone is able to maintain stable flight until the wind speed reaches
over 9 m/s, which is approximately 50% of the maximum flight speed in nominal
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Figure 4.6: Time series of the desired primary axis direction n I
x,des , the real direction

of primary axis n I
x , and the average value of n I

x . Although the primary axis oscillates
around n I

x,des , its average value is perfectly aligned with it, which ensures desirable
position tracking performance.

case.

Fig. 4.7a demonstrates the 3-D trajectory of a single flight the left back rotor
removed and nB = [0.2 0.2 −0.96]T . Fig. 4.7d shows the wind speed from the time
when the drone starts to be stabilized at the way point until it crashes due to the vi-
olent aerodynamic effects. Fig. 4.7b presents the time history of the rotor speeds of
which the level of fluctuation grows with the wind speed, which can be interpreted
as the effect of aerodynamics. Saturation of the actuator occurs and its severity in-
creased with higher wind speeds as is shown in Fig. 4.7c. When the speed is higher
than 5 m/s, two propellers reached saturation. The drone finally crashed when three
remaining actuators reached their limit. Therefore, the actuator saturation is sus-
pected to be the main reason for the loss of control.

5.1. EFFECT OF AERODYNAMIC MOMENT

In order to analyze the aerodynamic effects, two variables are introduced. The
airspeed, denoted by V , indicates the relative speed between the drone and the
coming flow and can be calculate by

V = ||v −V wi nd || (4.24)

where V wi nd represents the vector of wind velocity. The heading angle of the drone,
denoted by ψ, is considered to be pointing towards the nozzle (against the wind)
when ψ= 0.

From the high-speed flight data, the effect of the aerodynamic moment Ma is
found to be considerable. This leads to a significant distinction from the hover-
ing conditions. To estimate this aerodynamic moment, the resultant moment M is
calculated by (5.4) using the method introduced in [16]. Subsequently, M a can be
calculated from (5.6).

It is indicated that the aerodynamic induced rolling and pitching moment de-
noted by Ma,x and Ma,y are highly correlated to the heading angle ψ. Fig. 4.8b shows
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a.)

b.)

c.)

d.)

Figure 4.7: a.) 3D trajectory in a single wind tunnel flight test and the way point to
be tracked. b.)Time series of rotor speed. c.) The number of saturated actuator. d.)
Time series of the wind speed. In this flight, the rotor #4 was removed. The drone
crashed at around 9 m/s when all three rotors reached their speed limits.

the value of Ma,x and Ma,y at different heading angles from the data including 20
rotations at airspeed of 4 m/s. The magnitude of these moments are considerable
with respect to the size and inertia of Bebop2 quadrotor. To stabilize the quadro-
tor under these heading angle related moments, the rotor speeds are found to vary
with the heading angle as presented in Fig. 4.8a accounting for the vast fluctuation
of the rotor speeds in the high-speed condition as shown in Fig. 4.7b. By contrast,
in the hovering condition without significant aerodynamic effects, the rotor speeds
are supposed to keep constant in one rotation.

As is shown in Fig. 4.8c, the rotor speed fluctuation also lead to the variation
of the yaw rate. For ex, a yaw rate reduction occurs at the airspeed of 4 m/s and
6 m/s from ψ = 110◦ to ψ = 200◦ while ω2 is increasing and ω3 is decreasing. The
airspeed also influences the mean value of the yaw rate. As the wind speed increased
from 0 m/s to 4 m/s, a dramatic drop-off appears which can be caused by the mis-
tracking of the primary-axis due to the aerodynamic moment. The primary axis is
not perfectly tracked in these conditions, nevertheless, the average thrust can still
align with the desired acceleration direction to maintain the position tracking, as
was analyzed in Section 4.

5.2. NECESSITY OF APPLYING ROBUST NONLINEAR CONTROLLER

According to the assumption and flight validation results presented in [10], the
resultant moment acting on the quadrotor in the hovering condition can be ex-
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a.)

b.) c.)

Figure 4.8: a.) Rotor speeds vary significantly with the heading angle, plotted data
are with V = 4 m/s containing 20 revolutions. b.) Aerodynamic rolling moment Ma,x

and Ma,y acting on the quadrotor. c.)Comparison of the yaw rate in different flight
speeds. Yaw rate varies with the heading angle when V >0 m/s.
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pressed as
M = [0 0 −γ]T r +GM u (4.25)

where γ> 0 is the yaw damping coefficient. It is clear that near hovering conditions,
the resultant moment is linear to the states and control inputs. Thus knowing the
information of the GM matrix and the yaw damping coefficient γ, a linear controller
such as the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) can be well designed[10, 11].

On the other hand, in the high-speed flight conditions, the resultant moment
M is highly nonlinear with respect to the speed, angular rate, and heading angle
on the basis of the flight data and literature about rotor aerodynamic characteris-
tics[19–21], yielding

M = Ma (V ,ψ,Ω)+GM u (4.26)

For this reason, designing a satisfying gain-scheduling controller requires an accu-
rate model of Ma (V ,ψ,Ω), which is difficult to obtain. Even if true, a large number
of set points and gain (matrices) need to be computed and tuned at different V , ψ
and Ω, which is possible but impractical.

In comparison, the INDI controller has two significant advantages. First, the
aerodynamic model is not required since the effects of Ma are included in the ẏ 0

term in (4.19). Secondly, only a small number of gains (kx ,ky ,k1,k2,k3) need to be
tuned. We believe that other nonlinear/robust controllers are also applicable, to
some extend, by knowing the model of Ma or regarding it as an external disturbance.

5.3. AERODYNAMIC FORCE MODEL

The simplified aerodynamic force model can be identified from the flight data
for further analyzing the performance of the damaged quadrotor, such as the maxi-
mum flight speed and range, etc.

Figure 4.9: The definition of the stabilization frame. nT indicates the instant thrust
direction and nT,a indicates the average thrust direction.
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Since the quadrotor spins at a high rate (approximately 20 rad/s), we introduce
the stabilization frame, denoted by FS , to describe the forces acting on the entire
spinner. As Fig. 4.9 illustrates, zS points against the average direction of the thrust
vector; xS lies in the plane formed by the gravity and the airspeed and points against
the airspeed direction; yS is perpendicular to the OS xS zS plane and points to the
left. The motion capturing system is used to measure the specific forces acting on
the quadrotor by differentiating measured velocities. Because of the slight misalign-
ment between the rotation center and the rigid body center interpreted by the mo-
tion capturing system, the measured velocity oscillates with the spinning frequency
of the quadrotor. A low-pass filter with cut-off frequency lower than the spinning
frequency is applied to the measured velocity to obtain v f and the estimated spe-
cific force can be calculated by

f̄ = d v f /d t −g (4.27)

Two sets of flight data are plotted in Fig. 4.10 showing the airspeed versus spe-
cific forces which are expressed in FS . The index of the removed rotor is the only
difference between these two flights, where the case without right back rotor is plot-
ted in green and left back in red. As a consequence, the damaged quadrotor losing
its left back rotor spins clockwise (from the top view) and vise versa.

Fig. 4.10a shows the specific force along xS , i.e. f̄ B
x , which can be interpreted as

the drag. A linear relationship between V and f̄ B
x can be clearly seen. Note that this

linear relationship also holds for the nominal quadrotor [22], indicating the spin-
ning motion may bring high-frequency force deviation on the drone but the linear
trend still holds. For two damage types with different spinning directions, the slope
remains the same. Therefore, a linear model can be identified to predict the drag
specific force in the form of

f̄ s
x =CxV (4.28)

where Cx is the drag coefficient.

As Fig. 4.10b shows, the lateral force appears and its direction varies with the
spinning direction. For anticlockwise rotation, the lateral force is slightly positive
when flight speed is smaller than 3.5 m/s and then become negative as flight speed
increases. On the other hand, the data from clockwise rotation shows a nearly op-
posite pattern. The asymmetric configuration of the spinning quadrotor under fault
condition can be the major cause of this lateral force. Therefore, the lateral specific
force can be modeled as

f̄ s
y = sign(r )(Cy,1V +Cy,2V 2) (4.29)

Flight data with the right back rotor removed are used for identifying the Cx , Cy,1

and Cy,2 using a Least Square estimator. The model is verified using the data with
left back rotor removed as Fig. 4.10 shows. The drag coefficients of the tested Bebop2
quadrotor are listed in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Identified drag / lateral force coefficients of the spinning damaged Bebop2

Cx [s−1] Cy,1 [s−1] Cy,2 [m−1]
0.306 0.129 -0.0339

6. CONCLUSIONS
A 3-loop nonlinear controller is designed and tested on a quadrotor with one

rotor removed. High-speed flight tests are carried out systematically in the wind
tunnel. The new control scheme possesses robustness against complex aerody-
namic effects brought by both fast translational and fast spinning motion of a dam-
aged quadrotor. The research shows that quadrotors with severe actuator damage
can continue high-speed missions instead of having to immediately abort.

Several high-speed spinning-induced aerodynamic effects have been discov-
ered. Rotor speeds and the yaw rate which are constant in the hovering conditions
are found to vary with the heading angle in the high-speed flight. Aerodynamic mo-
ments are observed to significantly increase the nonlinearity of the system. Aero-
dynamic forces, especially the lateral force induced by the spinning motion, are ob-
served and modeled. Understanding of these effects could further help to improve
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Figure 4.10: a.) Specific force projecting on the stability coordinate system. The drag
force f̄ s

x is linear with the flight speed. b.) The lateral-force f̄ s
y is positive related

to the flight speed and its direction varies with the quadrotor spinning direction.
Model identified from the data with the right-back rotor removed are compared in
the black dash line.
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the performance of a damaged quadrotor and increase its fault tolerance which is
essential for a broader acceptance of multi-rotor drones by the public.
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5
INCREMENTAL NONLINEAR

FAULT-TOLERANT CONTROL OF A

QUADROTOR WITH COMPLETE

LOSS OF TWO OPPOSING ROTORS

In order to further expand the flight envelope of quadrotors under actuator failures,
we design a nonlinear sensor-based fault-tolerant controller to stabilize a quadrotor
with failure of two opposing rotors in the high-speed flight condition (> 8m/s). The
incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion (INDI) approach which excels in handling
model uncertainties is adopted to compensate for the significant unknown aerody-
namic effects. The internal dynamics of such an underactuated system are been an-
alyzed, and subsequently stabilized by re-defining the control output. The proposed
method is also applicable to single-rotor-failure and no-failure flight conditions. For
validation, flight tests have been carried out in a large-scale open jet wind tunnel.
The position of a damaged quadrotor can be controlled in the presence of significant
wind disturbances. A linear quadratic regulator (LQR) approach from the literature
is compared to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed nonlinear method in the
windy and high-speed flight condition.

Parts of this chapter have been accepted by:

S. Sun, X. Wang, Q. Chu, and C. de Visser,“Incremental Nonlinear Fault-Tolerant Control of a Quadrotor with Com-
plete Loss of Two Opposing Rotors,”IEEE Transactions on Robotics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Multi-rotor drones have demonstrated their ability in a large variety of applica-

tions such as surveillance, delivery, and recreation. Due to the potential growth of
the drone market in the coming decades, safety issues are of critical concern. Apart
from sensor redundancies, and improving operational regulations, fault-tolerant
control (FTC) is a key to improving safety in the face of unexpected structural and
actuator failures.

Among different types of multi-rotor drones, quadrotors excel in their struc-
tural simplicity. However, they suffer more from actuator damages due to a lack of
actuator redundancy. Partial damage on the rotors could result in the reduction of
control effectiveness, which has been extensively studied in the literature (e.g., [1–
4]). A more challenging problem is the complete loss of one or more rotors. Various
control methodologies addressing this problem have been proposed and validated
in simulations (e.g., [5–10]).

In-flight validations have been achieved by several pieces of research where lin-
ear control methods were mostly adopted, such as linear quadratic regulator (LQR) [11],
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control [12] and linear parameter varying (LPV)
control [13]. The relaxed hovering solution proposed by [14] indicates that the hov-
ering flight of a quadrotor is possible with a loss of up to three rotors. With a spe-
cially designed configuration, a vehicle with only a single rotor is tested using LQR
with actuator saturations taken into account [15] .

The aforementioned literature assumes that the drone is operated around the
hovering condition and only limited aerodynamic effects are considered such as the
rotational damping [13, 14]. However, in out-door applications, significant aerody-
namic forces/moments on the quadrotor are present due to fast cruising speed and
large wind disturbances [16, 17]. The system nonlinearity also becomes more sig-
nificant due to the complex variation of rotor aerodynamic characteristics in high-
speed conditions. Therefore, designing a high-speed capable robust nonlinear con-
troller is essential for expanding the flight envelope of a quadrotor subjected to rotor
failures, and increasing its robustness against wind disturbances.

Incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion (INDI) is a sensor-based nonlinear
control approach that makes use of sensor measurements to reduce its model de-
pendency, thereby improving its robustness against model uncertainties. This ap-
proach has been adopted by the aviation industry in several applications, such as
the control of fixed-wing aircraft [18], spacecrafts [19], helicopters [20] and multi-
rotor drones [21–23]. In [24], we made use of the INDI controller to control a quadro-
tor with a single rotor failure in the wind tunnel. The control method has shown its
advantage in providing robustness to large aerodynamic disturbances while simpli-
fying gain tuning, and eliminating the need to calculate an equilibrium for linear
control design.

However, the INDI controller relies on a dynamic inversion step. This step re-
quires the number of inputs to be no less than the number of outputs. For a quadro-
tor with only two opposing rotors remain, the attitude control problem becomes
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under-actuated where the direct inversion is inapplicable. For this reason, we need
to redesign the original control outputs of a quadrotor such as the thrust and at-
titudes. This subsequently results in several internal dynamics of which the sta-
bility needs to be guaranteed. The selection of the outputs ensuring stable inter-
nal dynamics has been addressed on some under-actuated control problems, e.g.,
wheeled mobile robots [25], quadrotor position control [26], and the attitude con-
trol of space aircraft [27].

The main theoretical contributions of this research are twofold: (1) A detailed
analysis of the internal dynamics of quadrotors with complete loss of two opposing
rotors; (2) A subsequent novel robust fault-tolerant control method implementing
the INDI approach. The controlled quadrotor thereby suffers less from model un-
certainties caused by significant aerodynamic effects during high-speed flight.

To validate the proposed controller, flight tests of a quadrotor with failure of
two opposing rotors have been performed in an open jet wind tunnel. With limited
information on the model, the controller is able to stabilize the damaged quadro-
tor in wind of over 8 m/s, which is more than half of its nominal maximum flight
speed. This could significantly increase the safety of quadrotors by expanding the
flight envelope under actuator failure conditions. With slight adaptation, the same
control scheme can be used on a quadrotor with a single rotor failure for which the
internal dynamics are proved to be inherently stable. A benchmark approach (LQR)
has been compared to demonstrate the advantage of the proposed controller in the
high-speed and windy flight conditions.

This chapter is organized as follows. Sec. 2 provides information on the quadro-
tor model and the reduced attitude control. Sec. 3 introduces the INDI controller
and Sec. 4 directly provides the detailed controller design for a quadrotor with fail-
ure of two opposing rotors. Sec. 5 elaborates on the selection of control outputs and
the stability of internal dynamics. Sec. 6 generalizes the proposed method to the
single-rotor-failure and the nominal conditions. Finally, Sec. 5 and Sec. 8 demon-
strate the flight test results in low-speed and high-speed flight conditions respec-
tively.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1. QUADROTOR KINEMATIC AND DYNAMIC MODEL

There are two coordinate systems considered in this work. The inertial frame
FI = {OI , x I , y I , z I }, is fixed to the ground, with x I , y I and z I pointing to the north,
east and aligning with the local gravity. The body frame FB = {OB , xB , y B , z B } is fixed
to the vehicle, with the origin located at the center of mass. As Fig. 1 shows, we
assume the quadrotor has a symmetric fuselage, which is a common configuration
for many commercially available quadrotors. As a convention, we define xB points
forward, z B points downwards such that the drone inertia is symmetric with respect
to the xB − z B plane, and z B is parallel with the thrust direction. y B thus points
rightwards to render FB a right-handed coordinate system. In the following con-
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text, the superscript [·]I and [·]B indicate the coordinate system in which a vector is
expressed.

The equations of motion of a quadrotor are formulated as follows:

Ṗ
I =V I (5.1)

mv V̇
I = mv g I +RF B (5.2)

Ṙ = RΩB
× (5.3)

IvΩ̇
B =−ΩB

×IvΩ
B +M B (5.4)

where P I = [X , Y , Z ]T and V I = [Vx , Vy , Vz ]T represent the position and the velocity
of the center of mass in FI ; mv is the vehicle gross mass and Iv denotes the inertia
matrix of the vehicle including rotors. g is the local gravity vector. R ∈ SO(3) in-
dicates the rotational matrix from FB to FI . The angular velocity is expressed as
ΩB = [p q r ]T where p, q and r denote pitch rate, roll rate and yaw rate respectively.
Ω× is the skew symmetric matrix such that Ω×a =Ω×a for any vector a ∈R3.

The variables F B and M B denote the resultant force and moment on the center
of mass respectively, projected on FB . For a quadrotor with thrust parallel to the z B

axis and rotor directions shown in Fig. 5.1, we have

F B =
 0

0
−κ̄∑4

i=1ω
2
i

+F a (5.5)

M B = κ̄

 b sinβ −b sinβ −b sinβ b sinβ

b cosβ b cosβ −b cosβ −b cosβ
σ −σ σ −σ




ω2
1

ω2
2

ω2
3

ω2
4


+

 Ip q(ω1 −ω2 +ω3 −ω4)
−Ip p(ω1 −ω2 +ω3 −ω4)

Ip (ω̇1 − ω̇2 + ω̇3 − ω̇4)

+
 0

0
−γr

+M a

(5.6)

where κ̄ is a thrust coefficient valid in the hovering condition; σ is a constant ratio
between the thrust coefficient and drag coefficient of the rotor; b andβ are geometry
parameters as Fig. 5.1 shows. Note that β ∈ (0, π/2) for a quadrotor. ωB

i = [0, 0, ωi ] is
the angular speed of the i th rotor with respect to the body. Ip denotes the moment
of inertia of each rotor about the rotational axis. Note that this model assumes that
||Ω|| << ||ωi ||, thus the magnitude of rotor angular speed with respect to the air is
approximated by ωi . Symbol || · || is defined as the L2 norm of a vector. γ in (5.6)
indicates the aerodynamic yaw damping coefficient [11, 13].

In the high-speed flight condition, there are significant aerodynamic effects
such as thrust variation [28], rotor in-plane force [29], rotor moment and airframe
aerodynamic [30]. These additional aerodynamic related forces and moments are
then expressed as F a and M a in (5.5) and (5.6). They are regarded as model uncer-
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Figure 5.1: Definition of geometry parameters, rotor index and directions, and the
body frame FB .

tainties that need to be compensated for by the robustness of the control method.

2.2. REDUCED ATTITUDE CONTROL
The concept of reduced attitude control [31] has been adopted by [14] in the

quadrotor fault tolerant control problem. We hereby briefly introduce the concept.
For a quadrotor with complete rotor failures, the full state equilibrium becomes

unattainable. This is due to the incapacity of the remaining rotors to generate zero
yaw moment while producing necessary thrust. As a consequence, the vehicle spins
around the yaw axis. And the attitude control is reduced to a thrust vector pointing
problem without considering the yaw angle.

Define a unit vector n fixed to FB where nB = [nB
x , nB

y , nB
z ]T . For a quadrotor

with double rotor failures, choosing nB = [0, 0, −1]T is most energy-efficient [11]
where n aligns with the instantaneous thrust direction. Define another unit vector
nd as the reference of n, which is calculated by the position controller or manually
given by remote control. Then aligning nd with n (or vise versa) becomes the pri-
mary task of the attitude controller. Therefore, we introduce the following relaxed
attitude kinematic equation:

ṅB
d =−Ω×nB

d +R T ṅ I
d (5.7)

With the expressions nB
d = [h1, h2, h3]T and R T ṅ I

d = [λ1, λ2, λ3]T , the expanded
formula of (5.7) can be given as: ḣ1

ḣ2

ḣ3

=
 0 r −q

−r 0 p
q −p 0

 h1

h2

h3

+
 λ1

λ2

λ3

 (5.8)

The alignment of n and nd thus can be achieved by controlling h1 and h2 to
track nB

x and nB
y respectively. To be specific, with the selection of nB = [0, 0, −1]T , h1

and h2 need to be stabilized to zero. The other selections of nB may be considered
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for the case with single rotor failure, which has been discussed in [11, 14].
The challenge of the problem is conducting relaxed attitude control of a quadro-

tor with only two opposing rotors remain in the presence of significant model uncer-
tainties F a and M a , for instance, in high-speed flight conditions where significant
aerodynamic effects become apparent. To achieve this goal, we employ a sensor-
based nonlinear control method to be described in Sec. 3. The detailed implemen-
tation of this method will be provided in Sec. 4.

3. METHODOLOGY
Incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion (INDI) is a sensor-based nonlinear

control approach. The approach stems from nonlinear dynamic inversion (NDI)
control. INDI reduces the model dependencies of NDI by replacing non-input re-
lated model terms with direct sensor measurements, or sensor measurement de-
rived quantities, thereby greatly improving robustness against model uncertainties.

For aircraft systems, including nominal quadrotors, each sub-problem (e.g.,
the attitude and rate control loops) is fully actuated without internal dynamics to be
analyzed [3, 18, 21]. However, for a quadrotor with double rotor failures, the num-
ber of control inputs is less than the required output in a conventional cascaded
control setup, yielding internal dynamics that have to be stabilized. In the following
context, the generalized INDI control considering internal dynamics will be briefly
reviewed. Readers may refer to [32] and [33] for further details.

Consider a nonlinear input affine system

ẋ = f (x)+G(x)u

y = h(x)
(5.9)

where f : Rn → Rn and h : Rn → Rl are smooth vector fields. G : Rn → Rn×m is a
function mapping with smooth vector fields as columns. The number of outputs is
not larger than the number of inputs (i.e., l ≤ m). There exists a nonlinear transfor-
mation T : Rn → Rn such that the states x can be transformed to the normal form
including internal states η and external states ξ:[

η

ξ

]
=

[
ϕ(x)
θ(x)

]
= T (x) (5.10)

where
θ(x) = [θ1(x), θ2(x), ..., θl (x)]T (5.11)

with
θi (x) = [hi (x), L f hi (x), ...,Lρi−1

f hi (x)], i = 1,2, ..., l (5.12)

where hi (x) indicates the i th element in the vector field h. The notation Lρi

f hi (x)
indicates the ρi th order Lie derivative of the function hi with respect to the vector
fields f (x) [33]. ρi indicates the relative degree of the i th output yi .
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By defining ρ̄ = Σl
1ρi as the sum of relative degrees of each output, one can

define the transformation ϕ(x) = [ϕ1(x), ϕ2(x), ..., ϕn−ρ̄(x)]. The selection of ϕ(x) is
not unique, but has to satisfy the following condition:

∂ϕi

∂x
G(x) = 0, i = 1,2, ...,n − ρ̄ (5.13)

namely the first-order derivative of η as defined per (5.10) does not include control
input u. The nonlinear transformation T (x) is a diffeomorphism (i.e., smooth and
invertible) in the domain of interest.

As a consequence, the problem is transformed to the normal form

η̇= f η(η,ξ)

ξ̇= Acξ+Bc [α(x)+B(x)u]

y =Ccξ

(5.14)

where the triplet (Ac ,Bc ,Cc ) is a canonical form representation of l chains of ρi in-
tegrators (i = 1,2, ..., l ); α : Rn → Rl and B : Rn → Rl×m are mappings determined by
the system (5.9). Subsequently, the output dynamics can be represented as

y (ρ) =α(x)+B(x)u (5.15)

where y (ρ) = [y (ρ1)
1 , y (ρ2)

2 , ..., y (ρl )
l ]T . The NDI control law is designed as

undi =B(x)+(ν−α(x)) (5.16)

where superscript [·]+ indicates the Moore-Penrose inverse of the matrix; ν ∈ Rn is
called the pseudo-input. With a full knowledge of α(x) and B(x), control law (5.16)
yields the closed loop dynamics

y (ρ) =ν (5.17)

For a command tracking problem with reference output y ref ∈ Rl that is ρth order
differentiable, selecting

ν=−K (ξ−ξref)+ y (ρ)
ref (5.18)

ensures that the reference output is being tracked asymptotically, where the gains K
is selected such that Ac −Bc K is Hurwitz. The reference ξref is denoted as

ξref = [ψ1, ψ2, ...,ψl ]T ,

ψi = [yref,i , y (1)
ref,i , ..., y (ρi−1)

ref,i ], i = 1,2, ..., l
(5.19)

In reality, the nonlinear model dependent terms α(x) and B(x) are almost im-
possible to be obtained due to inevitable model uncertainties. In view of this, we
take the first-order Taylor series expansion of (5.15) around the condition at the last
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sensor sampling moment t−∆t (denoted by subscript [·]0), then (5.15) becomes [32]

y (ρ) = α(x)+B(x)u

= y (ρ)
0 +B(x0)∆u + ∂[α(x)+B(x)u]

∂x

∣∣∣
0
∆x +O (∆x2)

≜ y (ρ)
0 +B(x0)∆u +δ(x ,∆t ) (5.20)

where∆u = u−u0, ∆x = x−x0. Design the incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion
(INDI) control as

ū indi = B̂(x0)+(ν− y (ρ)
0 )+u0 (5.21)

where ν is selected as per (5.18), while B̂ is the estimated control effectiveness
matrix. As a result, the closed-loop tracking error (e = y − y ref) dynamics are ė =
(Ac −B c K )e+B cεindi, where εindi is the residual error caused by model uncertainties.
The boundedness of εindi and e has been proved in [34].

In INDI control, the model information of α(x) is not needed for implementa-
tion, which greatly reduces the effort of modeling. The control effectiveness matrix
B̂ is relatively easier to be estimated offline or identified online [21]. Apart form
its reduced model dependency, INDI control also has enhanced robustness as com-
pared to its classical NDI counterpart [34].

Due to the measurement noise, the variables x0, y 0 can be low-pass filtered in
practice. To synchronize the time delay caused by these filters, u0 also need to be
filtered with the same cut-off frequency [21]. We use subscript [·] f to denote the
filtered variables (e.g., x0 → x f , y 0 → y f and u0 → u f ). Consequently, the INDI
control law becomes

u indi = B̂(x f )+(ν− y (ρ)
f )+u f (5.22)

We will elaborate on applying the INDI control law (5.22) to the quadrotor control
problem in the following sections.

4. CONTROLLER DESIGN

The detailed design process of the controller for a quadrotor with complete
failure of two opossing rotors is presented in this section. In general, we use a cas-
caded controller with two loops (Fig. 5.2), where INDI is applied in the inner-loop
for compensating model uncertainties (M a , F a).

4.1. OUTER-LOOP DESIGN

The outer-loop contains a horizontal position controller that computes the ac-
celeration command from the reference horizontal position denoted by Xref and Yref.
Due to the linear property of translational kinematics, a linear method such as a
PID controller can be employed. In addition, the reference altitude Zref needs to be
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Figure 5.2: The two-loops cascaded control scheme using PID as outer-loop position
control and INDI as inner-loop altitude / attitude control.

second-order differentiable. Therefore, we have

aref =
 −kp ex −kd ėx −ki

∫
ex d t

−kp ey −kd ėy −ki

∫
ey d t

Z̈ref

 (5.23)

where ex = X −Xref, ey = Y −Yref denote the horizontal position errors in FI ; control
gains kp , ki and kd are positive. Then nd for reduced attitude control (see Sec. 2) can
be calculated by

nd = aref −g

||aref −g || (5.24)

It is possible to replace (5.23) by more sophisticated position controllers to ob-
tain aref, which will not be elaborated in this research.

4.2. INNER-LOOP DESIGN

The altitude control is included in the inner-loop controller since the altitude
reference Zref is related to rotor thrust which contains model uncertainties F a . Con-
sequently, the inner-loop is a combination of altitude and attitude control using the
INDI approach.

States for the inner-loop control are defined as x in = [h1, h2, p, q, r, Z , Vz ]T .
There are two different scenarios for a quadrotor with two opposite rotor failures. If
only rotor 1 and 3 remain functional, we define the control input as

u = [u1, u2]T ≜ [ω2
1, ω2

3]T , sl = 1 (5.25)

If only rotor 2 and 4 remain, then

u = [u1, u2]T ≜ [ω2
2, ω2

4]T , sl =−1 (5.26)

where sl ∈ {−1, 1} is a parameter indicating the type of failure.
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Since the product of inertia is negligible compared with the moment of inertia
for a typical quadrotor, we can assume a diagonal inertia matrix Iv = diag(Ix , Iy , Iz ).
Thus the state equations for the inner-loop states x can be derived from (5.4) and
(5.7), yielding 

Ż
V̇z

ḣ1

ḣ2

ṗ
q̇
ṙ


=



Vz

g +Fa,z −R33κ̄(u1 +u2)/mv

h3p −h1r +λ2

−h3q +h2r +λ1

Ax r q −2ax qω̄sn +Ma,x + sl Gp (u1 −u2)
Ay r p +2ay pω̄sn +Ma,y +Gq (u1 −u2)
Az pq −γr /Iz +Ma,z − snGr (u1 +u2)


(5.27)

where
Ax = (Iy − Iz )/Ix , Ay = (Iz − Ix )/Iy , Az = (Ix − Iy )/Iz (5.28)

ax = Ip /Ix , ay = Ip /Iy , g = ||g || (5.29)

where R33 in (5.27) represens the entry at the third row and the third column of the
matrix R ; ω̄ is the average angular rate of the remaining rotors; sn ∈ {−1, 1} indicates
the handedness of the remaining rotors with 1 clockwise and −1 counterclockwise.
Gp , Gq and Gr are control effectiveness on angular accelerations, where

Gp = κ̄sinβ/Ix , Gq = κ̄cosβ/Iy , Gr =σκ̄/Iz (5.30)

Normally, |Gr | << min{|Gp |, |Gq |}. Note that state equations (5.27) are nonlinear and
contain model uncertainties (Fa,z , Ma,x , Ma,y and Ma,z ). The following content in
this section designs the INDI control law (5.22) for this specific problem.

CONTROL OUTPUT DEFINITION

Since there are only two inputs remain, we can select a maximum of two vari-
ables as control outputs. To guarantee altitude tracking, we choose the first output
as

y1 = Z (5.31)

The second output have to be associated with the reduced attitude control. Re-
call that in Sec. 2.2, n needs to align with nd by manipulating the vehicle attitude,
and h1 and h2 of (5.8) need to converge to zero. We hereby introduce a new coor-
dinate system FS = {OS , xS , y S , z S} that is fixed with respect to the body frame. As
Fig. 5.3 illustrates, FS is generated by rotating the body frame about z B . The rota-
tion angle is denoted as χ.

The second output y2 is then defined as the projection of nd on xS . In other
words, y2 becomes a linear combination of h1 and h2 scheduled by the angle χ:

y2 = h1 cosχ+h2 sinχ (5.32)
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Figure 5.3: Definition of FS , y2, η1 and χ when rotor 2 and rotor 4 are removed.

Meanwhile, the projection of nd on y S that is perpendicular to the second out-
put y2 remains uncontrolled (see Fig. 5.3). We will elaborate in Sec. 5 that this vari-
able, denoted by η1, is one of the internal states to be stabilized by properly selecting
the angle χ.

Due to the symmetric property of a quadrotor, we can determine χ by selecting
its absolute value, using the following relationship:

χ= sl |χ| (5.33)

It is noteworthy that |χ| is associated with the control performance, which can be
analogous to physically informed control gains. The selection of |χ| will be further
discussed in Sec. 5.

CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS ESTIMATION

After defining the outputs we can take second order derivative of both y1 and
y2, yielding

ÿ1 = g +Fa,z −R33κ̄(u1 +u2)/mv

=α1 +B1(u1 +u2)
(5.34)

ÿ2 = ḧ1 cosχ+ ḧ2 sinχ

=α2(x ,χ)+B2(u1 −u2)
(5.35)

where α2 can be calculated from (5.27) whereupon includes nonlinear terms and
model uncertainties. B1 and B2 are control effectiveness on y1 and y2 respectively:

B1 =−κ̄R33, f /mv (5.36)

B2 = sl h3, f (Gp sinχ−Gq cosχ)

=−h3, f κ̄b sinβ

Ix cosζ
sin(ζ−|χ|) (5.37)
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where ζ is a positive virtual angle defined as

ζ= tan−1

(
Ix

Iy
cotβ

)
(5.38)

Now, from (5.34) and (5.35), the estimated control effectiveness matrix in (5.22)
can be described as

B̂(x f ) =
[

B1 B1

B2 −B2

]
(5.39)

The estimation error of B̂ mainly stems from the error of mv , Ix , Iy , and κ̄. Note
that the filtered variables R33, f and h3, f are used in (5.36) and (5.37) because B̂ is a
function of x f as per (5.22).

Remar k 1: As indicated by (5.35) and (5.37), the system has the largest control
effectiveness on y2 when |sin(ζ−|χ|)| = 1. On the contrary, the control effectiveness
becomes zero when sin(ζ− |χ|) = 0. Small control effectiveness leads to large con-
trol input command and subsequently deteriorates the control performance with
the presence of actuator position and rate limit. Therefore, we enforce the effective-
ness on y2 to be greater than the minimum of Gp and Gq , which yields the following
constraint on |χ|:

rB (|χ|)≜ |B2(|χ|)|
min{|Gp |, |Gq |}

≥ 1 (5.40)

In addition, the following constraints are made to prevent B1 = B2 = 0, which is
rather easy to fulfill:

• R33, f 6= 0: the thrust direction does not remain in the horizontal plane of FI .

• h3, f 6= 0: nd is not perpendicular to the current thrust direction (−z B ).

SECOND DERIVATIVE OF THE OUTPUT

ÿ f = [ÿ1, f , ÿ2, f ]T in (5.22) can be obtained by directly taking the second-order
derivative of filtered outputs. This, however, is prone to be detrimentally affected by
measurement noise. Therefore, we can approximate ÿ1, f by:

ÿ1, f = Z̈ f = V̇z, f ' az, f R33, f + g (5.41)

where az, f is the projection of the filtered accelerometer measurement on z B .
ÿ2, f can be obtained by numerically differentiating filtered ẏ2. The latter can be

derived from (5.8) and (5.32):

ẏ2 = cosχ(−h3q +h2r +λ1)+ sinχ(h3p −h1r +λ2) (5.42)

PSEUDO-INPUT DEFINITION

The last step is to define the pseudo-input ν as per (5.18). As presented in (5.34)
and (5.35), the control input u appears after taking the second derivative of both y1
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and y2. Thus the system relative degrees are ρ1 = ρ2 = 2. According to (5.11) and
(5.12), there are four external states:

[ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4]T = [
y1, ẏ1, y2, ẏ2

]T =
Z
Vz

h1 cosχ+h2 sinχ

(−h3q +h2r +λ1)cosχ+ (h3p −h1r +λ2)sinχ

 (5.43)

For this problem, the output reference is defined as

y ref = [Zref, h1,ref cosχ+h2,ref sinχ]T = [Zref, 0]T (5.44)

Then, by substituting (5.43) and (5.44) into (5.18), we obtain the pseudo-input

ν=
[ −kz,p (ξ1 −Zref)−kz,d (ξ2 − Żref)+ Z̈ref)

−ka,pξ3 −ka,dξ4

]
(5.45)

with positive gains kz,p , kz,d , ka,p , ka,d to be tuned.

Eventually, the control effectiveness B̂, ÿ and ν is substituted into (5.22) to
obtain u indi. The rotor speed command of the remaining rotors can be subsequently
calculated using (5.25) or (5.26).

5. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF INTERNAL DYNAMICS

For the attitude/altitude inner-loop, internal states that need to be analyzed
regarding their stability properties. As (5.32) shows, the selection of χ is of great
importance for influencing the internal dynamics, which will be elaborated in this
section.

5.1. RELAXED TRIMMING EQUILIBRIUM

The relaxed trimming equilibrium is an extension of the relaxed hovering equi-
librium [14] to the high-speed flight regime where the aerodynamic drag becomes
apparent. Note that the term trimming indicates the condition at a constant for-
ward flight velocity. As Fig. 5.4a shows, the quadrotor spins about the axis n which
represents the average thrust in a single revolution. In the relaxed trimming equilib-
rium, this averaged thrust is balanced with the average drag force (denoted by F a,x y )
and the gravity. If we assume the constancy of M a and F a,z in (5.27), we have

x in = x̄ in = [h̄1, h̄2, p̄, q̄ , r̄ , Z̄ , V̄z ]T (5.46)

Specifically, if nB = [0, 0, −1]T , we have

h̄1 = h̄2 = p̄ = q̄ = 0 (5.47)
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Figure 5.4: a.) Illustration of the force equilibrium at the relaxed trimming equilib-
rium. b.) The local velocities of the remaining rotors are different due to the high
angular and translational speed of the drone (rotor 2 and 4 remain).

In practice, M a and F a are non-stationary. Thus variables h1, h2, p, q and r normally
oscillate about the equilibrium. Nevertheless, as was analysed in [24], the average
thrust direction remain unchanged as long as the reduced attitude h1 and h2 are
bounded. The variation of yaw rate r is also relatively small compared to r̄ . We
therefore assume the constancy of r in the following analysis.

Due to the spinning motion around the yaw axis during forward flight, the local
airspeed and angle of attack of each rotor can be different (see Fig. 5.4b). The differ-
ence of local airspeed leads to the variation of thrust coefficient κ of each remaining
rotor [30]. The rotor speeds, therefore, vary with the heading angle and the variation
grows with the flight speed.

5.2. INTERNAL DYNAMICS

The internal dynamics are analyzed around the relaxed-trimming equilibrium.
The following assumptions are further made to derive the internal states.

Assumpti on 1: F a and M a are independent from the control input u.

Assumpti on 2 : The attitude reference n I
d is slowly time-varying, thus ṅ I

d =
[λ1, λ2, λ3]T ' 0.

Assumpti on 3 : The average rotor speed ω̄ is considered as a constant that is
independent from the control input u.

Note that Assumpti on 3 holds because of the near-constancy of the resultant
thrust during the trimming condition, which has been verified from the flight data.
But this assumption is invalid during aggressive thrust variation, such as vertical
maneuvers. Nevertheless, the flight experiments given in Sec. 5 will demonstrate
that the internal dynamics are still stable during vertical maneuvers.

Since x in has seven states in total and there are four external states as per (5.43),
we need to determine three internal states. The selection of internal states is not
unique as long as the condition (5.13) is satisfied, namely the first-order derivatives
of η do not include u. Based on the above assumptions, we hereby make the follow-
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ing choices for the internal states: η1

η2

η3

=
 −h1 sinχ+h2 cosχ

q cosζ− sl p sinζ

r + snµVz

 (5.48)

where
µ= mvσ/h3 (5.49)

and ζ is defined as per (5.38). Note that the first internal state η1 is the projection
of nd on y S axis as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Substituting (5.47) into (5.48) gives the
internal state at relaxed hovering equilibrium η̄=ϕ(x̄ in) = [0, 0, r̄ + snµV̄z ]T .

Pr oposi t i on 1 : The internal dynamics of the inner-loop system are locally
asymptotically stable at the relaxed trimming equilibrium x̄ in if and only if χ= sl |χ|
is selected such that every eigenvalue of the following A1 matrix has strictly negative
real part:

A1 = sl

sin(|χ|−ζ)

[ −r̄ cos(|χ|−ζ) 1
−r̄Λ ∆

]
(5.50)

where
Λ= (Ax r̄ −2axω̄sn)sin2 ζ+ (Ay r̄ +2ay ω̄sn)cos2 ζ (5.51)

∆=−(Ax r̄ −2axω̄sn)sinζsin |χ|+ (Ay r̄ +2ay ω̄sn)cosζcosχ (5.52)

Proof. The transformation [η, ζ]T = T (x) expressed as (5.43) and (5.48) is a diffeo-
morphism if h3 sin(ζ−|χ|) 6= 0. The inverse transformation x = T −1([ξ, η]) thus can
be obtained as 

Z
Vz

h1

h2

p
q
r


=



ξ1

ξ2

ξ3 cosχ−η1 sinχ

ξ3 sinχ+η1 cosχ
h3 sn sl (ξ4 cosζ+η2 cosχ)+(mvσξ2−η3h3)slη1 cosζ

h2
3 sn sin(|χ|−ζ)

h3 sn (ξ4 sinζ+η2 sin |χ|)+(mvσξ2−η3h3)η1 sinζ

h2
3 sn sin(|χ|−ζ)

(ηh3 −mvσξ2)/(h3sn)


(5.53)

Then the dynamic equation of the internal states is derived as

η̇= f̃ η(x ;χ) = f̃ η(T −1(η,ξ);χ) = f η(η,ξ;χ) (5.54)

A sufficient condition of the local stability of internal dynamics can be estab-
lished via the notion of the zero dynamics [27]:

η̇= f η(η,0;χ) (5.55)

By substituting (5.53) into (5.55), we have:
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η̇1 =
η2snh2

3 −η1η3 cos(|χ|−ζ)h3

h3sn sl sin(|χ|−ζ)
(5.56)

η̇2 =
sinζ(−2axω̄+ Axη3)(η1η3 sinζ−η2h3sn sin |χ|)
−cosζ(2ay ω̄+ Ayη3)(η1η3 cosζ−η2h3sn cosχ)

sl h3 sin(|χ|−ζ)
(5.57)

η̇3 =
g mvσ/h3 − snη3γ/sn

− sl Az (η1η3 cosζ−η2h3 sn cosχ)(η1η3 sinζ−η2h3 sn sin |χ|)
h2

3 sin(|χ|−ζ)2

(5.58)

According to the first Lyapunov criterion, the equilibrium of the nonlinear sys-
tem is asymptotically stable if the linearized system is asymptotically stable [33]. At
the relaxed trimming equilibrium, the internal states are η̄= [0, 0, r̄ + snµV̄z ]T , and
the local linearized system is derived from (5.56)-(5.58) as η̇1

η̇2

η̇3

=
[

A1 O2×1

0 −γ/Iz

]( η1

η2

η3

− η̄

)
(5.59)

where A1 is expressed as per (5.50). Note that the yaw damping γ is positive definite
and the system matrix of (5.59) is block diagonal. Therefore, if A1 is Hurwitz, namely
every eigenvalue of A1 has strictly negative real part, then the linear system (5.59) is
asymptotically stable. Subsequently the local asymptotic stability of the internal
dynamics is satisfied.

One may approximate r̄ and ω̄ from (5.27) with M a and F a neglected:

r̄ =−snmv gσ/γ, ω̄=
√

mv g

2κ̄
(5.60)

Remar k 2: From (5.50) and (5.60) we have

Re
(
λA1

(sl sn , |χ|))=−Re
(
λA1

(−sl sn , |χ|)) (5.61)

where λA1
denotes eigenvalues of A1. Note that for a specific quadrotor, the value of

sl sn is identical under both failure scenarios indicated by (5.25) and (5.26). There-
fore, we can further conclude from (5.61) that λA1

, i.e. the stability property of inter-
nal dynamics, remain invariant despite the failure type if |χ| is fixed.

5.3. CASE STUDY: SELECTION OF |χ|
As previous analysis presents, parameter |χ| need to be selected such that : (1)

The matrix A1 in (5.50) is Hurwitz for stable internal dynamics. (2) Condition (5.40)
is satisfied for an acceptable control effectiveness on y2.

In this section, we conduct a case study on a specific type of quadrotor, a mod-
ified Parrot Bebop2, in the simulation to demonstrate the effect of |χ| on the overall
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Figure 5.5: Poles of matrix A1 and rB varying with |χ| ∈ (ζ, ζ+π). The unshadded area
is the permitted region of |χ|. Tests in the simulation are marked in the bottom plot
with different symbols indicating if the flight succeeds. Unstable internal dynamic
region obtained from real flight data in is shown in the top plot, which slightly moves
rightward indicating a larger admissible region of |χ|. Though A1 is stable in the area
shaded red, crash still occurs because of rB < 1 that violates the constraint (5.40).

controller performance. The inertial and geometric property of this quadrotor is
listed in Table 6.1. Without loss of generality, we assume rotor 2 and 4 are removed
(sn =−1, sl = 1, χ= |χ|). Thus from (5.60), we have r̄ = 26.4 rad/s, ω̄= 1015 rad/s.

The top plot in Fig. 5.5 shows the poles of A1 versus |χ| ∈ (ζ, ζ+π). Note that
|χ| = ζ+kπ (k ∈Z) causes singularity as (5.50) shows. The shadded gray area repre-
sents positive real part of poles that render unstable internal dynamics. The bottom
plot in Fig. 5.5 presents rB (|χ|) as given in (5.40) with different |χ|. The shaded red
represents the violation of the constraint rB ≥ 1.

In the simulation, the quadrotor is commanded to transfer from X = 0 to X =
3 m at t = 1 s. Various selections of |χ| are tested and given in the bottom plot of
Fig. 5.5. The flights within the unshaded area succeed in conducting the transfer
maneuver, whereas most of those in the shaded area failed.

Three tests in the simulation with respective |χ| equal to 70, 105, and 140 de-
grees are further demonstrated. Fig. 5.6 shows the time series of output y2, internal
state η1, and u1 −u2 of these three flights. When |χ| = 105 deg, the transition is suc-
cessful where both y2 and internal states η1 converge to zero. As |χ| = 70 deg, the
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Figure 5.6: Time series of y2, η1, and u1 −u2 of three tests with different |χ| in the
simulation. A step-input of position command is given at t = 1 s.

violation of constraint rB ≤ 1 leads to a small control effectiveness B̂2. As a result,
u1 −u2 significantly oscillates during the maneuver and the drone crashed due to
limited actuator dynamics. On the other hand, when |χ| = 140 deg, the internal
dynamics are unstable and divergent oscillation of η1 occurs that makes the drone
crash.

6. GENERALIZATION TO OTHER FAILURE CONDITIONS

In this section, the inner-loop control scheme introduced in Sec. 4 is gener-
alized to a quadrotor with complete loss of a single rotor, or without rotor failure
(nominal condition).

6.1. SINGLE ROTOR FAILURE

INTERNAL DYNAMICS ANALYSIS

For a quadrotor with a single rotor failure, there are three permitted inputs.
Therefore, three outputs can be defined. Similar to the double-rotor-failure condi-
tion, one output is defined as the altitude:

y1 = Z (5.62)
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The other two outputs are related to the reduced attitude control:

y2 = h1 −nB
x (5.63)

y3 = h2 −nB
y (5.64)

To align the body fixed unit vector nB = [nB
x , nB

y , nB
z ]T with the reference nB

d = [h1, h2, h3]T ,
the preceding y2 and y3 should be stabilized to zero.

The relative degrees of the inner-loop system are ρ1 = ρ2 = ρ3 = 2 from (5.27).
Therefore, the external states are

ξ1

ξ2

ξ3

ξ4

ξ5

ξ6

=



y1

ẏ1

y2

ẏ2

y3

ẏ3

=



Z
Vz

h1 −nB
x

−h3q +h2r
h2 −nB

y

h3p −h1r

 (5.65)

Note that x in ∈ R7 and there are 6 external states, the only internal state can be se-
lected as

η1 = r +µ1Vz +µ2p +µ3q (5.66)

whereµ1, µ2, µ3 are calculated such that η̇1 does not include the control input. These
coefficients are constant and related to the handedness of the remaining rotors.

After some tedious algebra, the zero dynamics can be calculated as

η̇1 =− γ

Θ
η1 + Π

h3Θ2
η2

1 + gµ1 (5.67)

where
Θ= nB

x µ2/h3 +nB
y µ3/h3 +1 (5.68)

Π= Az nB
x nB

y /h3 + Ax nB
y µ2 + Ay nB

x µ3 (5.69)

Particularly, when nB
x = nB

y = 0, namely the drone spins about it thrust direc-
tion, we have

η̇1 =−γ(η1 − η̄1) (5.70)

Since the yaw damping γ> 0, the internal state η1 at the equilibrium η̄1 is stable.

CONTROL LAW

The above analysis demonstrates that the stability of internal dynamics with
the selection of outputs in (5.62)-(5.64). After selecting the control outputs, the same
control scheme presented in Fig. 5.2 can be applied for the single rotor failure con-
dition. Without loss of generality, we assume that rotor 4 is removed, then we have

u = [ω2
1, ω2

2, ω2
3]T (5.71)
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Table 5.1: Parameters of the tested quadrotor.

par. value unit par. value unit
Ix 1.45e−3 kg· m2 mv 0.410 kg
Iy 1.26e−3 kg· m2 b 0.145 m
Iz 2.52e−3 kg· m2 β 52.6 deg
Ip 8.00e−6 kg· m2 γ 1.50e−3 N·m·s
κ̄ 1.90e−6 kg· m2 σ 0.01 m

With the same procedure introduced in Sec. 4, the control law for a quadrotor sub-
jected to a single rotor failure can be obtained using (5.22), where

ν=
 −kz,p (ξ1 −Zref)−kz,d (ξ2 − Żref)+ Z̈ref)

−ka,pξ3 −ka,dξ4

−ka,pξ5 −ka,dξ6

 (5.72)

ÿ f = [ȧz, f /R33, f , ḧ1, f , ḧ2, f ]T (5.73)

The control effectiveness matrix B̂ can be estimated using (5.5) and (5.6):

B̂(x f ) =
 −κ̄R33, f /mv −κ̄R33, f /mv −κ̄R33, f /mv

−κ̄b sinβ κ̄b sinβ κ̄b sinβ

κ̄b cosβ κ̄b cosβ −κ̄b cosβ

 (5.74)

6.2. WITHOUT ROTOR FAILURE

For a multi-rotor drone with more than three actuators, such as a nominal
quadrotor or a hexacopter, there are four or more permitted control inputs. We can
then introduce the fourth output related to the yaw control:

y4 = r (5.75)

An independent yaw controller can be appended to provide the reference yaw rate
rref, such as a PD controller:

rref =−kp,ψeψ−kd ,ψėψ (5.76)

where eψ is the yaw angle tracking error; kp,ψ and kd ,ψ are positive gains.

Note that the rotor angular acceleration ω̇i may deteriorate the yaw control
performance while implementing this approach. Interested readers are referred to
[21] to tackle this problem for a nominal quadrotor.
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Table 5.2: Control gains.

outer kp [s−2] ki [s−3] kd [s−1]

-loop 1.0 0.1 1.0

inner ka,p [s−2] ka,d [s−1] kz,p [s−2] kz,d [s−1]

-loop 50 30 15 10

7. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The proposed control method has been validated on a modified Parrot Bebop2

drone with a lighter battery and camera module removed. The geometric and mo-
ment of inertia properties are given in Table 6.1. During the flight test, a motion
capturing system (OptiTrack) with 12 cameras provided the position measurements
of the 4 markers attached to the drone at 120 Hz. The inertial measurement unit
(IMU) measured the angular rates (from gyroscope) and the specific force (from the
accelerometer) at 512 Hz. A built-in brushless DC (BLDC) motor controller con-
troled the rotor speeds of each propeller, and also measured the rotor rotational
rates in RPM at 512 Hz. Subsequently, an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) was imple-
mented to estimate the position, velocity of the center of mass, and the attitude of
the body frame. The proposed controller and the EKF were run onboard at 500 Hz
with the original processor Parrot P7 dual-core CPU Cortex 9. The control gains are
given in Table 5.2.

7.1. FLIGHTS WITH DOUBLE AND SINGLE ROTOR FAILURE

The first set of flights tested the 3-D trajectory tracking of the quadrotor with-
out wind disturbance. Fig. 5.7 presents snapshots of the tested quadrotor with dou-
ble/single rotor failure within 0.3 s. In Fig. 5.8, the reference position together with
the measured position of the quadrotor with double/single rotor failure are given.

Without loss of generality, we removed the rotor 1 and rotor 3 for the double ro-
tor failure case. Fig. 5.9a shows the second output y2 and the first internal state η1.

Figure 5.7: Snapshot of the tested Bebop2 subjected to failures of rotor 1 & 3 (upper
row), and subjected to failure of rotor 3 (bottom row).
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Figure 5.8: Position tracking task under windless condition. The double-rotor-
failure condition (blue solid line) and single rotor failure condition (red dash line)
to track the reference position (black dot dash line).

Figure 5.9: Variables during the position tracking flight test with failures of rotor 1
and rotor 3. From top to bottom are: the output y2 and internal state η1; the angular
speed measurements of the rotor 2 and rotor 4; the angular rates measurements.
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Figure 5.10: Variables during the position tracking flight test with failure of rotor 3.
From top to bottom are: the output y2 and y3; the angular speed measurements of
the rotor 1, 2, and 4; the angular rates measurements.
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Figure 5.11: Internal state η1 in with different selection of |χ|. Before t = 5 s, |χ| =
90 deg is selected which leads to stable internal dynamics in both conditions. After
t = 5 s, |χ| is changed to 180 deg and the internal dynamics become unstable.

As is introduced in Sec. 4, they represent the reduced attitude and need to converge
to zero. Despite the misalignment during the take-off maneuver at the first 3 sec-
onds, a slight tracking error of y2 is observed which is presumably due to the bias of
the center of mass. In this flight, |χ| = 90 deg was selected for stable internal dynam-
ics. Consequently, the internal state η1 was confined around zero. Fig. 5.9b shows
the angular speeds of rotor 2 and 4 that remained almost constant at ω̄= 1000 rad/s
during the horizontal maneuvers, which was in-line with the Assumpti on 3. A yaw
rate at about −25 rad/s shown in Fig. 5.9c indicates the fast spinning motion of the
damaged quadrotor.

With the same controller and the same set of gains, the condition with single
rotor failure was also tested. The rotor 3 was removed in this test. As is shown in
Fig. 5.10a, the internal state η1 is replaced by the third output y3 because of the
addition of one rotor compared to the double-rotor-failure condition. The reference
y2,ref = y3,ref = 0 was employed in this flight that required the rotor 1 (the one diagonal
to the failed rotor) to generate no force. However, due to the lower saturation of
rotor 1 presented in Fig. 5.10b, a constant tracking error of y2 and y3 are observed.
In spite of these attitude tracking errors, the drone under both single/double rotor
failure cases were able to track the position commands.

7.2. EFFECT OF χ IN THE DOUBLE-ROTOR-FAILURE CONDITION
The quadrotor in the double-rotor-failure condition was tested in the hover re-

gion with different sets of |χ| to experimentally demonstrate its effect on the sta-
bility of the internal dynamics. Fig. 5.11 shows the internal state η1 during a hov-
ering flight where the parameter |χ| was initialized at 90 deg which would lead to
stable internal dynamics. At t = 5 s, |χ| was changed to 180 deg during the flight
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Figure 5.12: Snapshot of the tested quadrotor in the wind tunnel, with removal of
rotor 1 and 3.

and the internal state became unstable. This complies with the prediction from
Pr oposi t i on 1.

It is noteworthy that the stable region boundary moves slightly to the right
compared to the theoretical prediction, as is shown in Fig. 5.5. As a consequence,
the admissible region of |χ| becomes larger. The difference might come from the
omission of the aerodynamic damping on pitch and roll rate while conducting in-
ternal dynamic analysis.

8. VALIDATIONS IN A WIND TUNNEL

To validate the robustness against unmodeled aerodynamic forces and mo-
ments in the high-speed flight regime, flight tests have been carried out in the Open
Jet Facility (OJF), a large scale wind tunnel with an aperture of 2.85 meters (see
Fig. 5.12). The parameter |χ| = 105 deg that lies roughly in the center of its admissi-
ble region is selected, as Fig. 5.5 illustrates.

The linear quadratic regulator (LQR) is selected as the baseline for comparison
in the wind tunnel. This method has been validated in practice in a milestone re-
search paper [14]. The same set of gains from this chapter were implemented for
comparison. Specifically, the cost on control inputs was set to one; the cost on the
reduced attitude was set to 20 and the cost on angular rates was set to zero. Since a
different drone was used, the time constant of the first-order actuator model is set as
30 ms that differs from the literature. Both INDI and LQR used the same outer-loop
control gains as given in Table. 5.2.
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Figure 5.13: 3D trajectories of the damaged quadrotor under Vwind = 5 m/s, where
A to G represent the setpoints. INDI finished the trajectory tracking task while LQR
failed during the transition from setpoint D to E.

Table 5.3: Maximum flight speed of the INDI and LQR controller with various con-
trol gains. Q for LQR indicates the cost on the reduced attitude.

INDI LQR

ka,p [s−2] ka,d [s−1] Vmax [m/s] Q [−] Vmax [m/s]

5 1 7.8 1 4.6

10 2 8.3 3 5.9

50∗ 30∗ 8.8 10 5.2

100 30 8.2 20∗ 5.1

200 50 7.8 30 6.3

*Gains for the trajectory tracking task.
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Figure 5.14: Reduced attitude, rotor speeds and lateral position Y of the quadrotor
during the transition from setpoint D to E. The reduced attitude of the drone con-
trolled by LQR became unstable, before the loss of OptiTrack measurement shaded
in red, and eventually crashed. In comparison, the drone controlled by the INDI
approach succeed to finish this maneuver.
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8.1. TRAJECTORY TRACKING TASK

A trajectory tracking task was performed under a wind flow of 5 m/s. The wind
flow was along the negative direction of the x I axis. Fig. 5.13 plots the trajectories us-
ing INDI and LQR respectively. The drone tracked setpoints A to G in sequence every
3 seconds. In addition, the step reference positions (Xref and Yref) were smoothed by
a first-order filter with a time constant 1 s. As Fig. 5.13 shows, both methods success-
fully tracked the setpoints before point D. However, the LQR approach failed during
the transition from setpoint D to E, which was perpendicular to the wind flow.

Fig. 5.14 compares states between the two approaches in this period. From the
plotted data, we can find that the reduced attitudes of both methods were bounded
before conducting the maneuver, despite oscillations of reduced attitude and rotor
speeds caused by the wind flow and yaw motion. During the maneuver from point
D to E, the reduced attitude of the LQR approach diverged from zero (the lineariza-
tion point). The instability of the inner-loop attitude control caused the failure of
trajectory tracking and eventually lead to a crash.

For LQR, the rotor speed commands (i.e. the control input) were naturally am-
plified (at around t = 2 s in the mid-right plot of Fig. 5.14) to stabilize the reduced
attitudes (h1 and h2) as they were diverging from the equilibrium (top-right plot).
These increase of control input may destabilize the system in the presence of non-
linearities and model uncertainties caused by the wind flow. By contrast, the INDI
approach used the second-order derivative of the reduced attitude (y (ρ)

f in (5.22)) to
compensate for the model uncertainties. The nonlinearities are also handled by the
feedback linearization step of INDI. Thereby the reduced attitude can be stabilized
without drastically increasing the control input.

8.2. MAXIMUM FLIGHT SPEED TEST

To explore the maximum flight speed of a quadrotor under the failure of two
opposing rotors, maximum speed flight tests were conducted using both INDI and
LQR. During the entire flight, the drone was hovering at a setpoint located in front
of the wind tunnel (P ref = [0, 0, −1.5]T ). The wind speed was gradually increased
from Vwind = 0 to a Vmax until the drone crashed.

Table. 5.3 compares the maximum flight speed achieved by the two approaches
with different set of gains. Similarly to the trajectory tracking task in the preceding
section, INDI outperforms the LQR approach in terms of maximum flight speed.
Be that as it may, the drone controlled by LQR was still stabilized at relatively high-
speeds thanks to the inherent stabilizing property of feedback control.

Fig. 5.15 shows the time series of position, η1, y2, rotor speeds and wind speed
during a flight controlled by INDI, where the drone crashed at Vwind = 8.8 m/s when
t = 107 s. The variations of η1, y2 and rotor speeds significantly increased with the
wind speed. Despite the gradual increase of the oscillation, the internal state η1 was
bounded near zero and subsequently ensured successful position tracking.

To investigate the cause of loss-of-control of INDI, Fig. 5.16 shows the close-up
of Fig. 5.15 during the last 7 seconds before the crash. In addition to the rotor speed
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Figure 5.15: Variables during the wind-tunnel maximum flight speed test of INDI.
From top to bottom are: positions of the drone; the internal state η1 and the output
y2; the angular speed of the remaining rotor (rotor 2 & 4); the time series of the wind
speed which gradually increased until the loss-of-control happened. The red area
represents loss of OptiTrack measurement.

measurements, the rotor speed commands are also plotted. From the reduction of
X in the top plot, we can find that the quadrotor was blown away from the setpoint
along the wind flow. Meanwhile, the increase of Z indicates the continues reduction
of the altitude in this process. These phenomena are believed caused by the satura-
tion of motors under wind resistance, which can be clearly seen in the bottom two
plots of Fig. 5.16. In addition to the motor saturation, the control input lag due to
motor dynamics can be observed, which may cause the gradual divergence of η1 ad
y2 in the second plot of Fig. 5.16. We hence infer that the motor capacity (bandwidth
and power limit) is a major limiting factor of the maximum flight speed.

8.3. HIGH-SPEED FLIGHT WITH IMPERFECT STATE ESTIMATIONS
Since the ultimate goal of this work is improving drone safety during the high-

speed flight in outdoor environments, preliminary validations of the proposed method
using imperfect state estimations have been conducted in the wind-tunnel. The
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Figure 5.16: Close-up of the variables of Fig. 5.15 during last 7 seconds before the
crash. The red area represents loss of OptiTrack measurement.

sampling rate of the motion capturing system was reduced from 120 Hz to 10 Hz
to simulate GPS-like update rates. Only position measurements were transmitted
to the onboard flight controller. A complementary filter [35] was implemented by
fusing the measurements from the IMU and the magnetometer, to provide attitude
estimates.

In this setting, the INDI controlled drone achieved controlled flight at 8.4 m/s
inside the wind tunnel, indicating robustness to significant attitude estimation er-
rors. These errors can be seen in Fig. 5.17, which compares the pitch and roll angles
from the onboard complementary filter with the ground truth obtained with the Op-
tiTrack system at three different flight speeds. As a consequence, the tracking errors
of the reduced attitude were greater using the onboard complementary filter, espe-
cially at 0m/s and 5m/s as Fig. 5.18 shows. Note that the increase of tracking error
was less apparent at 8m/s where the drone was near the flight envelope boundary,
because the controller performance was not only degraded by imperfect state esti-
mations, but also motor limitations.

We hypothesize that the degradation of the complementary filter is caused by
the strong aerodynamic forces and centrifugal forces measured by the accelerom-
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of pitch and roll estimations between the complementary
filter and the ground truth in different flight speeds demonstrating degradation of
the compensatory filter at these condition.

eters. Improving the accuracy of the state estimator at high flight speeds and high
angular rate conditions is out of the scope of this work, but it is a highly recom-
mended future research.

9. CONCLUSIONS
In this research, an incremental nonlinear fault-tolerant control method is de-

veloped for a quadrotor subjected to complete loss of two opposing rotors. The
internal dynamics of this under-actuated control problem is analyzed. Thereby a
criterion is given to select proper control outputs that guarantee the stability of in-
ternal dynamics, which has been validated in both simulations and flight tests. The
control scheme can be generalized to a nominal quadrotor, or one with the loss of a
single rotor.

The proposed method uses the incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion (INDI)
approach to control the selected outputs. The INDI approach replaces non-input
related model terms with sensor measurements, which reduces the model depen-
dencies and consequently increases the robustness against wind disturbances in
the high-speed flight regime. Flight tests of a quadrotor with complete loss of two
opposing rotors are conducted in an open jet wind tunnel. In the presence of sig-
nificant aerodynamic effects, the control method is able to stabilize the quadrotor
at over 8.0 m/s. Compared with the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) approach, the
proposed method was found to have better robustness against model uncertainties
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Figure 5.18: Boxplots comparing the tracking error of y2, denoted by e2, between
flights with OptiTrack aided attitude estimation and those with onboard comple-
mentary filter, in different flight speeds.

brought by the significant aerodynamic effects.
Flights with imperfect state estimations from onboard sensors have been con-

ducted. Flight data in the high-speed regime with onboard sensors reveal the ad-
verse effects of aerodynamics on the state estimation. Future work is recommended
to focus on improving the attitude estimation using onboard sensors by taking into
account the effect of aerodynamics and high angular rate motion on the state esti-
mator.
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6
UPSET RECOVERY CONTROL FOR

QUADROTORS SUBJECTED TO A

COMPLETE ROTOR FAILURE

FROM LARGE INITIAL

DISTURBANCES

In this chapter, we will introduce a novel fault-tolerant controller that is able to re-
cover a quadrotor from arbitrary initial orientations and angular velocities, despite
the complete failure of a rotor. This cascaded control method includes a position/alti-
tude controller, an almost-global convergence attitude controller, and a control allo-
cation method based on quadratic programming. As a major novelty, a constraint
of undesirable angular velocity is derived and fused into the control allocator, which
significantly improves the recovery performance. For validation, we have conducted
a set of Monte-Carlo simulation to test the reliability of the proposed method of recov-
ering the quadrotor from arbitrary initial attitude/rate conditions. In addition, real-
life flight tests have been performed. The results demonstrate that the post-failure
quadrotor can recover after being casually tossed into the air.

Parts of this chapter have been published in:

S. Sun, M. Baert, B. A. S. van Schijndel, and C. de Visser, “Upset Recovery Control for Quadrotors Subjected to a
Complete Rotor Failure from Large Initial Disturbances,”In 2020 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and
Automation (ICRA) (pp. 4273-4279). IEEE.
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the upset recovery problem where n indicates the total
thrust direction and ωB indicates the vehicle angular velocity.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, multi-rotor aerial vehicles have received a lot of attention. These
aerial vehicles are usually unmanned robots that can perform various tasks, in some
cases without human intervention. Multi-rotors are mainly used outdoors for agri-
cultural purposes, architecture and construction, delivery, emergency services, me-
dia purposes or to monitor and conserve the environment. As these vehicles will
become more involved in daily life, safety can not be overlooked.

One of the most common multi-rotors is the quadrotor due to its simplicity and
energy efficiency [1]. As the name implies, a quadrotor has four rotors positioned
in a rectangular profile on the vehicle. However, because this vehicle is not over-
actuated, this type of multi-rotor suffers most from an actuator failure and might
not be able to continue its mission or worse, might not be able to land safely.

1.1. FAULT-TOLERANT CONTROL

Fault-tolerant control (FTC) for quadrotors has been the subject of various lit-
erature sources. Some research is focused on the partial damage of a rotor [2, 3],
while other research considers the complete loss of one or multiple rotors. A solu-
tion to the case of a complete loss of a rotor is presented in [4] where the author
proposes to give up on yaw control to maintain control over the other states. An
analytical solution under the complete loss of one, two or three propellers are given
in [5, 6]. A PID and a backstepping approach focusing on an emergency landing
in case of failure is presented in [7, 8] respectively. A fault-tolerant controller using
incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion (INDI) is given in [9] where fault detec-
tion is also implemented. To improve the robustness of the controller, [10] employs
a nonsingular terminal sliding mode control (NTSMC) to this fault-tolerant control
problem.

The validations in practice are carried out by [5] using the linear quadratic reg-
ulator (LQR) around the proposed analytical equilibrium. To improve the stability
under various yaw rates, the study in [11] employs a linear parameter varying (LPV)
controller. In [12], a quadrotor with loss of single rotor controlled by INDI is shown
able to fly in high-speed conditions despite significant aerodynamic disturbances.
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1.2. UPSET RECOVERY

Upset recovery is a technique extensively studied for improving aviation safety [13,
14]. The upset condition is defined as "any uncommanded or inadvertent event
with an abnormal aircraft attitude, angular rate, acceleration, airspeed, or flight tra-
jectory [15]", such as aircraft stall that directly leads to loss-of-control [16]. In com-
parison, upset of a multi-rotor drone is rarely heard by virtue of its relatively high
control effectiveness in full flight envelope. For example, a quadrotor can easily
perform aerobatic maneuvers [17].

However, due to the significant maneuverability reduction, a quadrotor with
single-rotor-failure can easily enter an upset condition. For instance, as Fig. 6.1
shows, a post-failure quadrotor may be upside down and fast rotating before the
FTC is triggered, because of strong wind disturbances and delay of the fault detec-
tion module. At this moment, existing FTC methods could fail owing to multiple
reasons, such as violation of linearization assumptions, actuator saturations, etc.
Therefore, an improved FTC method is required to address the upset recovery prob-
lem.

1.3. CONTRIBUTIONS

As the main contribution, this research proposes a controller which has the
ability to recover a quadrotor with complete loss of a rotor from an arbitrary attitude
and a wide range of initial angular velocities. Then the method can subsequently
steer the damaged drone to a designated position and altitude. This cascaded con-
trol method is composed of three parts: a control allocator that tracks the angular
acceleration command while suppressing the undesirable angular rate, an attitude
controller with an almost-global attraction region, and a position controller subor-
dinate to the former two parts.

The control method has been validated in a real-life environment where the
quadrotor was randomly tossed into the air and recovers thereafter. A set of Monte-
Carlo simulations have been also performed to test the performance of the con-
troller from a wide range of initial conditions. It is shown that the proposed method
can significantly improve the quadrotor safety after rotor failures despite large initial
disturbances.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1. NOTATION

The inertial frame is represented by the north-east-down coordinate system.
The body frame is originated at the c.g. of the vehicle with the forward-right-down
convention, as is shown in Fig. 6.2. Throughout the chapter, we use lower-case
boldface symbols to denote vectors, upper-case boldface symbols for matrices and
non-boldface symbols for scalars. A 3-D vector with superscript [·]B indicates that
the vector is expressed in the body frame, otherwise in the inertial frame. Operator
diag(·) indicates a diagonal matrix with element (·) as diagonal entries.
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Figure 6.2: Definition of the body frame, the geometric parametersβ and l , the index
of control inputs.

2.2. 6-DOF MODEL OF A QUADROTOR

The quadrotor is powered by four independently controlled rotors to produce
necessary lift and control moments. Fig. 6.2 shows the definition of the body frame,
and the rotor index of a quadrotor. The state equations of a quadrotors can be com-
posed of the following 6-DoF rigid body kinematics and dynamic equations [18]:

ξ̇= v (6.1)

Ṙ = RωB
× (6.2)

mv̇ = mg +R( f B
c + f B

a ) (6.3)

I B
v ω̇

B +ωB × I B
v ω

B = mB
c +mB

a +mB
g (6.4)

where ξ= [x, y, z]T and v = [vx , vy , vz ]T indicate the position and velocity respec-
tively. R ∈ SO(3) is the rotational matrix of the quadrotor from the body frame to
the inertial frame. Therefore, for any vector e ∈ R3, we have e = ReB . The angular
velocity of the body frame w.r.t the inertial frame is expressed as ωB = [ωx , ωy , ωz ]T ,
where ωB

× is the skew symetric matrix such that ω×a = ω× a for any a ∈ R3. The
vehicle mass and inertia are denoted by m and Iv

B respectively and g denotes the
gravity vector. The control forces f B

c and moments mB
c are produced by rotors. A

simplified model of forces and moments generated by rotors are expressed as

f B
c = [0, 0, G t u]T , mB

c =Gmu (6.5)

where u = [u1, u2, u3, u4]T and ui is the force produced by rotor i (see Fig. 6.2).
Note that 0 ≤ umin ≤ u ≤ umax. When complete failure of rotor i occurs, we have
umin,i = umax,i = 0. Gm is a mapping from rotor generated forces to control moments
and G t is the mapping from rotor generated forces to the total thrust. For a quadtro-
tor that the thrust of each rotor is parallel with the z b axis, we have

G t = [−1,−1,−1,−1] (6.6)
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Gm = diag(l sinβ, l cosβ, sσ)

 1 −1 −1 1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 1 −1

 (6.7)

where l and β are geometric parameters as shown in Fig. 6.2. σ is the torque thrust
ratio of the rotor, s is a sign variable determined by the rotating direction of the rotor.

The force model given by (6.5) neglects the variation of thrust stem from quadro-
tor translational motions with respect to the airflow. Therefore, an aerodynamic
force term f B

a is added in (6.3), so as the term mB
a in (6.4). The gyroscopic moment,

denoted by mB
g , is caused by the rotation of rotors with respect to the body frame.

For the current research, we omit f B
a , mB

a and mB
g in the controller design whereas

they are included in the simulation presented in Sec.4.

2.3. QUADROTOR UPSET RECOVERY PROBLEM

A quadrotor has four independently powered rotors, such that the thrust, pitch,
roll and yaw channels can be totally decoupled. This characteristic, however, can be
different when a single rotor failure occurs. A most commonly used strategy is by
giving up the yaw control and keep the rest which is more essential for maintaining
the desired position and altitude [4]. This requires the post-failure vehicle to enter a
so-called relaxed-hovering condition [6] in which the drone spins about an average
thrust direction whilst the position of the spinning center and the altitude maintain
constant. By slightly changing the direction and amount of the reference thrust, the
average position and altitude of the post-failure quadrotor can be controlled.

Driving a quadrotor with a single rotor failure to the relaxed-hovering condi-
tion from arbitrary initial attitude, angular rates, and positions, is defined as the
quadrotor upset recovery problem.

3. METHODOLOGY

The major challenge of the recovery problem is threefold. First of all, we need to
design an almost-global (excluding finite singularities) reduced attitude controller
to drive the vehicle orientation to the relaxed-hovering condition from large initial
attitude deviation. Secondly, with the complete failure of a rotor, the quadrotor sys-
tem only has three remaining constraint inputs. Hence it requires a novel control
allocation approach to address input constraints while preventing the drone from
entering upset conditions. Last but not least, a hedging of position/altitude loop
need to be designed to coordinate with the aforementioned attitude controller and
the control allocation method. A cascaded framework of the proposed controller is
given as Fig. 6.3 shows.
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Figure 6.3: Diagram of the proposed control method.

3.1. ALTITUDE AND POSITION CONTROL

The position and altitude control, namely the outer-loop control, is designed
as a cascaded P+PI controller as follows

v des = K p,pos(ξref −ξ) (6.8)

ades,0 = K p,vel(v des −v )+K i ,vel

∫
(v des −v )dt −g (6.9)

where ξref is the reference position; K p,pos, K p,vel and K i ,vel are 3×3 positive diagonal
gain matrices. The acceleration reference is then obtained by

ades = diag(1/ϵ, 1/ϵ, 1)ades,0 (6.10)

where
ϵ= max

(√
a2

x,des,0 +a2
y,des,0/az,des,0 tanθ1 , 1

)
(6.11)

Then we can obtain the desired thrust direction

ndes = ades/||ades|| (6.12)

Note that the transform (6.10) guarantees that the angle between ndes and the re-
verse of gravity −g is confined by angle θ1. Limiting this desired thrust direction can
prevent aggressive spatial maneuvers during recovery.

Now we use θ to denote the angle between current thrust direction n and −g

θ = arccos(−g ·n/||g ||) (6.13)

Then the original thrust command can be obtained by

Tdes,0 =−m ·az,des/cosθ (6.14)

However, this method may deteriorate the attitude loop performance. Consider
when the drone is upside down where θ ≥ 90 deg, (6.14) gives a negative thrust com-
mand; or when θ = 90 deg, (6.14) leads to singularity. For this reason, a scaling factor
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β is introduced which is scheduled by the total incline angle θ, yielding

β= θ2 −min(max(θ, θ1), θ2)

θ2 −θ1
(6.15)

where θ1 < θ2 are predetermined parameters (see Table. 6.2). Finally the total thrust
command is obtained by

Tdes =−β ·m ·az,des/cos(min(θ, θ1)) (6.16)

3.2. ATTITUDE CONTROL

The attitude controller calculates the the angular rate command in order to
control the thrust orientation n to ndes. Now introduce the total incline angle ρ as
the angle from ndes to n, where

ρ = arccos(ndes ·n) (6.17)

Define the instant rotation vector nc perpendicular to both ndes and n, we have

nc = n ×ndes/sinρ (6.18)

The reference angular rate can be consequently obtained

ωB
des = kp,att ·ρR T nc (6.19)

where kp,att is a positive gain. Then the angular acceleration reference can be ob-
tained by a proportional controller with a feed-forward term

αB
des = K p,rate(ωB

des −ωB )+ ω̇B
des (6.20)

Note that (6.18) becomes singular when n and ndes are collinear. Thus the attitude
control presented above could result in the almost-global reduced attitude stabiliza-
tion [19] with exception of two special points, namely ρ ∈ {0, π}. In practice, when
singularity occurs, we can simply set nc as an arbitrary unit vector perpendicular to
n.

3.3. CONTROL ALLOCATION

The control allocation step solves the desired thrust of each rotor, namely u,
using the desired angular accelerationαB

des and the total thrust command Tdes as cal-
culated above. Now, we use µdes to denote the desired control moments and thrust.
By replacing ω̇B with αB

des in (6.4) and omitting mg and ma , we have

µdes =
[

mB
c,des

Tdes

]
=

[
I B

v α
B
des +ωB × I B

v ω
B

Tdes

]
(6.21)
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Figure 6.4: Projection of the attainable moment set (AMS) on the xb−yb plane before
and after the failure of rotor 4. The projection of current angular velocity ωB perpen-
dicular to the boundary of AMS is unable to be reduced by the control moment. The
magnitude of this component is denoted by ω̃.

The thrusts generated by rotors need to cooperatively fulfil the reference represented
by µdes. As the thrust produced by a rotor is limited, we establish a constrained
Quadratic Programming (QP) problem to solve u:

P1 : min
u

(
µdes −Gu

)T
W

(
µdes −Gu

)+λuT u

s.t. umin ≤ u ≤ umax

(6.22)

where G = [GT
m , GT

t ]T is a combined control effective matrix; W = diag(Wx , Wy , Wz , Wt )
is a user defined weighting matrix, which determines the weight for each control ob-
jective; λ> 0 is another weight for minimizing the control effort.

P1 is a typical control allocation method for both aircraft and drones [20, 21].
However, for a quadrotor with single rotor failure, we need to add an additional con-
straint to P1. We hereby define the Attainable Moment Set (AMS) as a set of moments
that can be generated by the existing rotors. As Fig. 6.4 shows, the area of AMS is
reduced after rotor failure occurs. This is due to the fact that the quadrotor with
fixed-pitch rotors can not generate negative lift, namely umin ≥ 0. In consequence,
the angular velocity which cannot be suppressed by the current attainable moment
will cause unstoppable rotations. The magnitude of this angular velocity, denoted
by ω̃, must be restrained during upset recovery.

A constraint of ω̃ after a brief time period th is then introduced. Since the ma-
neuverability on pitch/roll direction is much higher than yaw direction, we assume
thatωz in the period th is constant. Recall (6.4), and approximate I B

v by diag(Ix , Iy , Iz ),
we have [

ω̇x

ω̇x

]
=

[
0

Iy−Iz

Ix
ωz

Iz−Ix

Iy
ωz 0

][
ωx

ωy

]
+Ĝmu (6.23)
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where

Ĝm = diag(Ix , Iy )−1

[
1 0 0
0 1 0

]
Gm (6.24)

Note that (6.23) is a linear ODE, thus the time history of ωx and ωy can be explicitly
solved with given initial conditions and control inputs. Assume the control input
u is constant within th , and use the current ωx and ωy as initial conditions, then ω̃

after th can be expressed as

ω̃(th) =ϕ

[
ωx (th)
ωy (th)

]
=ϕΦ0(th)

[
ωx

ωy

]
+ϕΦ1(th)Ĝmu (6.25)

where ϕ ∈R1×2 is a row vector converting ωx and ωy to ω̃, and we have

Φ0 =
[

cos(cth) − c
b sin(cth)

b
c sin(cth) cos(cth)

]
(6.26)

Φ1 =
[ 1

c sin(cth) 1
b cos(cth)− 1

b
b
c2 − b

c2 cos(cth) 1
c sin(cth)

]
(6.27)

where

b = Iz − Ix

Iy
ωz , c =

√
|(Iz − Ix )(Iy − Iz )|

Ix Iy
|ωz | (6.28)

Note that the detail expression of ϕ varies with the quadrotor geometric property
and the location of the failure rotor in the body frame.

From (6.25), it is clear that ω̃ is not only affected by the rotor generated mo-
ments, but also coupling moment (term ωB × I B

v ω
B in (6.4)) as the function of initial

angular velocity. Therefore, reducing ω̃ is possible by leveraging these coupling mo-
ments after complete failure of rotors.

Consequently, the control allocation method constraining ω̃ can be constructed
as

P2 : min
u,d

(
µdes −Gu

)T
W

(
µdes −Gu

)+λuT u +γd 2

s.t. ϕΦ1Ĝmu ≤−ϕΦ0[ωx , ωy ]T + ω̃max +d
−d ≤ 0

umin ≤ u ≤ umax

(6.29)

where the first constraint stems from (6.25), which sets limitations to the ω̃ after th

by ω̃max. The slack variable d is added to guarantee the solution of above optimiza-
tion problem; γ > 0 is a weight added to the slack variable thereof. Note that the
recovery performance is affected by three parameters: th , ω̃max and γ. In general,
the constraint of ω̃ is more strict with a larger th , γ and a smaller ω̃max. P2 is a con-
strained quadratic programming problem which can be efficiently solved on-line
using, for instance, the Active-set Algorithm [20] and the Interior Point Method [22].

After obtaining the reference thrust of each rotor by solving the quadratic pro-
gramming problem P2, the RPM command or PWM command can be subsequently
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Figure 6.5: Two trajectories initialized from the same condition while using different
allocation methods. The upper plot shows the angular rates about the unrecover-
able axis ω̃. The method P2 can more effectively suppress ω̃ than P1. The lower plot
shows the vertical component of the thrust direction n, namely nz , which should
converge to -1 when the vehicle thrust vector points upward. It is clear the method
P2 results in much faster recovery speed than P1.

calculated using a model obtained by propeller static thrust tests, which is omitted
in this chapter for readability.

4. SIMULATION VALIDATION

4.1. CASE STUDY: COMPARISON BETWEEN P1 AND P2 ALLOCATION
The proposed controller is first of all validated in a 6-DoF simulation. The sim-

ulation platform uses the quadrotor model developed in [23], which takes complex
aerodynamic effects into account. The quadrotor inertial and geometric parameters
are given in Table. 6.1. One of the innovations proposed in this article is utilizing P2
from (6.29) to replace P1 in (6.22), such that the undesirable angular rate ω̃ can be
suppressed. Fig. 6.5 shows ω̃ and nz of two recovery maneuvers using P1 and P2 as
allocation methods respectively. In both simulations, the failure of rotor 4 occurs
when n = [−0.2, 0.2, 0.98]T and ωB = [−15, 15, 0]. At this moment, the drone is al-
most upside down with a large ω̃ at 17.3 rad/s. The target thrust orientation of both
are set as ndes = [0, 0, −1]T , namely vertically upwards. It is clear that the trajec-
tory with P2 allocation can effectively suppress ω̃. Thereby the drone could recover
its attitude within around 0.7 s, whereas the same problem without restraining ω̃

recovers at around 2 s.

4.2. MONTE-CARLO SIMULATION
A set of Monte-Carlo simulations are conducted to validate the proposed method.

Another two methods are compared in these simulations: the method with P1 allo-
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Figure 6.6: Altitude time series of a set of Monte-Carlo simulation including 200
flights initialized from random attitude and angular velocities with different flight
control methods. a.) The benchmark method. b.) The proposed method but using
P1 allocation. c.) The proposed method.
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Figure 6.7: Scatter plot of the initial conditions of the Monte-Carlo simulation with
colors showing the maximum height drop. The crashed flights are shown in red
cross markers. a.) The benchmark method. b.) The proposed method but using P1
allocation. c.) The proposed method.
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cation, and the benchmark control method proposed by [12]. For each method, 200
trajectories are simulated from different initial conditions.

We simulate the scenario where the failure of rotor 4 happens during the for-
ward flight at speed. The initial position and velocity of these flights are set as
ξ0 = [0, 0,−50]T m, v 0 = [10, 0, 0]T m/s. The initial attitude is randomly selected
in the entire SO(3), and the initial angular velocity ωB

0 ∼ U (−ω0,max, ω0,max) where
ω0,max = [10, 10, 5]T rad/s.

The altitude time series of different methods are plotted in Fig. 6.6. And Fig. 6.7
shows the scatter plot of the initial conditions of these three methods with color
showing the maximum height drop. For the benchmark method, there are 67 out of
200 flights crashed. Most of these crashed flights marked in red crosses concentrate
in the area with positive initial nz which indicate downward pointing initial thrust
orientations (Fig. 6.7-a2). On the other hand, the initial angular rates seem no spe-
cial effect on the recovery performance. For method using P1 allocation shown in
Fig. 6.6-b and Fig. 6.7-b, there are 4 crashes but many of the rest recover after drop-
ping for a large amount of altitude. There are two crashes concentrate on the top-left
ωx -ωy plane of Fig. 6.7-b1 meaning that these flights are initialized with large ω̃. In
comparison, the proposed controller using P2 allocation method recovers the dam-
aged drone in all of the 200 flights. 95% of these flights could recover with a height
drop of less than 10 m while only 1 flight recovers after dropping over 30 m, as is
shown in Fig. 6.6-c and Fig. 6.7-c.

5. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The proposed method is also validated in the real flight environment. The

tested platform is a modified Parrot Bebop 2 quadrotor, as Fig. 6.8 shows. The pa-
rameters of this quadrotor are given in Table. 6.1. The flight was conducted in the
Cyberzoo, TU Delft where 12 cameras from the motion capturing system (Optitrack)
measured the position of 6 reflective markers attached to the drone in 120 Hz. The
position information was then transmitted to the drone via WiFi, and the controller
was run on-board in 500 Hz. The processor of the drone is a Parrot P7 dual-core
CPU Cortex 9, and the IMU is MPU6050 for angular rate and specific force measure-
ments.

To create the arbitrary initial condition, we threw the quadrotor with failure of
rotor 4 into the air as Fig. 6.8 shows. After reaching an altitude of 2 meters, the drone
started recovering. Fig. 6.9 shows the reduced attitude n, the angular rates, height
and the rotor RPM in the recovery process. The drone was finally recovered and
stayed at 3 m over the ground with a fast yaw rate. The controller parameters of this
set of the test are listed in Table. 6.2.

Since the motion capturing system is unable to measure the position of the
drone with large attitude deviations from the hovering condition, an Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) is applied to fuse the camera measurements with the IMU measure-
ments to obtain the position, velocity and attitude estimations. The 3rd subplot of
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Figure 6.8: Snapshots of the quadrotor recovery maneuver after being tossed into
the air. The drone was finally stabilized at 3m above the ground. Right top corner
shows the photo of the tested quadrotor of which the left-back rotor was removed.

Figure 6.9: Time history of the recovery maneuver. Subfigures from top to bottom
present the thrust orientation n, angular rates ωB , altitude z and rotor speeds re-
spectively.
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Table 6.1: Inertial and geometric properties of the tested quadrotor.

parameter value unit
I B

v diag(1.45, 1.26, 2.52)×10−3 kgm2

m, l , β 0.41, 0.145, 52.6 kg, m, deg
s, σ 1, 0.01 -

Table 6.2: Control parameters of the real-life flight test.

par. value par. value
K p,pos diag(1,1,15) K p,vel diag(2,2,25)
K i ,vel diag(1,1,5) (θ1, θ2) (30, 70) deg
kp,att 8 K p,rate diag(15,15,1)

W diag(104,104,102,4) (λ,γ, th ,ω̃max) (0.1,105,0.1,5)

Fig. 6.9 also shows EKF estimated altitude compared with the raw measurements
and the latter keeps constant before t = 1.3 s due to loss of tracking of the reflective
markers.

The in-door tests have a success rate of 71% (46 out of 65 throws). However,
those initialized from upside-down orientations and large ω̃ is rather hard to recover
before touching the ground. This is because of the height limitation of the labora-
tory (6 meters effective height) while it requires about 10 meters to completely re-
cover from the upset condition. Therefore, out-door flight tests will be performed in
future research, together with improved state estimation methods.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An upset recovery control method for a quadrotor with one rotor failure has
been proposed and tested in this research. The controller can stabilize the quadro-
tor from arbitrary initial orientations and a wide range of angular velocities to the
relaxed hovering condition. A novel control allocation approach is developed to
suppress the undesirable angular velocities, which is important to the recovery per-
formance. To demonstrate the reliability of the method, we have conducted Monte-
Carlo simulations from random initial conditions. It has shown that the proposed
method can timely recover the quadrotor with a height drop of less than 10 m in over
95% flights. In the real-flight test, the controller can recover the damaged quadro-
tor after being randomly tossed into the air. Further tests in outdoor environments,
with onboard state estimation, are suggested for future research.
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7
CONCLUSION

This chapter will revisit the research questions given in the Introduction in the
light of studies carried out in Chapter 2-6. Then, its limitations and an outlook on
future work will be provided.

1. ANSWERS TO RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1.1. RESEARCH QUESTION I
The first research question is about aerodynamic modeling of the damaged

quadrotor, and has been addressed in Chapter 2 and 3.

Research Question I

How to establish aerodynamic models of a quadrotor subjected to complete
failure of rotors in the high-speed flight regime using an aerodynamic model
identification approach?

In Chapter 2, a set of gray-box models are identified for a quadrotor in the nom-
inal configuration from the high-speed flight data obtained in a large-scale wind
tunnel. In the high-speed flight condition, significant aerodynamic effects not cap-
tured by standard hovering model become apparent. This research has provided
new observations of aerodynamic effects from practical experiments, such as

• Thrust degradation due to rotor-body interactions.

• Yaw moment variations in different sideslip angles.

• Significant pitch-up moments causing saturatiosn of rear rotors and longitu-
dinal instability of a quadrotor.
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These newly discovered phenomena, together with known effects from the litera-
ture, are modeled from flight data using a gray-box identification approach. The
resultant gray-box model outperforms the benchmark in thrust prediction, particu-
larly at high sideslip angle, and aerodynamic moment predictions in the high-speed
flight regime. On validation data, we have seen 20% and 80% reductions of residual
errors of force and moment model predictions, in comparison with the benchmark
hovering model.

While the above gray-box model focuses on accuracy, the model established in
Chapter 3 highlights model versatility to both nominal and damaged conditions in
high-speed regimes. Therefore, flight data of a quadrotor subjected to complete ro-
tor failures, along with the previous nominal data, are used for identification. There
are two factors to be emphasised while establishing the model. First, for data pro-
cessing, the high-speed yawing motion of the damaged quadrotor needs to be con-
sidered. It is critical to obtain an accurate local inflow velocity of each rotor, and
more importantly, to remove the bias of the accelerometer from centrifugal forces
and IMU installation errors. Secondly, a multi-body parametric model is selected
for model versatility, because it can separate the rotor and the airframe effects. For
each rotor, a 3-axis force and moment model has been established according to the
thrust variations and blade-flapping effects. For the airframe, on the other hand, a
novel normalized model structure is developed. This model structure is free of an-
gular singularities; it also removes the requirement for extrapolations because nor-
malized velocities are adopted. In the end, a classical weighted least-square (WLS)
estimator is used to identify parameters of the aerodynamic model. Compared with
benchmark model from the literature, the model has shown near 40% and 70% re-
duction of normalized root-mean-square error in force and moment predictions re-
spectively. More importantly, the proposed aerodynamic model can be applied to
both nominal and rotor-failure configurations.

1.2. RESEARCH QUESTION II
Research question 2 is about designing robust fault-tolerant control of a quadro-

tor subjected to complete rotor failures. It has been tackled in work presented in
Chapter 4-6.

Research Question II

How to devise a fault-tolerant control method for a quadrotor subjected to
complete failure of rotors that is robust against significant aerodynamic ef-
fects?

Chapter 4 developed a nonlinear flight controller for a quadrotor subjected to
single-rotor failure. The controller is comprised of three loops: a position control
loop using the PID method, a reduced attitude control loop, and a control alloca-
tion loop. Since the control allocation loop is sensitive to model uncertainties due to
high-speed induced aerodynamic effects, the incremental nonlinear dynamic inver-
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sion (INDI) approach is adopted for control allocation. Apart from the aerodynamic
disturbances, the high-speed yawing motion is another major challenge, which is
addressed by the reduced attitude control loop based on nonlinear dynamic inver-
sion (NDI). This method converts the desired acceleration in the inertial reference
frame to the angular rate commands using rigid-body kinematics.

Chapter 5 generalizes the work in Chapter 4 to the condition with two oppos-
ing rotor failures. This under-actuated control problem, therefore, is composed of
several internal states to be stabilized. The output-redefinition technique is thus ap-
plied to select a proper control variable to combine the two reduced attitudes, which
is scheduled by a designated parameter (denoted by χ in the Chapter 5). It has been
proved that, by appropriately selecting χ, the internal states can be stabilized. Oth-
erwise, loss-of-control could occur due to unstable internal states. Parameter χ can
also attenuate the detrimental effect of actuator dynamics, by determining a control
output rendering higher control effectiveness.

For validation, real flights in the wind-tunnel have been conducted using both
methods proposed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The tested quadrotor can reach
over 8 m/s, which is over half of its nominal maximum flight speed. The proposed
controller has been compared with a benchmark LQR approach adopted in the lit-
erature, by conducting maximum flight tests and trajectory tracking tasks in the
wind-tunnel. These flights have demonstrated higher robustness of the proposed
method against aerodynamic disturbances. By applying the novel FTC, the average
maximum flight speeds have been improved from around 5m/s to over 8m/s for the
tested quadrotor.

To enlarge the region of attraction of the proposed FTC methods, Chapter. 6
presents an almost-global convergence approach, whereby a quadrotor subjected
to a single-rotor-failure can recover from arbitrary initial angular and angular rate
to hover. For preventing the damaged quadrotor from entering an unrecoverable
state, a flight-envelope protection method is fused into the control allocation loop,
yielding a quadratic programming (QP) problem. This proposed method has been
compared with a traditional QP based allocation method, and the one developed
in Chapter. 4. The comparison is in the form of Monte-Carlo simulations using the
aerodynamic model identified in Chapter 3. The results show that the newly pro-
posed method can recover a quadrotor from any initial orientations, and a broad
range of initial angular velocities (∼ 10 rad/s). In addition, this control method has
been validated in the real flight, where a quadrotor with only three rotors was ca-
sually tossed into the air to create arbitrary initial conditions. Because of the spa-
tial limit in the laboratory, some flights failed to recover before hitting the ground.
Nonetheless, more than 70% percent of flights were recovered, and the success rate
will rise with a greater initial height.
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2. LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1. UNDERSTANDING OF COMPLEX AERODYNAMIC EFFECTS

While this thesis has revealed the existence of complex aerodynamic effects
using a phenomenological approach, the underlying mechanism of these effects
should be further investigated by systematic studies. Even though the gray-box
model in Chapter 2 can accurately capture these effects, the performance of this
model can be unsatisfactory in regimes where flight data are scarce. On the other
hand, the rigid-body model in Chapter 3 has better extrapolation performance thanks
to its relatively simple model structure at the cost of accuracy. The drawbacks of
both models can be complemented by providing a physical-based model of these
complex aerodynamic effects, such as rotor wake interactions, aerodynamic induced
rotor moments, aerodynamic on to airframe, etc.

Therefore, it is recommended to investigate these complex aerodynamic effects
of multi-rotor drones systematically. Possible solutions could be, for instance, static
wind tunnel tests [1], computational fluent dynamics (CFD)[2] and analytical ap-
proaches [3].

2.2. INDI WITH ACTUATOR DYNAMICS

For a high-speed spinning quadrotor, the bandwidth of the actuator dynamics
are comparable with that of the quadrotor. Therefore, the actuator dynamics can
lead to non-negligible delay to the system. The INDI approach in this thesis, unfor-
tunately, does not take it into account, which may indirectly cause loss-of-control.

Introducing Pseudo-Control-hedging (PCH) [4] may alleviate the adverse ef-
fect of actuator dynamics by restraining unattainable commands to the inner-loop.
However, this may deteriorate the outer-loop control performance. A comprehen-
sive study combining INDI and PCH technique is thus recommended to carry out,
specifically, for this fault-tolerant control problem.

Since system delays have been extensively studied for linear control problems,
insight may be gained from classical linear approaches, such as using phase margin
as a tool to analyze the system robustness against delays caused by actuator dynam-
ics. Another effective way is augmenting the original system with states representing
actuators [5]. The generalization of these methods to the INDI framework might be
possible.

2.3. STATE ESTIMATION

The omission of the state estimation problem is one of the major limitations
of this study. Throughout the thesis, all the flight tests rely on external motion cap-
turing systems that can provide accurate and timely measurements of the vehicle
attitudes and positions. For linear systems, state estimators (or state observers) can
be decoupled with the controller design thanks to the principle of separations [6].
But in reality, due to nonlinearities, the controller performance is coupled with the
accuracy of state estimators. This is especially critical for this FTC problem where
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highly nonlinear and fast dynamics are involved. As a preliminary test, flights have
been carried out in Chapter 5 with a complementary filter for attitude estimation.
The estimator is found to be significantly deteriorated in such high-dynamic flight
conditions, which subsequently degraded the performance of the controller.

Therefore, finding reliable state estimation methods in the rotor failure con-
ditions recommended in future research. Without the reliance on an external mo-
tion capturing system, out-door flights can be performed. This will further validate
the robustness of the proposed controller in a more realistic scenario. In addition,
without spatial limitations such as those found in the laboratory environments and
wind-tunnel, more systematic tests of upset-recovery maneuvers, high-speed verti-
cal maneuvers, and post-failure high-speed cruising flights can be performed.
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